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ABSTRACT

The results of an analytical study of compression system forced response and an experimental
investigation of the reversed flow performance of a three-stage axial-flow compressor are
presented.

A one-dimensional lumped parameter description of the dynamics of a simple compression
system was found to be capable of simulating the circumstances under which the Imposition of
a periodic external excitation can Oforce" a normally surging compression system Into a small
amplitude oscillation about the nonrecoverable stall point. This forced oscillation can then
decay Into a system stagnation upon termination of the external excitation. It was also found,
however, that predictions of compression system forced response behavior were heavily
dependent upon the model used for defining compressor post-stall performance, both steady
state end transient, especially In the reve a flow and mss fow shutoff operating regimes.

The complete set of pressure rise and torq*e characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow
compressor re presented Two stable stalled flow modes have been observed In the
multi-stage axial compressor builds tested 1) rotating stall, end 2) full annulus stalled flow.
The transition to ech of the two stalled modes is ompanied by a discontinuous drop in

overall time-averaged presure rise and torque performance. Although a large hysteresis is
associated with the unstall-rotating stall trinsition (which occurs at a relatively large
poitive flow coefficlent). the transition fron rotating stall to the annulus stall mode (which
oocurs at a negative flow coefficient near shutoff) has no hysteresis.

Detailed flowfield measurements at several reverse mass fow rates were obtained through the
use of a synchronous event and rotor phase lock deta aoquisition triggering technique.
Instantaneous traces of all three absolute velocity components as well as the total and static
pressuresat several representative axial, circumferential, and redial measuring positions have
been Included. An nalysis of the experimental results indicates that a multi-lobed spinning
pressure disturbance pattern exists at moderate and low reverse flow coefficients. The
Influence of the pressure disturbence pattern is most pronounced at the reverse flow
coefficient which ylelds the overall pressure rise level corresponding to the level observed
during operation In the rotating stall flow mode.
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The detailed flowfield measurements also show that there is a significant radial redistribution
of flow through the cmnpresor. The existence of large radial velocity ctponens and radial

total and static pressure gadients have been documented. At low reversed flow coefficients,
the formation of strong recirculatory flow patterns was observed. These three dimensional
aspects of the flowfield tend to explain why previous two-dimensional cascade based theories
have failed to correctly predict reversed flow performance in rotating turbomachinery.
Finally, the strong similarities between the reverse nowfeld structure measured and reported
In the present work, with the rotating stall cell flowfield structure measured by others,
provides support for the use of the basic parallel compressor concept for analyzing rotating
stall.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Edward M. Oreltzer
Title Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics

and Director of the Plasma Dynamics and
Gas Turbine Laboratory
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IlIST OF SYMBOLS

a = speed of sound (Chapters I and 2)

= fraction of compressor annulus admitting through-flow (Chapter 3)

ao,a I )a 2  = coefficients of second order curve fit of linearized anemometer signal

A = flow-through area
= constant in King's Law, defined in Equation 4-7 (Chapter 4)

AB/Ac = blockage ratio (fraction of compressor annulus not admitting throughflow)

ARs/Ac = fraction of compressor annullus occupied by rotating stall cell

An  Fourier series coefficients

b0 .... ,b = coefficients of slanted hot wire directional sensitivity curve fit

B = dimensionless number; defined in Equation 1-I
- constant In King's Law; defined In Equation 4-7 (Chapter 4)

C speed of sound (Chapter 7)

C specific heat capacity at constant pressure

COC pc 2  constants in correlation of case wall pressure drop across stationary

bladerows

C = compressor pressure rise
= absolute velocity (Chapters 4 and 7)

Cx  absolute axial velocity component

* Symbols with more than one meaning are listed with general definition first. The

alternate definition (along with the chapter where the secondary meaning is employed) Is
listed second.
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CoC Y  = absolute circumferential, tangential velocity component

Cr  = absolute radial velocity component

CO = amplitude of upstream axial velocity fluctuations at axial station #9

C 1 s.s. = axisymmetric flow mode steady-state compressor pressure rise

C2s.s. = rotating stall flow mode steady-state compressor pressure rise

dod i,d 2 = constants in correlation of case wall static pressure drop across stationary

bladerows

E = hot wire anemometer bridge output (volts)

E = linearized hot wire anemometer bridge output (volts)!I
f = frequency (Hz)

F = throttle pressure drop

F-= partial derivative of throttle pressure drop with respect to throttle mass
flow

gr = gradient of body force In radial direction

G = body force

h = enthalpy

HSHR = stationary, rotor bladerow case wall static pressure drop

KLE KT = leading edge, trailing edge blade angles
Ki lo

-- KI = linearized component performnce characteristic slope

K2 = linearized component performance characteristic y-intercept

L = effective length of equivalent duct

-£ = blade chord length

o = unit vector along direction of slanted sensor element

x
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h = mass flow

M = Mach Number

n - exponent constant in King's Low; defined in Equation 4-7
- Fourier series number (Chapter 7)

N = number of stages

NR/S = number of rotor revolutions elapsed before fully developed rotating stall
condition is developed

N = number of lobes in spinning pressure disturbance pattern

P = pressure

PR - compressor pressure ratio

P = plenum pressure rise, (Pplenm.n-P ient)

pop = orifice plate pressure drop

r = radius, radial direction

Re = Reynold's Number

rmRm = compressor rotor mean radius

R 2  = electrical resistances In Kings Law; defined in Equation 4-7

S = signal voltage (Chapter 4)
= pitchwlse spacing (Chapter 3)
- entropy (Chapter 7)

t time

:tIC rotating stall cell time duration (oscilloscope trace)

T = temperature

TI = hot wire sensor operating temperature in King's Law; defined In Equation

4-7
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Ts  point in compression system dynamic simulation when external forcing
function is introduced

TRSC rotating stall cell cycle period (oscilloscope trace)

Tp/S period of time elapsed before fully developed rotating stall condition is
developed

AT = temperature difference (Chapter 7)
= elapsed time (Chapter 2)

To= large (infinite) time duration

U = mean rotor velocity

URSC  rotating stall cell propagation speed

Uo spinning pressure disturbance propagation speed

V = velocity

Vp plenum volume

W relative velocity

We  = effective cooling velocity (scaler)

WxW, Wz = sensor based relative velocity components

X = axial direction

Xf forcing function amplitude

uO = absolute flow angle
- discharge coefficient (Chapter 4 end Appendix A)

(OX = initial sensor orientation angle

U - sensor turning angle increment (Chipter 4)

(- = relative flow angle

xii
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(, ,, blade stagger angle (Bammert and Zehner [35])

S = specific hat ratio
- blade stagger angle (Chapter 3)

- = streamtube radial offset from meenline radius

S = loss coefficient

0 = circumferential direction

00 = inclination angle of slanted hot wire sensor

Oy - yaw angle with respect to hot wire sensor

Op = pitch angle with respect to hot wire sensor

K = orifice plate calibraiton coefficient

i = blockage ratio (fraction of compressor annulus not admitting throughflow)
.- dynamic viscosity (Appendix A)

V) = kinematic viscosity

3 = mdensity

0i = angular propagation speed
-"standard deviation (Chapter 4)

7 = torque
= time constant (Chapter 2)

.. = pressure rise coefficient

74' = torque coefficient

7-0 = temperature coefficient

3 = frequency (radian)

(A)F - external forcing function periodic frequency

WH = Helmholtz resonator frequency; defined on p.13

(/) = flow coefficient

F = forcing function phase angle

Xoii
..........................................
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(7 ) = velocity perturbation potential

= rotor angular speed

C = compressor

duct = facility ducting (36" Dia.)

EA = ensemble average

F = external forcing function

0 = stagnation condition

op = orifice plate

r = radial

RSC = rotating stall cell

9.s. = steady state

S-S = static-to-static

t = total condition

T = throttle

T-S = total-to-static

T-T = total-to-total

uNS = unstalled

X = axial

Y = tangential
- yaw angle (Chapter 4)

1 = random noise

0 = circumferential
- temperature (Chapter 5)

a - multilobe disturbance pattern

xlv
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" = torque
Cd = fruency

* = design point

-,- empirical term (Bammert and Zehner (351)

- non-dimensional variable

- vector quantity

- fluctuating quantity

A circumferential area averag
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Elan

1. Compression System Dynamic Model
2. Representative Multistage Axial Compressor Performance (Steady State)

3. Post Stail Compression System Behavior Modes

4. Representative Axisymmetric Characteristic
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Chapter I

During the development of gas turbine engines for aircraft propulsion applications in the

1940's and early 1950's, the phenomena of surge and rotating stall were observed to be the

two modes of compression system response to an excursion past the stall limit of the

compressor [1,21. In 1955, Emmons, Pearson and Grant [3] distinguished between these

distinct types of stall behavior by describing surge as a global compression system instability

similar In manner to a "self-excited Helmholtz resonator," and by describing rotating stall as

a localized compressor phenomenon in which one or more stall cells propagate wound the

compressor annulus at a constant rotational speed

In aircraft engine applications, the desire to sustain a minimal level of efficient engine

operation Is the reason wry most relevant surveys of post stall compression system behavior

attempt to clearly Identify those types of compressor stall that are "recoverable" and those

which are not. Nonrecoverable stalls, sometimes called "hung stalls" or "engine stagnations,"

require complete engine shutdown and restart to recoer from the stagnation condition.

Because of this, surge has generally become the desired Initial mode of comprmion system

response to an excursion pest the stall limit of the compressor. Surge stalls are considered

to be "recoverable" because the compressor operates on its unstalled performance

characteristic during a portion of the surge cycle. As a result, unstalled operation at the

I "-bers in brackets refer to the biblloraphy listing In the Reference Section of this thesis
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design point can often be reestablished sometimes automatically by the system, or by opening

compressor bleed ports, or by taking other similar corrective measures to terminate the surge

cycle in this operating regime.

On the other hand, fully developed rotating stall can be nonrecoverable in any practical

gas turbine engine design. The occuranc of steady state rotating stall is sometimes called an

'engine stagnation" because the overall compression system (i.e. the gs turbine engine)

responds to the localized rotating stall event in the compressor by establishing a new, stalled

("stagnated"), equilibrium operating condition at a lower rotational speed and with

substantially reduced mass flow and pressure rise across the compressor. Since this new

equilibrium point Is almost always beyond the Influence of any active engine control

parameters (e.g. fuel and throttle controls), an engine stagneation is not recoverable.

Prolonged operation at this now equilibrium condition can have severe consequences for both

the integrity - the engine and the aircraft because the reduced mass flow and compressor

pressure rise will result In sharply increased compressor and turbine metal temperatures as

well as drastically reduced propulsive efficiency and thrust.

It was soon realized in the early 1950's by Huppert and Benser [II and Pearson [41 in

the United States, and Smith and Fletcher [21 in Oreat Britain, that an increase in the wheel

speed of the compressor rotor and/or an Increase In the combustor volume tended to promote

the (more favorable) sure mode of compression system response rather then a rotating stall

induced stagnetion. Grettzer [5 In 1976 quantified those previously Identified qualitative

trends when he defined a dimensionless "B parameter" for compression systems as follows.

= A Lc
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where U is the mom wheel speed, 2a is twice the characteristic speed of sound of the

medium in the compressor, VP is the volume of the combustor or exit plenum, Ac is the

flowthrough area of the compressor, and LC is the equivalent length of the compressor

ducting

According to the analytical and experimental evidence presented by Oreitzer in [5,6J,

there is a critical value of the B parameter for each compression system. For compression

systems with a value of B above their critical value, Bcrit, the system will surge upon an

excursion past the stall limit of the compressor. At B values below this critical value, the

system will encounter equilibrium rotating stall at the operating point defined by the

intersection of the throttle and the rotating stall characteristics.

Although Gretzer's "B parameter" first appeared In 1976, there was some qualitative

empirical evidence during the I950's and 1960's to suggest that nonrecoverable stagnation

stall could be avoided by providing enough volume in the compressor and/or increasing the

wheel speed and/or decreasing the flowthrough area and/or length of the compressor.

Although It was not fully appreciated within the aircraft gas turbine Industry, Incorporation

of these traitd in the design process tended to insure that engines would surge following an

excursion past the compresor's stall limit. Indeed, the compressor stall limit on a

compressor map of pressure ratio vs. corrected weight flow became known as the "surge

line".

By the md- 1970's, it became apparent that the development and deployment of high

thrust-to-weight ratio afterburning turbofan engines had caseW the stagnation stall

phenomenon to appear with increaed Incidence. For instance, the operational stagnation rate

of Pratt &Whltnys production lot IV FIOO ugnented turbofans had reached 12 stagnations

- 3
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per 1000 engine flight hours (EFH) in early 1976 [7]. Although this incidence rate had

leveled out to 2 stagnations/l000 EFH by 1978, a better statistical measure of the true

magnitude or the t-thnical gravity of the stagnation problem is the ratio of the number of

nonrecoverable stagnations versus the number of stalls encountered.2  Ground and flight tests

revealed that the standard configuration F 10 engines were experiencing a 44.9% stagnation

stall rate, i.e. 178 stagnations occured in 396 stalls (7].

Ducted fterburning turbofans, as opposed to augmented turbojets, provide an Inherent

opportunity for direct communication between the afterburner and the front of the compressor

via the fan bypass duct. According to Davis and Marrwy (81, an initial large positive

pressure pulse (pressurization) followed by many smaller negative pressure pulses

(depressurizations) travelling up the fan duct (in a subsonic medium) were responsible for

forcing the F I00 compressor Into a rotating stall condition and the engine Into a subsequent

stagnation. In most of the FlOO engine stagnations, these external 3 pressure excitations

induced a nonrecoverable stall while the engine was operating at full power in a speed regime

where the engine should normally surge. Marry of these "forced stagnations" typically occured

after the engine had partially completed the first or second surge cycle immediately following

the initial excursion across the compressor's stall limit. This outcome cannot be predicted by

the critical B parameter criterion alone.

The incidence of stagnations per stall encounters was significantly reduced in the F IO0

engine by implementing several modifications designed to reduce the communication of events

2The number of engine stagnations per 1000 engine flight hours can be artificially reduced by
restricting the operational flight envelope In order to encounter fewer total compressor stalls.
Fewer total compressor stall encounters directly raduc the number of opportunities for engine
stagnations to occur. Hence, a decrease In this statistical measure may merely reflect a loss in
useful flight envelope rather than a technical or fundamental solution of the stagnation stall
Problem.
3"External" in this context means external to the compressor.
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in the afterburner with the conditions at the compressor face. The forward extension of the

splitter towards the compressor Inlet has been a particularly effective design change in this

regerd. This was termed a proximate splitter. It and other "design fixes" have drastically

reduced the severity of the FIOO engine stagnation stall problem (with a slight loss In engine

performance), these design solutions were based upon qualitative considerations of the need to

isolate the compressor from an afterburner induced external forcing function rather than a

complete quantitative understanding of post stall axial compressor fluid mechanics.

It is desirable to avoid this type of forced stagnation stall before production and

deployment of an engine begins, and an important goal, therefore isto develop design criteria

for rotating stall resistant compressors. There appear to be two conceptual strategies which

one may pursue to accomplish this goal. First, one may be able to eliminate the existance of

the stalled equilibrium operating point by designing the compressor in such a manner that the

stean state rotating stall characteristic does not intersect the throttle characteristic. The

second strategy is to design the compressor in a manner which causes the transient stalled

performance of the compressor to dynamically drive the compression system away from the

stalled equilibrium operating point (under all anticipated external forcing function conditions)

before an engine stagnation can develop.

The pursuit of either strategy requires the development of a compressor performance

prediction model that captures the relevant fluid mechanics and physics assosiated with the

two- and three-dimensmionl flowfelds whic exist In stalled compressors. Adoption of the

first strateW will require a compressor model that predicts the final steady state rotating

stall performance of a compressor as a function of the free design parameters. The second

strategy will require a post stall compressor model that is capable of predicting the transient

as well as steady state stalled performance of a compressor. This latter transient compressor

performance prediction model must be Incorporated in an overall dynamic compression system

- 5
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model to prefit wheher or not a Paric~ular oompression system configuration will stagnate

under a given set of external forcing function conditions (including the nul or free response

TO the beat Of the author's knowledge, the first systemastic study (at least In the open

literature) directed towards the forced response of ompression systems was undertak~en by t

author In 1982 This is reported in Chater 2 The impetus for this anaieil investligton

stemmed from a view that the or stallI resistant WOWa~v isa *'nauIiwl IV voiding the

stalled equilibrium operating point, mi o more practical to implement then attempting to

eliminate the stale equilibrium point altopthsr On1e of the results that armb from this

preliminary forced respons studi is tht~ there wre only two 'loios in a surge limit

cycle where the Imposition of a rmon it I stran~h external pressuire excitation am interrupt

tihe suri cycle and then drv the cmmprmli wistsm to the nmwumweable stall point I

near the stall onset of the wnmpresor (at the -sure"n), u 2) r the txtm of the

revesed flow characteristic at zeo mms flow This result is oonettwt with the trwv

observed with respect to F100 engine stagnation stalls.

In addition, a sestivity analysis revealed that the predicte response of the compression

system can be drastica//y altered by slo~tty changing the location and *iap of the

compressor-s stall charateristic: In the neliborhood of the stitof flow coefficient.

Unfortunately, not much was known about the performance of multistp axial flow

compressors immediately prior to the stall recovery portion of a stVr cycle. In the pest

the stujV of this type of axial comprorn performance was nelected due to lack of a

pressing need &Wi because the flowfields are sufficiently complex that the then existing data

a~isition technology and Instrumentation techniques were Inadequate for the task at hand It

was these factors that provided the Initial motivation to Investigate the relre~ and zero

mass flow performance of axial compressors.



in rcnt yws, the development of "exisymmetric characteristic" based models of

rotaiing srall foW iki by Moore [9] and Moors and Orelter [10, I1] have also increased

the interest In exploring the reversed flow performance of axial compressors. These models

like the "prellel compressor" model proposed by OraV (and reported by Dy [121), assume

thl the stalled baIckflow portion of a compressor oerating in rotating stall has a flowfield

structure which Is Identical to the came where the entire compressor annulus is subjected to

revru flow. H4on, the performance defined by a compressor's reverse flow characteristic

Is token to be the performanie of the stalled backflow portion of the compressor when It is

orsting with rotating stall. The time-averaged, reversd flow, axial pressu and

tamierature profiles presemed in this thesis tend to support this concept.

In the thesis, a complete set of overall compressor performance characteristics are

presmntl Them characteristics reveal that a steady state rotating stall flow mode can be

maintained while the compressor is operating at a negative average axial flow coefficient. In

addtion to the flow mode change which occurs at the stall limit of the compresor, the

time-owaged data indicates that another flow mode change occurs in the neighborhood of the

zero mm flow point. This flow mode change from a single, full span, rotating stall cell

occupying about 903 of the annulus to a highly complex, but organized, annulus stalled flow

pattern Is sccomponied by a sharp reduction in pressure rise and n off-loading of torque

absorption by the compresso. Unlike the stall-unstall flow mode change which occurs at

higher poitive flow coefficients, no significant amount of hysteresis is associated with this

flow mode change. From a stall recovery standpoint, the existence of a discontinuous rise in

performance from the reverse flow characteristic to the rotating stall chracterlstlc tends to

promote an initial acceleration of the fluid in the compressor ducting towards stall recovery

during a surge limit cycle.

Detailed high e flowfield mmwrmnts of the reversed flow pattern were made

- 7
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using a double phase look triggering technique to synchronize the two sources of unstediness

which exist in the flowfield under Investigation. Three dimensional measurements of the

velocity field were md using a slanted hot wire sensor, rotated to three different

orientations to obtain the three components of the Instantaneos, periodically unsteady, velocity

vector. The results obtained during this investigation ae', to the author's knowldg the first

measurements of this kind An analysis of these results indicates that the reverse flowfield

In modern, multistage, axial compressors Is dominated by radial flows which produce a highly

organized, non-uniform nlow pattern. Baseid upon these findings, a descriptive kinematic modl

of the revers fowlield Is proposed

The format of this thesis Is as follows. In Chapter 2, the results of a compression

system forced respons study are presented The results from this analytical study provided

the primary motivation for the experimental Investigation of axial compressor reversed flows.

Although there is little published literature which specifically addresses reversjed flow and

performance near shutoff in multistae axial flow compressors, a number of related articles

on the performance of other varieties of turbomachines; operated under abnormal and reversed

flow conditions hae been published, and the most relevant of these are Included In the

literature review that appears In Chapter 3. The experimental facility, data acquisition

system, instrumentation, and experimental techniques employe during the course of the

Investigation are fully described in Chapter 4. The time-aveiragad result are preseted in

Chapter S. High response measurements of the detailed flowfield structure appear In Chapter

6. Chapter 7 contains an analysis of the flowfield dateandm~ presents a mode) of the reverse

flowfleld~ The final summary of the conclusions drawn from this thesis effort as well as

recommendations for further research appear In Chate 8.
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Chapter 2

COMPRESSION SYSTEM DYNAMICS

As a way of introducing or motivating the research effort, this chapter describes an

Initial study on the forced response of compression systems. It will be shown that the forced

response behavior of simple compression systems is heavily dependent upon the reverse flow

and shutoff performnc of the compressor. In particular, a "forced stagnation event" can be

simulated under certain conditions. However, only slight modifications of the compressor's low

reverse flow performance characteristic can preclude this predicted outome under an

otherwise identical set of circumstances.

The primary objective of this preliminary forced response investigation was to evaluate

the suitability of present analytical methods to del with the problem of forced nonreceable

stall. In other words, what we wished to determine was the set of circumstanmaq under which

the imposition of an external forcing function could force a normally surging compression

system into a nonrecoverable stall, I.e. analytically reproduce the FINO engine stagnation

scenario described qualitatively by Davis and Mazzwy in [8). Another important objective

was to explore the "robustness" of the results, I.& to explore the sensitivity of the predicted

compression system response to small changes in the scheme used to define the compression

system dynamics and the transient post-stall performance of the compressor.

The implication usiceated with the tradeoff of these two competing objectives has

paramount importance There Is not much to be gained by expending considerable effort to

refine compression system dynamic models or devising more elaborate transient compresor

performance prediction schemes if the (known unfavorable) event one wishes to avoid can be

9
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predicted for almost any ressoale definition of a compression system and/or compressor

iperformance model. On the other hand, one must be concerned with the methodology used to

generate the model if the results are not "robust". As will be seen below, a basic conclusion

from the study was that overall compression system forced response results are hevlly

dependent upon the assumptions made with regard to the reverse and zero flow operating

regime performance of the compressor.

The subseq t sections of this chapter can be conceptually divided into a description of

the methodology used to generate compression system dynmic simulations and a discussion of

the simulation results. The overall compression system dynamic model and compressor

performance prediction scheme appears in the next two sections. The latter two sections are

concerned with presenting the free and forced response simulation results as well as providing

an analysis of the observed trends.

2.1 CQMPRESSION SYSTEM DYNAMIC MODEL

A lumped parameter dynmic model of the simple compressor-plenum-throttle

compression system depicted In Figure I was used during this Investigation. The equations of

motion which govern the dynamic response of this simplified compression system were derived

by apply"n the appropriate fluid conservation principle for each component in the system.

In addition, thes equations can be greatly simplified by considering the case of an

Incmpressible fluid This approach for modling simple compreion system dynamics is not

new and ha been well documented In the technical literature by reiltzer [5].

"OrItzer used the following dimensional form of the equations of motion:

" - Lc drin.
C - =  d(2-1)CAc dt

10



LT driTA -F -(2-2)

AT dt

pVdP
dt (2-3)

Equations (2-1) and (2-2) are momentum balances that describe the flow in the

compressor and throttle ducts respectively. The left hand side (LHS) of these equations

represent the driving pressure differential which causes an acceleration of the fluid mass In

the associated ducting. In both equations, Ap represents the pressure difference between the

* plenum pressure and the pressure at ambient conditions. C and F represent the

one-dimensional characteristic performance of the compressor and throttle components of the

simplified compression system. If the flow in the associated ducting is uniformly

axsymmetric, C and F are the respective pressure rise or drop (depending upon one's frame

of reference) attributed to the operation of either component. If the flow is not

axisymmetric, as Is the case In rotating stall, then any changes In momentum across the

associated component duct must be "lumped" into these terms. When the pressure rise or

drop across either component's decting, A p, Is equal to the pressure rise or drop caused by

the operation of that component, C or F; then the L-S4 of Equations (2-1) and (2-2) are

Identically zero. As a result, there are no overall one-dimensional fluid accelertlons or

decelerations in either set of ducting and the system is said to be operating at a stead-state

operating condition.

4LHS and RHS will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis to denote left and right

hand sie of an equation respectively.
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Equation (2-3) is derived from the mass conservation principle applied to the plenum

volume. The form of this equation implies the use of several reasonable assumptions. First,

the static pressure in the plenum is uniform throughout the volume at all times. Second, the

process in the plenum volume is Isentropic (5]. Third, for this Incompressible fluid flow

case, the ratio of density to pressure in the plenum is not appreciably different from that at

ambient conditions.

If the system is operating at a steady state point, the mass flow rate into the volume

through the compressor, mc, equals the mass flow rate out of the volume through the

throttle, irt. In this case, the LHS of Equation (2-3) vanishes and the pressure in the

plenum volume remains constant with time.

Since throttle ducting lengths are usually small, the amount of mass or fluid inertance

in the throttle ducting is also small. Hence, if one assumes the throttle responds

quasi-steedily to the changes in mass flow through the nozzle, then the performance of the

throttle, F, is always nearly equal to the difference in the plenum and ambient pressures,

P. As a result, Equation (2-2) can now be eliminated from the set of dynamic equations,

and the throttle performance charmcteristic can be expressed In terms of throttle mass flow

by the following parabolic representation:

F • 2pA2 (2-4)

0)

where At is the throttle flowthrough area at the discharge plane.

It is useful to non-dimensionalize these equations. One way to do this is to

non-dimensionallze mass flows using the reference quantity pUAc, pressure variables using

12
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the bla dynemic head 1/2 p U2 , and time with the Helmholtz Resonator Frequency for the

compressor cavity, WH = a4ATc/VpL Hence, the non-dimensional form of the basic

compression system dynamic model becomes:

_dm * B(C-AP) (2-5)

dmi =(r) (2-6)

di BF

where the symbol (-) denotes dimensionless variables. The non-dimensional plenum pressure

differential, A p, end the derivative of throttle characteristic with respect to throttle mass

flow are given by:

AT) M2 (2-7)

F' 2 mT (2-8)

During the forced response investigation, a sinusoidal time dependnt term was added to

the RHS of Equation (2-5) In order to model the presene of an external pressure excitation.

The addition of such a forcing function term to Equation (2-5) prod*ces the following:

d-- B - in , (f S (2-9)
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where;

6. = (2-10)
I >TS

and X is the peak non-dimensional amplitude of the forcing function, C t, is the

non-dimensionalized forcing frequency, and T. is a non-dimensional time parameter which

designates the point in the dynamic simulation when the external pressure excitation is

introduced to the system.

Equations (2-6) and (2-9) are a set of first order, coupled, nonlinear ordinary

differential equations which sufficiently desribe the forced response dynamic behavior of the

simple compression system illustrated in Figure 1. For a quasi-steady definition of

compressor performance, C is a function of compressor mass flow rate only. Typically, this

functional relationship is highly nonlinear. This feature of the problem is the reason why

dynamic simulations of even the simple compression system defined herein exhibit non-linear

behavior. In addition, the problem becomes more complex when a non-quasi-stead

formulation of compressor performance is employed.

To determine the forced respones of the compression system, Equations (2-6) and

(2-9) were solved numerically as an Initial value problem. A time marching computer

program using Hamming's Predictor-Corrector method for evaluating simultaneous sets of

ordinary differential equations was written to accomplish this. A fourth order Runge Kutta

scheme Is used to "start" the more efficient predictor-corrector. A full discussion of the

program's overall architecture and a logic flow are presented in (701.
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2.2 COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE PREDICTION METHODOLOGY

The most ellusive, yet most crucial, element of any compression system dynamic

simulation scheme is the model which defines the quasi one-dimensional performance of the

compressor, C. This model must capture the relevant two- and three-dimensional flowfield

physics which exist in stalled and unstalled compressors. Whether the flowfield is computed

in fine detail or broadly simulated, the one-dimensional performance prediction output of the

model should be valid for every operating regime encountered by the compressor during any

possible transient event.

2.2.1. Previous Lumpal Parameter Prediction Schene

In the past, compression system dynamic studies were conducted using the typical set of

quasi-steady, non-linear compressor characteristics shown In Figure 2 (see Greltzer [5) and

Wenzel end Bruton [13]). The characteristic curve depicted in Figure 2 has four component

sections. First, there is the familiar negatively sloped unstalledompressor characteristic.

Second, there is a relatively flat rotating stall curve. This curve represents the locus of

steady state rotating stall equilibrium operating points when the throttle is positioned at these

flow coefficient settings. Third, there are two positively sloped transition curves which Join

the rotating stall curve to the unstalled characteristic The existence of two transition curves

Is indicative of a significant amount of stall-unstall hysteresis. Finally, there is another

strongly negative sloped reversed flow characteristic which smoothly joins the rotating stall

characteristic at zero mass flow.

This typical definition of a complete map of steady-state axial compressor characteristics

was Incorporated In these overall compression system dynamic models by setting these

steady-state characteristics equal to the instantaneous value of the transient compressor

15



performance characteristic, i.e. C I Ce., as a function of instantaneous mass flow rate, mc.

In some simulations [5], a first order lag model is used to relate the transient and

steady-state compressor performance as follows-

r -: (ass- l 6),,
d t

In the hysteresis stall-unstall flow regime where the steady-state performance

characteristic is double valued with respect to compressor mass flow rate, the appropriate

characteristic was chosen based upon the prior history of the transient trajectory. If the

compressor was In the process of stalling, the curve marked "stall" in Figure 2 would be

used Otherwise, the curve marked "recovery" would be employed.

Three modes of compression system free response non-equilibrium behavior have been

predicted by dynamic simulations which incorporate this type of compressor performance

model. Figures 3a, b and c qualitatively illustrate each of the three observed free response

behavior trends. In this context, the term "free response" refers to the subsequent

compression system dynamic behavior resulting from an initial destabilizing perturbation

(rather than from the continuous imposition of an external forcing function). Figure 3a

Illustrates a typical surge limit cycle. This type of non-equilibrium free response behavior

occurs when the value of the system B parameter is larger than the critical system value,

B B c

On the other hand, Figure 3b portrays the behavior asciated with a system whose B

value is slightly below the critical system value, B . One should carefully note that

16



this simulation predicts that the system initially establishes the first portion of a surge limit

cycle. The Implicit flowfleld assumption inherent to this simulation Is that "axisymmetric

stalled" flow Is established during the ques-steady reverse flow or "plenum blowdown" phase

of this eventual stagnation simulation. After the plenum blowdown phase Is complete, the

flowfield develops rotating stall cells (non-axisymmetric flow) without developing a

sufficient pressure differential to drive the system to recovery. Instead, the system spirals

Into nonrecoverable stall. The new stable operating point Is defined by the intersection of the

throttle characteristic and the steady state rotating stall characteristic. This particular free

reso mode has not been generally observed in post stall tests of multistage axial flow

compressors.

If the system B value is lowered significantly below the critical B value, i.e. 5B 

then the behavior shown in Figure 3c Is predicted. In this case, the flowfleld Implication Is

that stalled axisymmetric flow never exists. The compressor develops non-axisymmetric

rotating stall directly after the Initial departure from the unstalled operating regime. In

turn, the compression system Is predicted to stagnate.

The foregoing discussion presents a brief summary of the general behavior predicted by

compression system dynamlo response models which Incorporate the compreso model

Illustrated In Figure 2. It should be recognized that if the pressure differenca between the

stall point on the unstalled characteristic and the pressure level of the rotating stall

characteristic Is not as gret (as Is the case with most radial flow machines and many single

stage axial flow fans), then the stagnation behavior depicted in Figure 3b generally does not

materialize during analytic simulations. Instead, the system critical B value determines

whether a system will exhibit the surge behavior shown In Figure 3a or the stagnation

behavior shown in Figure 3c.

17
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2.2.2. Axismmetric Stalled Performanc Characteristic

The concept of axisymmetric stalled compressor performance was given much of its

impetus by Moore [9] when he defined a "compressor pressure-rise coefficient in theabsence

of rotating stall." Moore suggested that this non-rotating stall pressure rise coefficient, VIC,

is single valued with respect to mass flow and incorporates the reverse flow and unstalled

performance characteristics illustrated in Figure 2. Koff [14] and Koff and Greitzer [15]

proposed that this non-rotating stall pressure rise coefficient is actually an "axisymmetric

stalled performance characteristic." References [14) and [15] describe a proposal for

constructing the unstable portion of the curve, i.e. the low forward flow regime between

reversed and unstalled flow, based on experimental surge data and using the momentum balance

represented by Equation (2-1).

This axisymmetric characteristic is actually similar to the compressor surge

characteristic set forth six years earlier by Horvath in his Doctoral Thesis at the Swiss

Federal Institute of Technology in 1976 [ 16]. Oyarmathy [17] describes the shape of

Horvath's compressor characteristic as "a third degree parabola, symmetric aound (a central]

saddle point."

Figure 4 presents a qualitative sketch of a proposed multistage axial compressor

axisymmetric characteristic. This curve is composed of the unstalled characteristic, a reverse

flow characteristic, and an unsteady low forward flow characteristic. The first two portions

of the curve can be experimentally measured, while the unstable portion of the curve can not

be measured because of its inherent nature.

The implication associated with the existence of an axisvmmetric characteristic is that

the standard practice of using the Figure 2 type characteristic in the manner just described

In Section 2.2.1 may not be a valid method to employ In compression system dynamic

response simulations. Specifically, If surge Is essentially an axisymmetric flowfield

18
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phenomenon, one would not expect to be able to use a steady-state non-axisyrnmetric rotating

stall curve to model compressor performance during the highly transient portions of a surge

cycle.

2.2.3 Basin Cmprnsmr Performane Prldiction Sclam

The baseline set of quasi-steedV compressor characteristics are depicted in Figure 5.

These characteristics were chosen to be representative of the high performance, multi-stage

axial compressors found in modern ducted turbofan engines. Because of the uncertainty

associated with these characteristics, several variants of these baseline shapes were examined

in this study (Section 2.4.4).

Given these quasi-steadV characteristics, however, it still remains to develop an

Implementation scheme for defining the transient compressor characteristic at each Instant in

time and for all possible mass flow regimes. This scheme must be valid especially during the

highly transient portions of the surge cycle when the flow through the compressor transitions

from an initial axisymmetric flow mode to a certain amount of non-axisymmetric flow caused

by the growth of rotating stall cells. In the case where the system "falls" Into an

equilibrium stagnation condition, the model must provide a method for "evolving" from the

unstable stalled portion of the axisymmetric curve to the measured steady state rotating stall

characteristic.

2.2.3. 1. Dfnto

A non-steWy compressor model is proposed which would account for the formation and

growth of non-axisymmetric stall cells during the surge transients of an axial compressor by

defining a time-dependent transient compressor characteristic. This concept is Implemented by

"transitioning" from the unstable ucIsymmetrIc characteristic to the stable or equilibrium
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rotating stall characteristic. During the unstalled and revered flow operating regimes of post

stall surge cycles, the transient compressor performance would contine to be defined by the

appropriate quasi-steady performance characteristics. The motivation for treating the reversed

and unstalled flow regimes in this manner stems from the fact that these flow regimes are

traversed relatively slowly or quasi-steadily. An equilibrium rotating stall condition

(corresponding to a system stagnation) will be predicted by this model only when enough time

has elapsed during either apperent surge transient to permit a complete "collapse" of the

transient performance chracteristic onto the steaod state rotating stall characteristic.

A very important aspect of this conceptual approach is the selection of the procedure for

"transitioning" from the unstable axisymmetric stalled curve to the steady-state rotating stall

curve. The physical mechanism that is modeled by the transition schedule is the formation

and growth of rotating stall cells. For the purpose of this preliminary study, a linear time

rate-of-transition was assumed This schedule can be defined mathematically as follows

AT

S

where

0 t <
dT t - t, t _ T (2-13)

and tI is the point In the simulation when the stall limit of the compressor Is reached, T1/
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is the nondimensional time required to form a fully developed rotating stall cell, C i(s) is

2 the nondimensionel axisymmetric pressure rise performance at a given mass flow rate, while

C2( ) is the nondimensional rotating stall pressure rise performance at the same given

mass flow rate.

Oreitzer has presented data (e.g. [183) on the formation time of a fully developed

rotating stall condition; very rougly 5-10 rotor revolutions. This general rule-of-thumb

was used to specify the total duration of the transient performance curve during the transition

from the axisymmetric to the rotating stall states. The non-dimensional rotating stall

formation time, TRS, is thus-

TR NR 6/RPM (2- 14)

where NR/S is the number of rotor revolutions required to form a fully developed rotating

stall cell, and (,H is the Helmholtz resonator frequency defined In Section 2. 1.

2.2.3.2. Transient Characteristic Implamfntatlen

It is important to emphasize that the dynamics of the system govern which operating

conditions the compressor encounters, and hence, the mods of stall that will occur. The

compressor model which makes no apriori decisions about which type of response mode will

occur for a given set of system conditions. Perhaps the best way to explain the

Implementation of the compressor model is to review how It defines a transient characteristic

for the standard surge or stagnation system response modes illustrated in Figures 3a and 3c

respectively. In either case, we will assume that our hypotheticel compression system is
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initially operating at the unstalled design point of our example compressor as shown in Figure

6a. The system Is then driven off the design point by an inlet flow perturbation which

causes the plenum pressure to rise (and thus the compressor mass flow rate to decrease). In

a ducted turbofan configuration, an afterburner hardlight or fan stall could cause this type of

flow perturbation. Eventually, the stall limit of the compressor is encountered. This

quasi-steady traverse up the unstalled characteristic is illustrated in Figure 6b. Since this

portion of the transient was essentially quasi-steady, the compressor model defines the

transient performance characteristic equal as the measured steady state unstalled

characteristic.

Once the compressor departs from the stall point, it enters a highly transient, stalled,

operating regime. The flow through the compressor in this regime is initially axisymmetric

but is tending to transition to a non-axisymmetric condition as rotating stall cells begin to

form and grow. To simulate the one-dimensional performance effect of this highly two- and

probably three-dimensional unsteady sequence of events, Equations 2-12 and 2-13 are used to

define an instantaneous transient compressor performance characteristic. The characteristic

defined by these equations is a locus of points on a set of curves which evolve during the

transition from the unstalled axisymmetric characteristic to the rotating stall characteristic at

the linear rate prescribed by Eq. 2- 14. This process is graphically portrayed In Figures 6c

and 6d The locus of left facing arrows in Figure 6c define the instantaneous transient

performance of the compressor during this portion of a hypothetical surge cycle. Figure 6d

depicts a higher resolution version of this transient characteristic without the clutter of

superimposing the intermediate curves given by Equation 2-12.

The instantaneous transient performance curve illustrated in Figure 6d implies that the

compressor has transitimoed from unstalled flow to reverse flow before a fully developed

rotating stall condition could be established This observation Is evidenced by the fact that the
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instantaneous transient performance curve did not completely transition to the steady state

rotating stall characteristic; i.e.

tti <  i,(- )
S

where t1 is the non-dimensional time at which the stall limit of the compressor is first

encountered, and t-ti Is the total elapsed time of the transient excursion to reverse flow.

If, however, the 8 parameter value of our hypothetical case were lowered; the fluid

deceleration in the compressor ducting would not hove been as great, and it would have taken

more time to traverse the compressor map from the unstalled to the reverse flow

characteristic. For the case where the B parameter value of the system is below the critical

value, Bc I the inequality represented by Equation 2-15 would have reached an equality

condition. At this point, the compressor would operate on the steady state rotating stall

characteristic. As stated before at the beginning of this section, it should be pointed out that

the compressor madel does not have apriori knowledge of the critical B parameter value. The

"decision" to terminate the transition schedle is governed by the relevant system dynamics

through the time scale criteria set forth in Equation 2-13.

For the case where B )B c, the compressor encounters a third operating condition:

reversed flow over the complete circumference of the annulus. This condition is established

presumably when the lower mass flow limit of the steady state rotating stall curve Is crossed

In this operating regime, the plenum pressure is dissipated by a "blowcdwn" through both the

throttle and compressor. Since an axial compressor offers a significant amount of resistance

to reverse flow, there is a large drop In pressure rise for a relatively small change in

compressor mass flow rate and the overall system blows-down through the compressor In a
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quasi-steady manner. Hence, the model sets the transient performance characteristic equal to

the reversed flow characteristic.

After the blow-down transient, the overall system returns the compressor to operation

at positive mss flow rates. The flow is initially xisymmetric at zero flow or shutoff, but

tends to transition to a non-axisymmetric condition as rotating stall cells begin to form and

grow during this recovery process. The same transition strategy Is employed to define the

transient performance characteristic of the compressor in this flow regime with Equations

2-12 and 2-13 used in the same way. The only modification is that the quantity, ti , now

refers to the point in the simulation when the low flow steady state rotating stall limit of the

compressor is reached. It is assumed that this point is also the flow coefficient where the

exisymmetric characteristic become unstable. Figures 6e and 6f portray such a recovery

transition of a surge limit cycle.

Once the mass flow rate Increases beiW the recovery point shwn in Figures 6a-f

(usually defined as the hig mass flow limit of the steay state rotating stall characteristic),

the rotating stall cell(s) begin to shrink or decay and the flowfield returns to an

axisymmetric unstalled condition. The compressor model cmonts for these actual physical

processes by reversing the rate-of-transition of the characteristics.

2.3 FREE RESPONSE SIMULATION RESULTS

A compression system free response study was conducted to characterize the response of

the baseline system. In particular, the critical value of the non-dimensional B parameter

was determined. In addition, the qualitative transient compression system behavior predicted

with the aid of the new unsteady compressor performance model seamed to generally agree

with experimental observations of post stall compression system behavior.
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2.3. 1. 8 Perametar Critical Value

The critical value of the B parameter which divides the surge and stagnation response

for the baseline set of quasi-stes)d' compressor characteristics was found to be 0. 1865.

System simulations were performed for an initial coarse matrix of B parameter values which

was then refined to bound the critical B parameter value. The system response trajectory

Illustrated In Figure 7b depicts a case of a compression system surge Instability at a B

parameter value of 0.187. The trajectory shown In Figure 7a Illustrates the case where a

system stagnation occurs at a B parameter value of 0. 186.

The plotted points in these figures were generated at fixed time intervals (this practice

was employed to generate the remaining system response trajectories shown throughout the

remainder of this chapter). As a result, the relative spacing of the points In these figures

can be interpreted as an Indication of the fluid accelerations or decelerations which are

simulated to occur in the compr essor duict. For instance, the close spacing of the points

immediately prior to final stagnation event shown in Figure 8 is an indication that the fluid
accelerations and decelerations in the neighborhood of the rotating stall equilibrium operating

point are negligible.

2.3.2. Baseline Free Boeans Simulations

Once the 5 parameter critical value had been determined the free response of the

compression system was also studied at the two 5 parameter values that would be investigated

duJring the forced response Investigation. Figures 8a and 8b show free response surge limit

cycle trajectories asoiated with these two B parameter values of 0.23 and 0.80 respectively.

Of these two cases, the first case (5-0.23) Is somewhat more reelitic from a practical

design stoint. This B value is approximately 253 greater than the critical 5 value.
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The second case (B = 0.80) represents a system whose B value is over 400% greeter

then the critical B value. The transient accelerations and decelerations are much greater in

this case than the former case. Although, the overall surge cycle period is longer for this

case. The increase in overall cycle period is mainly due to the larger amount of time spent

traversing the dissipative legs of the cycle, i.e. the quasi-steW reversed flow and unstalled

operating regimes. These features of the surge cycle trajectories are clearly evident in the

relative spacing between the platted points. The nondimenslonal period of the two baseline

free response surge limit cycles are

B-0.23 = 1.77 (B > Bit)

T _ 0.80 = 3.97 (B >> Bcrit)

If we assume that a "characteristic" speed of sound for a modern compressor is

approxiiiiately 1500 ft/sec, an effective compressor length of 3 ft., a flowthrough area of 1.5

ft2 , and a combustor volume of 5 ft3 ; then the Helmholtz resonator radian frequency for a

modern gas turbine compression system is about OWH = 475 red/sec. Since time is

nondimensionalized by the Helmholtz resonator radian frequency, i.e. t - tw/27r, the period

of the two baseline surge limit cycles are

* T5-0.23 = 23.4 mec (B > Bcrit)

TB-0.80 = 52.5 msec (B >> Bcrit)
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2.3.3. Transient Comnprgr Charmteristics

The time history locus of the instantaneous compressor performance values returned by

the transient compressor model during two free response dynamic simulations are presented in

Figures 9a W, 9b. The Figure 9b compressor performance trace corresponds to the B = 0.80

system response case depicted In Figure 8b. Figure 9b Illustrates the surge case

implementation of the collapse schedule described in Section 2.2.3.2. and schematically

represented in Figures 6.-f. The relative length and direction of the arrows which appear in

Figure 9a (and 9b) are indications of how fast a mass flow regime was traveryed and of the

time history development of the instantaneous performance characteristic.

The transient compressor performance trace depicted In Figure 9a corresponds to the

B - 0. 186 system response case shown in Figure 7a. Figure 12 clearly illustrates an

example of a complete transition from the axisymmetric characteristic to the steady state

rotating stall characteristic at a B parameter value below Befit. The number and close

spacing of points in the trajectory is a clear indication that the time duration expressed by

the LHS of the Equation 2-15 inequality become sufficient to cause an equality between the

LIS and RIHS to develop.

2.4 FORCED RESPONSE SIMULATION RESULTS

Until now, the primary purpose for conducting compression system dynamic simulations

was to determine whether or not a given compression system would exhibit surge or

* stagnation belvilor once the system had been subjected to an initial destabilizing perturbation.

The major emphasis of this forced response study is to make a preliminary attempt at

% determining how the response behavior of a simple compression system is modified when an

external forcing function is imposed.
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In particular, the primary objective of the baseline forced response investigation was to

identify the relevant parameter combinations which are capable of forcing either baseline

compression system into a nonrecverable stagnation from a pre-establist-I s-Irge limit cycle

condition. Since the problem is nonlinear nd several relevant parameters are Involved, a

multiple parameter variation study was conducted. The methodology used to conduct this study

is explained In Section 2.4. 1. A local analysts for the system about the equilibrium rotating

stall point Is presented In Section 2.4.2. This criterion was developed to limit the scope of

the parametric variation study to realistic parameter combinations of the forcing function

nondimensional peak amplitude, Xf, and nondimensionalized frequency, &. . The overall

results and trends observed from the baseline forced response investigation are presented in

the subsections of Section 2.4.3.

Finally, another objective of this effort is to evaluate the suitability and major

weaknesses associated with this lumped parameter approach for simulating post stall

compression system dynamic response. This objective motivated a sensitivity analysis to test

the robustness of the baseline case results. The findings associated with this subsequent

sensitivity analysis appear In the subsections of Section 2.4.4.

2.4.1 Pametric MatI~Io

A brief inspection of Equations 2-9 and 2-10 reveals that there are at least four

relevant parameters asociated with the problem of external sinusoidal excitation of a simple

compression system. These four parameters are. the system B parameter (B), the forcing

function peak amplitude (X,), the forcing function frequency (CWt), and the forcing function

initial timing parameter (Ts). At this point, it should be emphasized that a sinusoidel
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excitation was chosen to simulate the effects of a periodic pressure pulse which can be

generated from low frequency afterburner combustion instability phenomena (e.g. rumble).

The scope of the parameter variation study was limited to consideration of two values of

the 0 parameter. A B value of 0.23 was selected to represent the case where the system B

value was slightly greater than Bcrit. The other selection, 8 - 0.80, represents a case where

the system B value Is significantly greater than Bcrit Prior to this forced response

investigation, it was believed that this system (which has a B value that is 4302 greater

than Bcrt) would be immune to any type of forced stagnation behavior.

A wide range of forcing function amplitude, frequency, and timing parameter

combinations were explored for each of the two distinct B parameter baseline cases. It was

quickly discovered, however, that only a very narrow range of the forcing function timing

parameter yielded the proper timing condition for causing a (reasonable strength) forcing

function to "interrupt" the pre-established surge limit cycle. As a result, both

three-parameter variation matrices were reduced by one order to a two-parameter variation

problem.

2.4.2. laxne Anablyil about StIroninn Point

In order for an externally imposed forcing function to induce nonrecoverable stall In a

surging compression system, the forcing function must accomplish two tasks. First, this

external excitation must be introduced with the proper timing and enough strength to break or

Interupt the initial surge cycle and subsequently drive the system toward the equilibrium

(nonrecoverable) stall point of the compression system. This equilibrium point has been

defined previously as the point of intersection between the throttle and steady-state rotating

stall characteristics.
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The second task is equally important. The strength of the external excitation must not

be too large else the system will be driven aay from the neighborhood of the nonrecoverable

stall point and return to a variant of the original surge limit cycle. In order to reduce the

range of possible forcing function peak amplitude and frequency combinations which might be

considered in the two-parameter variation matricies, a local stagnation point analysis was

carried out to identify whirM amplitude-frequency combinations produce an excitation that is

"too strong" to accomplish the second task.

The local stagnation point analysis is based upon a linearized description of the system

dynamics in the neighborhood of the nonrecoverable stall point. By linearizing the

compressor's rotating stall characteristic and the throttle characteristic at the point defined by

their intersection, the governing coupled set of system dynamic equations can be combined into

the following linear second order differential equation for compressor mass flows

-2 Bd,. It + K1TC +

(2-1M)

BXe , a co,(3F +, )K 'T

where Kit is the slope of the throttle characteristic at the equilibrium stagnation point; K2t

and K2€ are the linearized throttle and compressor characteristics' y-Intercept points; and of

is an arbitrary phase angle of the external forcing function.

5hls equation has been derived for the baseline set of compressor characteristics for which
the slope of the rotating stall characteristic is zero A more general formulation of the
homogeneous portion of this equation can be found In [5).
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This equation has an analytic solution which consists of a homogenous part and a

particular part. The homogeneous portion of the solution is fully defined once the initial

conditions are supplied (i.e. the mass flow rate and the rate-of-change of the mass flow rate

at time equal to zero). The derivation of Equation 2-16 as well as its solution are

documented in [70]. The solution of Equation 2-16 yields campresmrmass flow rate as a

function of time for any combination of forcing function peak amplitude, Xf, and frequency,

f, at a given system B parameter value.

The maximum allowable peak mass flow excursion about the nonrecoverable stall

equilibrium condition, m¢ max, Is the point at which the system has effectively left the

linearized neighborhood about the equilibrium point and enters a strongly nonlinear flow

regime where forces are developed that drive the system further away from the equilibrium

point. This maximum mass flow excursion point Is either end of the steady state rotating

stall curve. The linearized neighborhood about the equilibrium point along with the maximum

mass flow excursion limit Is schematically portrayed In Figure 10.

The solution of Equation 2-16 can be used to Iteratively find the values of the forcing

function peak amplitude, Xf, which cause the maximum mass flow excursion, 6 c =I, for a

given system B parameter value and forcing function frequency. A local "domain of attraction"

curve can be generated in this manner by holding the B parameter value fixed and varying

the forcing function frequency. Figure II contains a set of these local domains of attraction

curves for the baseline compression system B parameter values of 0.23 and 0.80.

For a given B value then, a forcing function with an amplitude frequency combination

which lies above the appropriate curve will caue the overall compression system to be forced

away from the neighborhood of the nonrecoverable stall point and return to the original surge

mode. This local stagnation point criterion was used to greatly reduce the scope of the
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parameter variation study by eliminating the forcing function amplitude-freuoncy

combinations above the curves from serious consideration as potential candidtes for inducing

nonrecoverable stall.

2.4.3. Bmnlir Fo-rd BO = Simulatlio

The forced response behavior of the baseline compression system to an externally applied

sinusoidal pressure excitation was characterized by conducting the extensive parameter

variation study outlined earlier In Section 2.4.1. During each simulation, the compression

system was allowed to freely respond to an initial destabilizing perturbation for the duration

of am surge limit cycle. The external forcing function was introduced to the system via the

T parameter on the subsequent surge limit cycle. The first phase of the study was directed

toward investigating forcing function timing considerations. The "timing" consideration results

are represented in Section 2.4.3.1. The second phase of the study was directed at forcing

function strength considerations and a check of the local domains of attraction criterion

reported earlier in Section 2.4.2. The "strength" consideration results are summarized in

subsection 2.4.3.2. Finally, the influence of removing the external excitation are edessed in

Subsection 2.4.3.3.

2.4.3.1. Timing Considerations

The time at which the external forcing function is first introduced to the simulation Is

defined as the T. parameter. This parameter effectively determines the point in the second

surge limit cycle trajectory where the forcing function is initiated The results of this forced

response investigation indicate that for a given B parameter value, there is a very narrow

range of the T. parameter that Is necesay, but not sufficient, to cause the applied forcing
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function to drive either baseline system into a forced oscillation about the nonrecoverable stall

equilibrium operating point. Figures 12a and 12b depict examples of the equilibrium point

forced oscillation which results when a forcing function with the right timing and proper

strength Is Introduced.

At a B parameter of 0.23, the "timing window" corresponds to the location in the surge

limit cycle where the stall limit of the compressor is re-encountered following a quasi-steady

traverse of the unstalled characteristic. For the 0.80 B parameter case, the timing window

was at the mass flow shutoff point location of the cycle. These two locations are where the

compressor characteristic transitions from a steep negative slope to zero slope. In addition, the

transient trajectory indicates that the system is still responding quasi-steadily in these flow

regimes.

Mathematically, these locations are the regions in the surge limit cycle where the

following conditions exist simultaneously:

-- f 0 (2-17a)

dt

d 0 (2-17b)

dd\

Taken together, these two conditions imply that the system is in a regime where small

amounts of external excitation will have the greatest impact on Increasing or decreasing the

compressor duct mass flow. Individually, the first condition Indicates that the pressure forces

which aocelerate or decelerate the fluid In the compressor duct are nearly balanoed, i.e. the

LHS of Equation 2-1is zero. As a result, a small external pressure excitation need not
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overcome the pressure force terms in order to influence the amoeleration or deceleration of

fluid In the compresor ducting. The second condition Is also Important. The net effect of

this condition is to insure that large pressure forces do not develop with slight changes In

compressor mass flow rate. In terms of our external pressure excitation, this condition

insures that a small excitation term can have a reasonable effect on the system over a

significant mass flow range before strong compressor performance forces are developed.

Figures 13a through 13b Illustrate transient system response trajectories where the

timing was Improper. In the first two figures, the external forcing function was imposed

"too soon". The quasi-ste dy condition represented by Equation 2-17a existed in these cases.

However, the secon condition was not met. Figures 14a and 14b depict the result of late

timing. In these s,the second condition was met but the system had enough time to

develop sufficient Inertial forces to overcome the effects of the forcing function.

One may obtain a reasonable feel for the relative size of the "timing windows" by

inspecting Figures 15 and 16. These figures are plots which indicate which combinations of

the T. timing parameter and forcing function amplitude, Xt, generate a forced oscillation

about the nonrecoverable stall point while holding the forcing function frequency parameter

fixed. The largest T5 timing parameter windows occured at a forcing function frequency of

W = 0.5. These windows were 0.1 and 0.16 Helmholtz resonator time units long for the

B parameter values of 0.23 and 0.80 respectively. In Section 2.3.2, it was estimated that

the Helmholtz frequency for a modern gas turbine engine to be CI)N = 475 rd/sc. Using

this estimate, the timing windows are 1.3 msec and 2.1 msec long respectively. These timing

considerations help to explain the difficulty in reproducibly establishing the test conditions

under which a forced nonrecoverable event occurs.
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2.4.3.2. Amlitu&-FrqmM Cionsideratins

In addition to timing considerations, the amplitude-frequency combination of the forcing

function will have a significant impact on the problem. Again, it was determined that a very

narrow "window" of forcing function amplitude-frequncy combinations will Mrive a normally

surging compression system into a forced oscillation about the nonrecoverable stall equilibrium

point. In some cass, the amplitude-frequency combination does not produce a great enough

effect to "break" the surge limit cycle. Figures 17a and 17b illustrate this case. In other

c , the amplitude-frequency combination lies above the appropriate local "domain of

attraction" curve (defined in Section 2.4.2). These combinations produce a strong enough

effect to dive the system awaV from the neighborhood of the nonrecoverable stall point (even

after the initial surge cycle had been interupted). Representative simulations of thee cases

appear in Figures 18a and 18b.

Although Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the narrow forcing function peak amplitude

"windows" which exist at a given forcing function frequency, an estimate of the size of the

forcing function frequency window can be obtained by crossplotting all the forced

nonrecoverable stall points on a single amplitude vs. frequency scale. Figure 19 is a

crosplot of amplitude-frequency combinations which generated these forced nonrecoverable

stall outcomes. The appropriate local stability curves for both B parameter value baseline

caes have been suprmpxmd on the crosplot to emphasize the relevance of the local domains

of attraction enalysis.

The Figure 19 croWsplot shows a number of interesting features. First, it appears

obvious that the local domain of attraction criterion developed earlier in Section 2.4.2 is a

valid technique for predicting the forcing function amplitude-froquny combinations that will

drive the baseline system awaV from the equilibrium rotating stall condition. Second, the

forcing function frequency at which the compression system can be iven into nonrecoverable
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stall appears to be concentrated in a very narrow band and is relatively independent of the B

factor parameter for this set of stead state compressor characteristics. This forcing function

frequency band is approximately centered at one-half of the Helmholtz Resonator Frequency,

(_-f = 0.5. Thirdly, the compression system with a B parameter value slightly greater than

Ocrit will require relatively large external pressure excitation amplitudes in order for the

system to be forcibly driven into an oscillation about the nonrecoverable stall point. On the

other hand, the compression system with a B parameter value greatly above Bcrit (considered

to be a "safe" design), did not require a significant large peek pressure amplitude to drive

the system into the forced oscillation about the nonrecoverable stall point.

* This last observation deserves further comment. From a free response standpoint,

greeter values of the B parameter are associated with reducing the likelihood of encountering

a stagnation. However, from a forced response standpoint, it appears that the possibility of

being driven Into a stagnation Is greatly increased for a range of B parameter values

significantly above Bcri. Furthermore, there appears to be a mode of entering the stagnationirt
condition. A low B-high Xf combination caused the baseline system to enter the stagnation

from the stall limit point of the surge limit cycle. A high B-low Xr combination drove the

system Into a stagnation during the initial recovery portion of the surge cycle at the shutoff

flow coefficient. If one assumes that the high B-low Xr combination occurs more frequently

in practice, an extension of the baseline results of this study would suggest that the most

likely mode for entering a forced stagnation should be during the recovery portion of a surge

cycle. This trend has been observed In practice.
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The size of them wplitude-froWMnc windwws" we also small. The forcing function

frequency winw is approxcimately onu tenth of a Helmholtz radian frequenc unit, i.e. 0.1

OH or only about .5 Hz. Inablute terms, ths window tends from37.5 Hzto 45Hz.

It is Interesting to consider that them frequencies are sllitly lower than the frequency range

associated with the longitudinal combustion instability mod of the FI00 engine afterburner.

The forcing function peak amplitude winoranga from a nondmensional value of 0.5 to 0.8

for the 0.23 B parameter value syste. The reference blade dynamic pressure, 1/2pU2 ,

is awned to beeqa]toa value of 2ps(bedupon HPCinlt conditon). Hemr. the

dimensional rawg of te peak amplitude window extinds from 12.5 to 20 psi. Likewise. the

dimensional range for the B =0.80 cms Is 5 to 7.5 psi.

2.4.3.3. Exidign asstio Cosidraton

AMth** a stagntion condition is nearly established, an anatysis of the behavior depicted

in Figures 12N and 12b indicte that continued imposition of the periodic external excitation

Cause a nearly liner forced oscillation about the nonrecoverable stall point The

time-averge effects of this condition are esentially Identloal to an actual stagntion in that

the pressur rise and mas flow acros the compressor are considerably redcedii The not

effect maV be to caum the external pressure excitation to coe

At this point, it Is Important to onsider whether or not the system *falls* into a

subsquen stgalon or returns to the surge mode of Instability. B6h of these events are

possIbk& Simulations of both phenomena are presented In Figures 20 and 21. Figures 20a

and 20b illustrate the cue where a stagnation occurs, while Figure 21 shows the

reestablishment of a surg limit c~cle Instability. The difference between these two sets of

figures Is the point at which the external excitation was terminaed. In mathematical terms, a
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different set of initial conditions was provided for the resulting free response problem once

the forced response problem was terminated.

2.4.4. Sensitivity Analyss Results

Since the primary objective of this forced response investigation was to evaluate the

suitability of this lumped parameter method to dml with the problem of forced nonrecoverable

stall, it is necessary to explore the "robustness" of the results presented in the previous

subsections. If the results are not robust, especially with respect to small changes in the

underlying assumptions one is forced to make becamse of inadequate knowledge or

understanding; than the methodology is flawed. The results of this sensitivity analysis indicate

that there are several crucial gaps in our knowledge of post-stall compressor performance.

2.4.4.1. Modified Zero Mass Flow Performance

The flow regime in the region around the shutoff flow coefficient was identified as one

of the two critical points in a surge limit cycle where the Imposition of an external forcing

function can have a significant impact on the remaining compression system response.

Unfortunately, almost nothing is known about the behavior of modern multistage axial

compressors in this flow regime. The baseline set of quasi-steady performance characteristics

depicted in Figure 5 were a best estimate of the "typical" performance of a multistage axial

compressor. This estimate was completely arbitrary for the mass flow regime in the

neighborhood of the shutoff flow coefficient.

As a measure of the sensitivity to changes in the compressor performance characteristic

at the ms flow shutoff point, the axisymmetric curve was slightly altered as shown in

Figure 22. These small changes significantly effected the forced response behavior of the

overall compression system. Although the data associated with B = 0.23 baseline case was
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unaffected by these changes, it was no longer possible to force the system into an oscillation

about the nonrecoverable stall point from the "bottom" of the surge cycle at any value of the

IB parameter.

The effect of these small changes In the backflow and low positive flow rate portion of

the curve is to sharply reduce the flow regime over which the compressor performance

condition represented by Equation 2-17b is maintained. As a result, the rate at which the

model increases the force terms which tend to drive the system towards recovery Is Increased.

Inorder to drive the system off the recovery leg of the surge cycle the increased growth of

the initial acceleration term must be balanced by an increase in the external forcing function

peak amplitude. As a result, the required Increase In the forcing function amplitude violates

the local stability criterion around the neighborhood of the stagnation equilibrium operating

point. In the final analysis, the system Is forced back to the original surge limit cycle. A

forced oscillation about the stagnation point is not achieved.

The shape of the axisymmetric curve was further modified at the zero mass flow point

to Insure that the codition represented by Equation 2-18b is never satisfied. Figure 23a

displays this more drastic modification of the zero mass flow characteristic as well as the

effect this change has on a transient system response trajectory.

2.4.4.2. Shifted Ratating Stall Perfarmunm

In addition to modfying the shape of the zero mass flow portion of the axisymmetric

characteristic, the rotating stall performance charcteraistic was shifted relative to the

axisymmetric curve to a higher pressure rise performance level. The principle effects of

making this change were to further erode both conditions represented by Equation 2-17 am to

move the stagnation equilibrium point further up the throttle characteristic (to a higher mass

flow rate).
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Moving the stagnation point in this manner increases the critical value of the B

parameter. It also imposes a more severe limit upon the maximum allowable mass flow

excursion about the stagnation point. For example, raising the rotating stall performance

characteristic from a nondimensional pressure rise value of 1. 1 to 1.5 shifts the critical B

parameter value from 0.1865 to 0.244. The maximum allowable peak mass flow rate

decreases from 0.20 to 0.15. This latter development accounts for a significant downward

shift of the amplitude-frequency local domain of attraction curve (defined in Section 2.4.2) at

a given B parameter value.

It is still no longer possible to force the system into an oscillation about the

nonrecoverable stall point from the "bottom" leg of the surge cycle for any value of the B

parameter. Figure 23b Illustrates a typical case where the system is &riven into a forced

oscillation about the stagnation point from the "top" of the surge cycle. In this case, the B

parameter value was 25Z greater than Bcrit. Finally, Figure 24 contains a crossplot of the

forcing function amplitude-frequency combinations which caused the system to encounter forced

oscillations about the stagnation point.

2.4.4.3. Singl Pule Excitatirv

A brief exploratory investigation was made of the forced response associated with

nonperiodic forcing functions. In particular, a simple on-off pulse function with a constant

amplitude was employed In several forced response simulations. This function was Introduced

during the initial portion of the recovery log of a surge limit cycle for a system defined by

the modified set of "more severe" quasi-steady performance characteristics considered in the

previous section. Figure 25 illustrates a typical stagnation event which can occur under

these circumstances.
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This feet could not be accomplished for this set of compressor characteristics by

Imposing a sinusoidal forcing function. The reason for the success of the simple pulse

function stems from the fact that the pulse function amplitude value Is not constrained by a

local domain of attraction criterion. Once the compression system is driven to neighborhood

of the nonrecoverable stall point, shutting off the pulse function insures that the system will

not be driven back to the original surge limit cycle. Hence, a much higher amplitude can be

used to break the surge limit cycle at the desired location.

The importance of this r'luft is that aperiodic forcing functions can sometimes cause a

forced stagnation event to occur under conditions where a periodic excitation fails to produce

this outcome. Hence, any serious attempt to Investigate the forced stagnation stall phenomena

of a particular turbine engine will have to be based upon an accurate description of the

external excitation time history as well as the compressor's performance characteristics.

2.5 SUMMARY

Several important results have emerged during the course of this preliminary forced

response investigation. First, a simple one-dimensional lumped parameter description of the

compresssion system dynamics is capable of simulating the set of circumstances under which

the imposition of a periodic external excitation can "force" a normally surging compression

system into a small amplitude oscillation about the nonrecoverable stall point. This forced

oscillation can decay into a system stagnation upon termination of the external excitation.

Second, there are small "windows" in parameter space which define a limited number of

suitable forcing functions with the proper combination of timing and strength. In particular,

there are only two locations in a surge limit cycle where the imposition of a reasonable

strength external pressure excitation can interrupt the surge cycle and then drive the
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compression system to the nonrecoverable stall point: 1) near the stall onset of the

*compressor, and 2) near the bottom of the reversed flow characteristic at zero mass flow.

Perhaps the greatest single conclusion reached during the course of this investigation is

the realization that the predicted forced or free response behavior of even a simple

compression system is heavily dependent upon the model for defining the compressor's

post-stall transient performance. This is manifested in analytical simulations of compression

system response by the sensitivity of the predicted response behavior to small changes in the

basic assumptions of the compressor model. In particular, the predicted forced response of a

compression system can be drastically altered by slightly changing the location and shape of

the compressor's performance characteristic in the neighborhood of the shutoff flow coefficient.

Unfortunately, not much is known about the performance of multistage axial flow

compressors Immediately prior to the Initial stall recovery portion of a surge cycle. As a

result, the remainder of this thesis effort was directed towards an experimental investigation

of axial compressor reversed flow performance. In particular, the desire to develop

compression system dynamic simulation models for dealing with the problem of forced

stagnation stall provides strong motivation for determining If a flow mode change occurs near

the shutoff flow coefficient of multistage axal compressors.
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Chapter 3

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

Although there is very little published literature which specifically addresses the fluid

mechanics assciated with the reverse flow and mass flow shutoff operating regimes of

multistage axial flow compressors, there is a large body of related articles on the

performance of a wider variety of turbomachines operated under abnormal conditions. With a

few exceptions virtually none of this literature is authored by individuals in the aircraft gas

turbine academic or industrial community. Until now, most of the interest in turbomachinery

reverse flows has been centered in three ares: 1) hydraulics and the design of pumping

machinery for hydro-electric power plants, 2) the proess plant Industry, and 3) the nuclear

power industry.

By far, the largest body of articles with respect to reverse flow In turbomachines have

been by hydraulics engineers concerned with water-hammer and the transient performance of

centrifugal water pump Installations under starting, stopping or emergency loss of power

conditions. Most of the literature on "four-quadrant" turbomachine performance6 was

generated by the need to effectively deal with the safety Issues raised by the possibility of

operation under abnormal conditions, i.e. the need to consider turbine runaway speeds,

hydraulic balance and radial thrust, dynamic system instabilities and the effects of cavitation.

6 Four quadrant turbomachine performance refers to the performance (heed or torque)
associated with a turbomachine operating under a reversed or normal flow direction and a
reversed or normal rotation direction.
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A good example of this class of hydraulic "four-quadrant" performance articles is the paper

published by Ritter and Rohling (203 on restarting large custom pumps against reverse flow.

Reverse flow can also occur in process plant applications where an axial compressor is

used to pump flow into large plenum volumes. Naegel (21] gives anexcellent review of the

technical issues related to the operation of large, axial flow refrigeration turbocompressors

for Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) plants. Although reverse flow is not a common mode of

operation in the natural gas liquification process, safety analyses must consider the effects and

consequences associated with possible operating faults which could cause a reverse flow

condition to develop in these extremely large turbocompressors. 7 Blast furnace compressor

instai;ations provide another example of an industrial application where reversed flow in

turbomachinery can occur. Suter (22] and Strub and Suter [23, 24] have published several

articles on the nature of industrial compressor surging which occurs in these installations.

During the past two decades, the development of the nuclear power industry has helped

spark renewed interest in the phenomenon of reversed flow in turbomachinery. Most of this

new interest is based In Germany in response to a German federal program to develop nuclear

closed-cycle gas turbine power generation technology. This cycle involves the use of a high

temperature nuclear reactor and helium gas turbines (HHT). As a result, the German HHT

related research In turbomachinery reverse flows has been primarily directed towards the

four quadrant performance of gas (air) turbine stages.

Given this background review of the motivations for Investigating turbomachinery

reversed flows, the following sections of this chapter will present a detailed review of the

7- Thpower requirements of these compressors can be Immense. For example, It was
reported that the U.S. and Japan have plans to build LNG plants which will have compression
cycles that will consume 1,500,000 kw of insulated refrigeration compreso shaft power
(21).
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results and eccomplishments of the more relevant technical efforts. Experimental results and

measurements will be dealt with first. This will be followed by a review of the various

analytical attempts to treat the phenomenon of reversed flow in turbomachinery.

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL LITERATURE

Although there are no detailed flowfield measurements of reversed flows In any type of

turbomachine to date, there have been a number of attempts to measure the overall

performance characteristics of various turbomachines operated under reverse flow conditions.

The experimental literature on this subject can be generally classified Into three categories:

1) Four-quadrant Performance Measurements, 2) Compressor Performance Estimates from

Reduced Surge Data and 3) Annulus Stalled Flow Performance Measurements. The latter

category of results refers to the measured flow mode change which sometimes occurs when a

compressor in rotating stall is throttled to very low positive flow coefficients.

3.1.1. Four-Qumlrant Performance Mmsuremant

Four quadrant turbomachine performance was first measured on a centrifugal water

pump by Thome [25] in 1931. Since then, the four-quadrant performance of mixed-flow and

axial water pumps have also been measured. In the last two decades, the four quadrant

performance of an axial-flow fan, as well as single and multiple air turbine stages have been

reported In the literature.

I::.3. 1. 1.1. Hg r~ u =

One of the first known attempts to systematically measure the performance of pumps

operated under abnormal condtions was the effort conducted In Oermany by Theme [25) In
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1931 and reported later in the United States by Kittredge and Theme [26]. A set of

experiments were performed on a small centrifugal water pump. Heed and torque performance

data were reported as a function of mass flow rate for several shaft speeds. Performance

data were obtained at both positive and negative mass flow rates as well as positive and

negative rotational speeds. The motivation for these experiments was to determine the effects

of water hammer in the discharge pipe of a centrifugel pump which suddenly loses power or

is otherwise stopped

In 1937, Knapp [27] published a similar paper on the abnormal operation of a larger,

more efficient centrifugal water pump. At the suggestion of von Kerman, Knapp presented his

data by plotting contours of constant heed and torque on a single flow capacity versus wheel

speed diagram. Four quadrants of possible turbomachine operation were defined by this

Karman-Knapp circle diagram: 1) Positive flow-positive rotation in Quadrant I; 2) Positive

flow-negative rotation in Quadrant II; 3) Negative flow-negative rotation in Quadrant III; and

4) Negative flow-positive rotation in Quadrant IV.

Knapp postulated a method by which these quasi-steady four quadrant characteristics

could be used to predict the transient variation of wheel speed and mass flow through a pump

which suddenly looses power. Knapp's transient path always began in Quadrant I at the

normal operating point of the pump. Once the power input to the pump was lost, the

transient path proceeds through Quadrant IV, i.e. energy dissipative negative flow-positive

rotation operating regime. Eventually, the transient path terminates In Quadrant III at the

zero torque (turbine runaway speed) condition. In 1941, Knapp [28] published a second

paper summarizing an attempt to apply this technique to predict the transient behavior of the

pumping-plant for the Orand Coulee Dam Project. According to Knapp, the major weakness of

the analysis was a lack of knowledge about the flowfield and pump operating characteristics

during the Quadrant IV reversed flow-normal rotation portion of the transient.
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A complete set of performance characteristics was obtained for the first time on an

j axial flow pump by Swanson [29, 30] in 1951. Swanson's axial flow machine was a single

stage water pump. In 1957, Stepanoff [31] presented a summary of the complete set of four

quarant characteristics for various water pump configurations. Although these early

investigations addressed the problem of measuring turbomachine performance during reversed

flow and mass flow shutoff, most of the configurations studied were centrifugal pumps and tt

working medium under consideration was water.

Since the late 1950's, there have been a considerable amount of papers published on the

four quadrant performance of water pumps. These articles typically appear in most of the

well and lesser known hydraulics and civil engineering Journals. A review of the current

state of knowledge with regard to the four quadrant steady-flow characteristics of water pumps

is given by Martin [32] In 1983.

,.3.1.1.2. AilFo a

Turner and Sparkes' [33] 1964 paper on the "Complete Characteristics for a

Single-Stage Axial Flow Fan" described an effort to measure the complete four quadrant

characteristics of a turbomachine which more closely resembled the fans of aircraft gas

turbine engines. To the best of the author's knowledge, the effort reported in this paper is

one of only two experimental investigations of axial-flow fan/compressor reverse flow regime

performance that have been conducted on the part of the aircraft gas turbine engine

development community.8 ,9

3.1.1.3. Single and Multiple Air Turbine Stas

During the mid-1970's, Bammert and Zehlner (35,361 conducted an extensive set of

reverse flow tests on a parametric series of two-dimensional (rectilinear) air turbine cascade
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geometries. Their test program also included reversed flow tests of an annular cascade

well as a multistage turbine with the rotor locked at a zero rotation condition. The empirical

relationships for pressure drop as a function of reverse mass flow rate that were obtained

from these cascade tests formed the basis for proceeding with the prediction and measurement

of the four quadrant performance of a single [37] and a seven stage [38] air turbine in the

late 1970's.

Although there is not much similarity between reverse flow in axial turbines and

reverse flow In axial compressors, the air turbine work conducted by Bammert and Zehner

does raise some Important issues which should be put Into a general historical perspective on

past thinking about reversed flows in high performance turbomachines. The first issue

concerning these tests relates to the presentation of results. The definition of the four

quadrant zones of operation by Bammert and Zehner Is not consistent with the standard

Karman-Knapp definition of turbomachine four quadrant operation. The major difference

between the two conventions Is that a Kerman-Knapp representation defines the abscissa of the

performance map as rotational speed and the ordinate as flow rate, while Bammert and Zehner

adopt the opposite convention. These two conventions are depicted in Figures 26a and 26b.

This difference in conventions must be realized in any ttompt to compare the Bammert and

Zehner four quadrant results with the standardized body of four quadrant performance results

discussed in Section 3.1.1.1.

8 Turner and Sparkes performed this investigation under the auspices of Britain's Ministry of
Aviation, Turbo Machinery Department, National Gas Turbine Establishment, Pyestock,
Farnborough, Hants.
9 The results of the "second" experimental Investigation are not published in the open
literature. This effort was conducted by Pratt & Whitneys Government Product Division In
1980. During this experimental investigation, a reverse flow performance characteristic was
measured on a three-stage high speed compressor. This characteristic was first presented
publicly by Davis[341 at a recent MIT Oes Turbine Laboratory seminar on December 4, 1984.
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The second issue regarding these tests is that a pervasive predisposition towards casting

this problem in the context of two-dimensional flow processes seems to exist. Like Turner

and Sparkes (331 in 1964, there is heavy emphasis on obtaining steady-state or time

averaged performance data and an on extensive use of two-dimensional velocity triangle

diagrams to explain their reversed flow results. Their initial large investment of time and

resources in a broad scope experimental parameter investigation of different blading

geometries in a two-dimensional cascade (wind tunnel) as well as reverse flow tests on a

multistage turbine with a locked (fixed) rotor demonstrate a significant preoccupation with a

view that the reverse flowfield is dominated by essentially two-dimensional processes.

One major area of similarity among the flowfields associated with axial turbines and

compressors are the relative velocity diagrams which result when one performs a simple

two-dimensional analysis of the reversed flowfields for either case. The reverse flowfleld

velocity vector relationships for Karmen-Knapp Quadrant IV or Bammert-Zehner Quadrant II

operation show that the flow strikes each successive bladerow at the trailing edges of the

blading with approximately perpendicular incidence angles. This similarity Is illustrated in

Figures 27a and 27b.

3.1.2. Indirect Measurements of Reversed Flow Performance

In many applications, the sheer size and power requirements associated with testing full

scale high performance compressors prohibits the direct measurement of steady-state reversed

flow performance characteristics. An indirect method for deducing a compressor's reversed

flow performance is the procedure by which transient surge cycle data is inertially corrected

to yield an instantaneous trace of the transient compressor characteristic. During the reverse

flow or plenum blowdown portion of a compression system surge limit cycle, the transient

process is nearly quasi-steady. As a result, the deduced transient compressor characteristic
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is usually considered to be a good estimate of the steady state reversed flow performance

characteristic of the compressor.

This data reduction scheme is an inverse application of the compression system dynamic

model discussed earlier in Section 2.1. Rather than predict system performance at a future

interval in time with the aid of a transient compressor model; this Inverse calculation begins

with a known set of system response data, i.e. im,(t) and P(t), and attempts to deduce the

transient compressor performance characteristic, C(t), through application of Equation 2- 1.

In order to employ Equation 2- 1, the first derivative of the compressor mass flow must be

numerically evaluated from the dota. To perform this reduction, Equation 2-1 is usually

rearranged as follows:

Ct) Pit) + L dIIfic((01 (3-1)

There are two major pitfalls assooiated with Implementing this approach. The first

major technical obstacle Is the development of a suitable experimental technique for the

accurate measurement of compressor mass flow rate as a function of time, I.e. iIc(t). The

second pitfall is related to the first. The measurement of compressor mass flow rate must be

resolved temparally to very small time increments to permit accurate numerical evaluation of

instantaneous flow accelerations, i.e. d[ic(t)J/dt. Recall from the discussion of Section

2.3.2 that the entire surge cycle for a modern multistage axial compressor is of the order of

tens of milliseconds. During the highly transient portions of the surge cycle, It is not

uncommon to traverse the entire design mass flow range of the compressor in one or two
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milliseconds. For the purposes of resolving reverse flow performance characteristics, the

time resolution of mass flow data will be of the order of microseconds for a modern

compressor like that found in the FIOO engine.

Smith and Fletcher (2] in 1954 were among the first Investigators to realize that the

reversed flow portion ofa gas turbine surge cycle was traversed in a gradual (quasi-steady)

manner. Hence, it was theoretically possible to deduce the reversed flow performance of a

compressor from transient surge cycle data. In 1963, Suter [221 determined the reversed

flow characteristics of a 1 0-stage axial flow compressor by surging a Swiss prototype 3,000

kW gas turbine engine.

Suter's inertially corrected results showed that a strongly negative sloped reversed flow

characteristic exists. This characteristic drops well below the design point pressure rise

capability of the compressor as the zero mass flow condition Is approached. At zero mass

flow, there is a discrete pressure rise and the reverse flow characteristic extends

continuously into low forward flow with a slightly less negative slope.

Koff [1 41, and Koff and Oreitzer [151 In 1984, report the reverse flow characteristic

of a 3-stage axial flow compressor by reducing the surge cycle data measured by Oreitzer [61

in 1976. Again, the reverse flow characteristic is reported to be strongly negative sloped.

However, the reverse flow characteristic is shown to transition to nearly zero slope at

slightly negative flow coefficients Immediately prior to the mass flow shutoff condition.

3.1.3. Annulus Stalled Flows

There is a significant amount of technical literature which report the results of

experimental investigations of compressor rotating stall phenomena. Day's Ph.D. thesis at

Cambridge University [12], Oreltzer's 1980 Freeman Scholar Lecture on "The Stability of

Pumping Systems" [191, and Stenning's review of *Rotating Stall and Surge" [391 contain

5,
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some of the better literature reviews of this subject. In several rotating stall orienld

experimental studies, annulus stalled flow conditions were observed upon throttling a

compressor in rotating stall to very low positive flow coefficients. Although these

compressors are still operating at a net time-averaged positive mass flow rate, this flow

mode change appears to be a transition to an extenstion of the general annulus stalled

performance characteristic that defines the compressor's reverse flow performance.

In 1954, lure and Ronnie [40] conducted several sets of tests aimed at documenting the

performance of single- and three-stage axial flow compressors In rotating stall. At mass flow

shutoff, their normal three-stage compressor configuration exhibited stable rotating stall

operation with a single full span stall cell covering 87% of the annulus. When the solidity

of the original three-stage compressor build was decreased by one-half, "irregular

ixlsymmetric pulsations" with no discernable flow patterns were encountered at flow

coefficients less then 0.07. Moreover, both one-stage builds (full and half design solidity)

exhibited the same type of xisymmetric irregular flow patterns at low positive flow

coefficients. In addition, lure and Ronnie noted that a small amount of hysterisis existed at

these low flow coefficients between the full span rotating stall and the axisymmetric stall flow

mode transitions. Unfortunately, these observations were qualitatively reported without a

quantitative presentation of the compressor performance in these low flow regimes.

Shaw and Lewkowicz [41] reported the results of "The Construction and Testing of a

Large Axial Flow Compressor" at the University of Liverpool, England, In 1963. The major

conclusion reached by these authors was that two "hysteresis loops" exist in the pressure rise

vs. flow coefficient characteristic of their single-stage axial flow compressor. The first

hysteresis occurs at the discontinuity between unstalled flow and full span rotating stall in

the neilghborhood of the stall flow coefficient of the compressor. At a very low flow
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coefficient, I.e. Cx/U = 0.10, there is another hysteresis loop at a discontinuity between full

span rotating stall and "an axisymmetric stall" flow mode. At this second hysteresis point,

the performance associated with the axisymmetric stall mode is less than that associated with

the full span rotating stall immediately prior to the transition. In addition, the slope of the

axisymmetric stall portion of the performance characteristic is negatively sloped and

continuously extends to the mass flow shutoff point.

Day (12] reported the results of tests performed to determine the rotating stall

performance of several axial flow compressor builds in his 1976 Ph.D. Dissertation at

Cambridge University, England. At very low flow coefficients, Day observed a change In flow

mode from a rotating stall to an axisymmetric stall in several of the compressor builds

tested. Day's data indicates that the transition to axisymmetric stall generally involves a

decrease In pressure coefficient performance. In addition, the flow coefficient at which

transition occurs appears to decrease with increasing design flow coefficient and/or an

increase in the number of compressor stages. This later trend is in general agreement with

the trend first observed by lure and Rannie [40] in 1954. Although Day's data does not

conclusively indicate a trend with respect to the slope of the axisymmetric characteristics in

this flow regime, it does appear that there is no hysteresis or flow coefficient overlap

between the rotating stall and axisymmetric stall characteristics.

Des and Jiang (42] performed a similar investigation of the rotating stall performance

of a three-stage axial flow compressor in 1983. Like lure and Rannie [40] almost 30 years

previously, they qualitatively report1° a transition to "irregular non-periodic stall" at very

10 Although this qualitative report of a transition to "irregular non-periodic stall" did not
appear in the published version of their paper, this discussion did appear in the original
manuscript submitted to the AIM for review.
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low flow coefficients without reporting the corresponding pressure rise vs. flow coefficient

4 performance In this operating regime.

3.2 ANALYTICAL LITERATURE

The theoretical literature on the subject of reversed flows in axial compressors is

virtually nonexistant. The primary reason for this state of affairs Is the fact that there have

been no detailed experimental measurements of reverse flow velocity and pressure fields with

turbomachines. Without a working experimental description of the flowfield, it is very

difficult to develop a credible analytical formulation of the kinematics and dynamics of reverse

flow processes.

To date, most of the reverse flow analytical work has been directed towards predicting

steady-state (time-averaged) head rise and torque characteristics. Invariably, the authors of

these prediction schemes are forced to make two-dimensional, steady flow assumptions

regarding the detailed nature of the complex unsteady flow processes which occur in

turbomachine reverse flow operating r,,imes. As a result, these analytical performance

prediction models usually generate results which compare reasonably well with casca data

where a reasonably steady two-dimensional flow pattern may well be established. However,

these same models fail to predict the performance of multistage rotating turbomachinery.

The analytical literature on reversed flows In turbomachinery will be presented In the

following three subsections. First, a generalized Ideal reverse flow performance prediction

method will be outlined. Next, some general cscd loss models dealing with highly separated

flows will be discussed. Finally, the adoption of these cascade loss models to overall

turbomachine prediction schemes will be explored In detail.
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3.2. 1. Ideal Performance Prediction

Swanson, [29,30] in 1951 was one of the first investigetors to formulate a theoretical

model for predicting the reversed flow characteristics of an axial flow pump. Swanson's

analysis consisted of simply writing the energy equation and the conservation of angular

momentum equation for a control volume around the entire pump. By assuming zero losses,

the mechanical energy Input was set equal to the hydraulic energy output.

This type of ideal analysis essentially treats the turbomachine as a "black box".

Provision is made for mechanical power input to this unit via the shaft. The flowfield at the

inlet is assumed to be axtsymmetric with uniform and purely axial velocity. The flowfield at

the discharge of the machine is also assumed to be axisymmetric with uniform velocity at an

outlet flow angle fixed by the blding exit angle.

Swanson qualifies the usefulness of this model by noting that the actual flow departs

from the assumptions of ideal flow in the reverse flow regime, since in reality, there is a

substantial amount of power dissipation which occurs during reversed flow. Substantial

pressure losses occur because the blading is set at extremely unfavorable angles to promote

efficient pump operation. At that time, Swanson concluded that no mechanism had been

developed to predict or define the amount of power dissipation which occurs during backflow.

In 1964, Turner and Sparkes [33] made the same sort of ideal performance calculations for

their single-stage axial fan, and also acknowledged that there is no information available to

predict flow losses during reversed flow.

3.2.2. Cash Lows Models

The present day analytical loss prediction models for turbomachine cascades subjected to

reverse flows are derived from the original work of Betz and Peterson [43] in 1931. These

investigators described a hdogroph method for treating the potential flow in jets positioned
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between adjacent "dead flow" regions. This approach was a direct application of the free

streamline theory advanced by Helmholtz and Kirchoff [44] for the flow of a steady,

incompressible, inviscid fluid that is free of all conservative and nonconservative body forces,

I.e. a potential flow defined by the Laplace equation for velocity potential.

In 1954, Cornell [45] applied this method to thecase of a stalled cascade of airfoils.

Cornell replaced the cascade of cambered airfoils with a two-dimensional cascade of flat plates

of length f, pitchwise spacing S, and stagger Y. This geometry is depicted in Figure 28a.

In this analysis, the inlet flow relative velocity W I is assumed to have an approach angle 01

which is sufficient to cause the flow to separate at the leading edge of the flat plates. A free

streamline between the resulting separated wake region on the suction surface of the platesand

the potential flow in the jet regions is assumed to emanate from the leading edge separation

point and extend infinitely far downstream (measuring plane 2 in Figure 28a). Likewise, a

free streamline emanates from the trailing edge of the plates and extends infinitely far

downstream to measuring plane 2. Between measuring planes 2 and 311, the jets and wakes

are mixed while conserving continuity and momentum. This standard stream-thrust averaging

technique accounts for the loss production associated with the separation of an otherwise

inviscid fluid and accounts for the difference in outlet flow angles 02 and/ 3.

By the early 1970's, fault analyses of direct cycle nuclear plants revealed the

possibility that backflow through the gas turbines could occur in the event of a catastrophic

pipe rupture in the closed cycle circuit. In 1974, Bammert and Zehner [35] applied Betz

and Peteron's method to reverse flows in turbomachine blading cascades. Figure 28b

illustrates the relevant geometry and flow relationships associated with Bammert and Zehner's

11 Physically, measuring plane 3 is a pseudo-downstream position from the already infinitely
far downstream measuring plane 2.
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formulation of the problem. Bammert and Zehner appear to have independently extended

Cornell's formulation by defining an empirically bossed loss correction term which could be

added to the mixing loss estimate given by the standard stream-thrust averaging technique. If

the loss coefficient is defined to be

W 2

where W3 ., is the actual velocity realized at measuring plane 3 (see Figure 28b) and W3 .,

is the isentropic ideal velocity possible at this station; then Bammert and Zehner's suggested

form of the relationship for the losses through the cascad is

"-" m +  " (3-3)
M

where is the loss due to the stream-thrust averaged mixing process described previously,

and 4*is the empirical loss correction term.

These two loss terms are defined by Bammert and Zehner as follows

2(0- (3-4)
rm:" it cot 0 2 (S t I

S.
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0.417 + 0.815(-16)/ (3-5)

where (in the terminology of Figure 28b) a is the (tangential) width of the jets, ( 2 is the

measuring plane 2 outlet flow angle (relative to the tangential direction), and 0. is the

relative tangential stagger of the flat plates (in degrees). The numerical coefficients in

Equation 3-5 were obtained through an extensive set of parametric cascade tests (discussed in

Section 3.1.1.3).

The results of the parametric experimental Investigation further showed that the loss

model represented by the solution of the two hodograph equations plus the empirical correction

given by Equations 3-3 through 3-5 is valid for only slender, slightly cambered airfoil

profiles. For typical turbine airfoils, the profiles are usually thicker and more cambered. A

Coande effect at the leading edge of the airfoils was believed to exert an influence on the

problem. Bammert and Zehner developed a procedure for predicting losses for these realistic

turbine profiles by completely abandoning the free streamline analytical theory. Instead, they

developed a very detailed empirical procedure based upon the results of their cascade tests.

This new procedure will not be outlined any further because it is not relevant to the study of

axial compressor reversed flow phenomena.

A decade later. in 1983, Koff [ 14] proposed a reverse flow loss model for axial

compressor cascades which was essentially identical to the analytical model considered by

Bammert and Zehner. Figure 28c depicts Koffs representation of the relevant geometric

relationships. Although Koff's model was developed Independently of the work by Bammert and

Zehner, the striking similarity arises from the fact that both models are based upon the

original separated flow theories of Betz and Peterson (43] in 1931.
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3.2.3. Multist Performance Predictions

The preceeding discussion of cascade loss models was not presented because of the

author's belief that these approaches show greet promise. Rather, it will be shown in later

chapters that an analytical approach based upon "stacking" of the static pressure drops

through steady state two-dimensional cacades is inappropriate for the task of predicting

multistage turbomachine reverse flow performance. In particular, it will be shown that these

approaches are fundamentally flawed because radial flow effects tend to dominate the reverse

flowfleld of a modern multistage machine.

Unfortunately, all the multistage turbomachine reverse flow prediction schemes in

existence today are extensions of the cascade theories presented in Section 3.2.2. The

following sections will outline these cascade "stacking" approaches and report the limited

attempts to compare the predictions of these models with actual experimental results.

3.2.3.1. AxalTurbine

Bammert and Zehner [35 developed a bladerow-by-bladerow iterative scheme to

evaluate multistage turbine performance. Bladerow calculations were based upon their

empirically derived polynomial relationship for predicting the pressure ratio vs. mass flow

rate characteristic of a turbine cascade. This scheme was used to successfully predict the

pressure drop performance of a four stage turbine whose rotor wes held fixed at zero

;' rota~tional speed

Five years later, Zehner [46] published an article in 1979 which reported an attempt

to compare the results from this cascade based prediction scheme with experimental data

recently obtained from rotating tests of a one-stage and a seven-stage version of the same

turbine test article. In all the rotating tests, the reverse flow correspondence between the

predicted and experimental results were poor. Zehner explains the discrepancies by
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highlighting several features of the rotating turbine rig's design that could be responsible for

creating flow conditions which were beyond the range of validity of the cascade data base. A

more probable explanation is that the structure of the flow in rotating turbomachinery is

primarily three-dimensional. In Chapter 6, experimental data will be presented which

illustrates the significance of radial flow effects in a rotating multistage axial compressor rig.

3.2.3.2. Axial Compresors

Meanwhile, Koff [14] extended the Jets and wakes cascad theory to predict the pressure

drop performance of a multibladerow axial compressor by marching through the machine using

the steady-state Bernoulli equation to define the static pressure drop across each bladerow.

At each interbladerow gap, the wakes and jets are assumed to mix out before encountering

each successive bladerow. This process can be repeated through an N number of bladerows

because a uniform velocity profile is always established (via the stream-thrust mixing

procedure) prior to entering the inlet plane of each bladerow.

This model was used to predict the reversed flow pressure vs. flow coefficient

characteristic measured by Turner and Sparkes [33] on their one-stage axial fan; the reverse

flow characteristic reduced from the Greitzer [6] transient surge data (discussed in Section

3.1.2.); as well as the Compressor Build *1 reverse flow characteristic measured by the

author and reported in Chapter 5 of this thesis. There was exceptionally good agreement

between the prediction of the analytical model with the single stae results reported by

Turner and Sparkes. However, in both of the multistage comparisons, the agreement between

the predicted and the experimental results were poor. The net pressure losses predicted by

the model tended to be more than IOOX greeter than the actual measured losses. In

retrospect, the major weakness of the model appears to be a failure to adequately account for
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the three-dimensional aspects of reversed flow flowfields (especially the presence of strong

radial flows) within multistage axial flow compressors.

3.3 LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY

As one reviews the technical literature on the performance of various pump and

compressor configurations, the general trends illustrated in Figure 29 begin to emerge. The

Karman-Knapp Quadrant I and IV performance characteristics shown in Figure 29a appear to

be typically representative of low lift pumps and centrifugal compressors and blowers. This

characteristic is essentially continuous with smooth performance transitions from unstalled

flow to rotating stall to reversed flow. There is a substantial r4nount of literature which

indicates that abrupt flow changes do not usually occur in these machines.

In Figure 29b, a generalized performance characteristic of a single-stage axial flow fan

or compressor is depicted. Although four discontinuous characteristics corresponding to

unstalled flow, part span multi-cell rotating stall, full span rotating stall, and annulus stalled

flow can be distinctly identified; the discontinuities between these flow modes do not appear to

be greet.

The most drastic flow mode changes occur in the multi-stage axial flow compressors

usually found in aircraft gas turbine engine applications (Figure 29c). Three regimes of flow

mode performance are identifiable- unstalled operation, full span rotating stall, and

axisymmetric stall. A hysteresis loop appears to exist only at the flow mode transitions from

unstalled flow to rotating stall.

Little is known about the transition from rotating stall to annulus stalled flow at low

positive or negative flow coefficients. In fact, a complete set of measured steady state

characteristics for a multistage axial flow compressor (like that depicted in Figure 29c) does
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not appear to exist in the open literature. More importantly, detailed measurements of

reversed flow or annulus stalled flowfields have never been performed and reported.

Currently, there are no reliable analytical methods for treating annulus stalled

flowfields. Existing analyses are usually based upon overly simplistic steady two dimensional

flow assumptions of the flowfield structure. Multistage analyses are merely extensions of
isolated cascade loss models. To date, the effects of radial flows upon annulus stalled flowfield

proesses have not been seriously considered. In this thesis, it will be shown that the

reversed flow flowfields of modern axial compressors are dominated by three dimensional

throughflow and recirculatory flow patterns.
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Chapter 4

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES

The original design and construction of the MIT 3-Stage Low Speed Compressor Test

Facility was accomplished by Eastland [47). At the time that this experimental investigation

began, the existing facility was configured to generate time-averaged data of compressor

rotating phenomena at poitive axial flow rates. In order to conduc an experimental

investigation of compressor reversed flow performnc, a substantial facility redesign effort

had to be initiated Most of the major facility components (i.e. drIva train, throttle, and data

acquisition system) as well as the overall physical layut of the exhaust system ducting were

modified from te original design. The first portion of this chapter will be dedicated to

documenting these design changes and providing a general description of the test facility. A

detailed description of the &n,71e/f/*I facility components will be omitted in lieu of a

reference to the original work of Eastland [47).

The remaining two sections of the chapter del with instrumentation, the data acquisition

system, and experimental techniques. Although a prior capability existed to acquire

steady-state performance data, there was no existing capability to acquire highi response

flowfield information. Section 4.2 describes the data acquisition system that was developed to

acquire, record and reuc unsteady reversed flow velocity and pressure field dat One of the

arroomplishments associated with this phase of the investigation was the development of a

synchronous or double phoes-lock triggering system. Finally, the experimental techniques
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used to acquire unsteW three-dimensional flowfield Information will be reviewed in the

remaining section of this chapter.

4.1 COMPRESS TEST FACILITY

A simplified schematic of the 3-stage compressor test facility which existed at the MIT

Oas Turbine Laboratory prior to 1982 Is displayed In Figure 30. Conceptually, the major

components of this facility are a simple npressr-plenum-throttle compression system

(described earlier in Section 2.1) plus two large dwnstream volumes (separated by an

orifice throttle) and n exhaust fan. The two large downstream volumes correspond to the

exhaust dWoding which channels the test compress's discharge flow out of the test cell. The

exhaust fan is a high volumetric flow Industrial blower. This fan was placed at the exit of

the system to provide a capability for varying the slope of the test compressor's throttle

characteristic by reducing the back pressure behind the conical throttle.

The main goal of the initial engineering redesign and facility modification portion of this

thesis effort was to provide a means for establishing r and aero mass flow conditions in

the test comprossor. The reversed flow requirement was implemented by reversing the test

compressor on Its support stand and using the exhaust fan. The zero flow requirement was

met by redesigning the conical throttle to seal the exhaust duct when in a fully closed

position. The following subsections describe the resulting facility design that emerged from

the reconstruction phase of the project.

4. 1.1. Facility eoign Cansdartions

A general layout of the modified test facility is presented in Figures 31 (overhead

planform view) and 32 (side view). Photographs of the teat facility appear In Figures 33

and 34. In the revere flow configuration, air is drawn in from the test cell surroundings
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throug a flared inlet which is attached to the exit flange of the test compressor. The flared

inlet forms the outside wall of the Inlet annulus. The inner wall is defined by a cylindrical

centarbody which supports the drive train. A FOD (Foreign Object Damage) sacren is placed

over the intake to prevent Ingestion of solid objects which could damage the compressor.

After passing through the compressor (which is working against the direction of the

flow), the fluid enters a relatively small plenum volume at sub-atmospheric pressures. The

flow then passes through an adjustable conical nozzle which is used to control the mass flow

rate through the facility. Once past the conical nozzle, the flow enters a series of flow

straightening devices: a porous screen, followed by a hmeneomb section, followed by a second

porous screen. Next, the flow passes through a flow measurement orifice, an elbow section in

the ducting, end then the centrifugel exhaust blower.

In order for reversed flow conditions to be established In the test compressor, the

stalled 12 pressure rise performance of the exhaust fan must be equal to the sum total of all

the losses associated with the flow through the facility ducting plus the pressure drop created

by the test compressor. A system pressure loss analysis was conducted to determine the

feasible range of operation for the facility. This analysis was formulated to provide a map of

the possible flow coefficients and pressure rise coefficients which could be established in the

test compressor as a function of test compressor rotational speed and a given static pressure

rise capability of the exhaust fan. The results of this analysis are presented In Figure 35. In

addition, the complete derivation and discussion of the equations and assumptions of the system

feasibility analysis are presented in [711.

12Te expected mass flow rates through the facility were predicted to range from 0-3

lbm/. Since the design mass flow rate of the exhaust fan is approximately 18 lbm/sac,
the exhaust fan will be operating In a stalled flow regime throughout the reverse flow test
series.
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For an assumed exhaust fan static pressure rise capability of 16 In. H20, an Inspection

of the general trends depicted in Figure 35 reveals that a maximum reverse flow coefficient

of Cx/U = -0.33 is achievable at a test compressor rotational speed of 1000 RPM. At

lower flow coefficients, the same nondimensional conditions can be maintained at higher test

compressor rotational speeds for a given maximum pressure rise capability of the exhaust fan.

Subsequent tests showed that the maximum pressure rise capability of the exhaust fan was

considerably higher than originally estimated (about 24 In. H20). As a result, no difficulties

were encountered with respect to establishing a broad range of reverse flow operating

conditions in the test compressor.

4.1.2. Compressor Drive Train

The drive unit for the facility is a (50 year old) electric dynamometer 1 3 manufactured

by the Sprague Electric Works Division of General Electric Company (Serial *634869).

This 250 volt, 885 ampere dynamometer has a maximum rated shaft rotational speed of 1500

RPM and power output (at this speed) of 375 Hp. The belt ive system dgned by

Eastland [47] uses 8 Browning 5vx Oripnotch belts on sheaves with a diameter ratio of 2.13.

This belt drive system sets the maximum compressor speed at 3200 RPM. At this speed,

the belts are rated to transmit a maximum of 228 Hp.

A diagram of the compressor drive train with the new modifications appears in Figure

36. The first section of the compressor drive train is a 26" length of 1-15/16" diameter

13 A startup and shutdown checklist for the operation of this dynanometer is given In [711.
In order to maintain normal compressor shaft rotation, the direction of rotation of the
onamometer was reversed by rewiring the dynamometer's motor field circuit
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steel shaft on which the smaller drive belt sheath is mounted This shaft is supported by two

SKF type W 22511 pillow blocks which house split taper roller bearings. A life

expectancy sefety analysis of this design is given by Eastland [47). During operation, the oil

lubricant escapes pest the seals of the bearing housing as a fine mist at a low rate. Since

the facility is intended to be in operation for long periods of time without a shutdown to

check the oil level. surfac Type K thermocouples were affixed to the bearing housing as a

precaution. Reel time continuous readout of the bearing temperatures Is given by solid state

Omega Model II SKF digital thermometers which are mounted on the operator's main control

panel. The two thrust bearings in the test compressor and the two roller bearings on the

exhaust fan drive train were similarly Instrumented and monitored

The remaining portion of the drive train is supported by the inlet cylinder through the

torquimeter support mount. Since the test compressor is now being driven from the aft end

of the rotor shaft, a new rigid coupling for the drive train and a new compressor mounting

flange to support the cylindrical inlet centerbodV piece were designed The not effect of these

modifications was to increase the length of the drive train on the compressor side of the

torquemeter. Conversely, the location of the torquemeter and the supporting cylindrical Inlet

was canterlwered 5" further awa from the Internal aft mounting flange of the comprssor.

This redesign places a significant amount of moment on the supporting center body struts of

the compressor (eight 1/2" diameter bolts). As a result, two adjustable turnbuckle supports

with mounting studs were placed at the torquemeter end of the cylindrical Inlet pieca to

relieve the moment about the main compressor center body support struts.14

14 If the turnbuckles are not properly adjusted, these struts deflect and the entire

compressor rotor becomes locked
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The new drive train rigid coupling is composed of a shaft adapter piece and a

complementary stub shaft mating piece. The shaft adapter piece is attached to the aft end of

the compressor shaft as shown in Figure 37. The entire shear lod of transmitting the

required power to the compressor Is borne entirely by two 5/16" diameter UNBRAKO hardened

dowel pins (heat treated alloy steel). These pins have a double shear strength of 23,000 lbr

and are placed at a 0.59" radius from the centerline of the shaft so the maximum expected

torque which can be transmitted by these two pins is approximately 13,000 in-lbr. At a

rotational speed of 3200 RPM, this translates to a meximum power transmission capability of

110 Hp.

The drive train is assembled by bolting the shaft adopter to the aft end of the

• - compressor shaft with two modified 1/4-28 socket heed cap sorews. The stub shaft mating

piece is bolted to the shaft adapter piece as indicated in Figure 37. Next, the nominel 18"

length 1-1/2" diameter shaft piece is connected to the stub shaft with a Browning CSP rigid

coupling. This coupling emplWs a tapered sleeve fit and slotted keywy mechanical

arrangement At this point, the entire compressor assembly can be physically rotated from

its normal vertical orientation during assembly to a horizontal poition. After installing the

flareL inelet and cylindrical Inlet support piece to the compressor's aft end O.D. and I.D.

mounting flanges respectively, the entire assembly can be mounted on the test stand using the

facilitys overhead crane. Once on the test stand, the cylindrical inlet support turnbuckles

should be immediately adjusted to insure that the compressor rotor spins freely (see footnote

13).

Before the torquemeter is installed on its mounting platform Inside the cylindrical inlet

piece (see Figure 34), the 1-15/16" diameter drive belt shaft must be aligned with 18"

length 1-1/2" diameter shaft using tooling specially designed for this purpose. Axial and
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angular alignment is nccomplished by adjusting the main compressor mount turnbuckles as

described by Eastland in [47]. Finally, assembly of the drive train consists of Installing the

torquemeter and the two Browning OCISE gear type flexible couplings. Oreat care should be

taken to Insure that the flexible couplings are Installed according to the specifications set

forth in [48).

4.1.3. Tompreso

The three-stage test compressor was originally designed In the late 1960's during Pratt

& Whitney's JT9D high pressure compressor development program. This compressor was used

to test proposed blading for the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth stages of the JT9D

compressor [491. From September 1, 1973 to August 1, 1974, this compressor was tested

at United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) with cantilevered stators using low aespect

ratio-redesigned endwork (LAR-REW) blading In all three stages [50). In 1980, this

compressor was removed from storage, inspected, assembled, dynamically balanced, and shipped

to the MIT Oas Turbine Laboratory for the rotating stall measurement test series conducted by

Eastland (471.

4.1.3.1. uiiL.t.MTed

A detailed assembly &'owing of the test compressor Is shown In Figure 38. The general

specifications for this compressor are given by Chrlstlnson In [511, Eastland In [471 and

are reproduced in Table 1. The compressor assembly has a constant flowpath annulus with a

casing inside diameter of 24.000" and a hub diameter of 21.115" (0.88 hub-to-tip ratio).

The three stages are non-repeating. The aspect ratio of the LAR-REW blading averages 0.8

for the rotors and 1. 17 for the stators. A picture of the blading is shown In Figure 39.
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During the present test series, two compressor builds were tested. Both builds used the

snme blading and had the some meanline based design flow coefficient (about Cl/U = 0.6).

However, the first build was tested at blading stagger settings which corresponded to a

reaction of 0.64 and the second build was tested at a reaction of 0.74. Table II contains a

list of the predicted performance for the two builds and Table III contains a listing of all the

pertinent blading information of the two builds. (Figure 40 defines the blade angle

relationships given in Table III).

An inspection of Table III reveals that the rotor angle stagger settings were increased by

50 to generate the second build configuration and the stator stagger angle settings were

decreased by 100. Figure 41 shows the location of these two builds on a map of stator and

rotor stagger angle settings for a given value of flow coefficient and overall reaction at a

2400 RPM operating condition. 15 Henceforth, the 0.64 reaction build will be referred to as

the medium reaction build. The 0.74 reaction build will be designated as the high reaction

build All the high response flowfield measurements were obtained from the high reaction

build

4.1.3.2. Regstagg PrtraMgi

To restagger the compressor's blading, a complete disassembly of the compressor is

required. Next, individual blades must be removd, cleaned und then reinstalled with the

special tooling that was designed for this prAm during this thesis effort. Finally, the

compressor must be reassembled by restacking each Individual bladerow on top of the previous

bladerow.

15 This parametric map was generated by J.T. Lewis [521 at Pratt & Whitney OPD.
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A special compressor disassembly stand was designed and frabricated, The stand is

essentially an I-beam reinforced 3/4" thick steel flat plate with a 6" deep steel flange. The

inner and outer diameter of this flange matches the main front end mounting flange of the

compresso. Disassembly begins by disconnecting the drive train, removing the torquemeter

and both inlet pieces, and vertically stacking the compressor on the disasse My stand with

the front end down and the aft end up. The four-phase, 13-step complete compressor

buikddcn procedure that was developed Is summarized In Table IV.

Once the compresso has been disassembled, eah individual blade was removed, cleaned

and inspectedl for damage. The existing blades are cast aluminum and should be replaced16 if

-. any cracks are deece (especially along the roots of the rotor blades). In order to st the

blae stagger angles, a set of low cost stagger tooling was des"~e and fabricaed to reproduce

the blade ssemLbly technique emplo~ed by UTRC [531. This tooling allows a skilled machinist,

to set the stagger angle of echbladeto within (conservativey) t 0.25 degrees of the

reqired value.

Compresso remasembly is accomplished by restacking the individual bladerows and

staes Extreme care must be exercIsW to insure that each of the caing rings and rotor

disks are completely free of dirt and metal chips during ressembly. Otherwise, the

cummulative effect of stacking eve subtly misaligned components will cms potentially severe

axdal miuelignment and a reduction of the already t1it hub (0.034 In.) and tUp (003 In.)

clearancs

16 Brdbry [541 Is the reference which contains, the desig specifications for the existing
bleiuing.
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41.3.3. ntuM1in

A major goal of the detailed flowfield characterization measurements was to resolve the

flowfield to spatial scales less than the order of a single blade pesae. To achieve the

circumferential direction spatial resolution re~jirement, the interbladarow case spacing rings

had to be modified~ Figure 42 depicts the ase spacing ring modification that was re~ired to

provide a capability for circumfiermntially traversing the flowpath annulus. Figure 43 shows

the Instrumentation support mount which slides through the 30P arcs that ware machined Into

the case space rings.

The two designs Illustrated in Figures 42 and 43 provide a capability for traversing

probes, up to a maximum diameter of 3/8", through a circumferential arc of 10P. The Inside

diameter of the sliding support mount extends over a 200 arc and provides a continuous

annulus wall over several blade passages an either side of the instrumentation port. The

sliding support mount was designed to be a] to the task of supporting a computer controlled

probe traversing maehansmf7 for performing radial and yaw angle sweeps at a given axial

ani circumferential poition. Twelve of these high resons instrumentation ports were addedl

The location of stations 2 through I I are shown In Figur 36; while the remaining two

Instrumentation slots were placed on the Inlet and exit mwe spacing flanges of the compresso.

4.1.4 FxhM t..ot

There were two Immediate Impacts upon the design of tUs exhaust systemn ducting

associated with physically reversing the orientation of the compr essor and lengthening the

drive train. First, a new d~nstrearn annulus assembly had to be designed to connect the

front end of the compreasso with the exhaust plenum and the throttle assembly (while

17 The computer controlled traversing mechanism Is described further In Section 4.2.2. 1.
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maintaining the Integrity of the flowpath annulus). A toroldal inlet with a 2:1 ellipse section

was attached to the inner diameter of this new downstream connection assembly to avoid a

step increase in the flowpath during low positive or forward flow rate operation la . This new

assembly is illustrated along with the modified throttle assembly in Figure 44.

The second major impact on the exhaust system design was the need to shift the ground

level exhaust ducting 6-1/4" further aft. This need was satisfied by relocating the

turnbuckle support mounts on the main support frame and by inserting a 6" honeycomb duct

section (with a 1/4- neoprene gasket) in the upper level duct work. This "deswirllng

section was placed in the approach leading to the orifice mass flow measurement station as

shown in Figures 31 and 32 to preclude the possibility of streamwise vorticity induced mass

flow measurement errors.

The next two subsections deal with the conical throttle redesign effort and the exhaust

fan which establishes the reverse flow conditions in the test compressor.

'" 4. 1.4. 1. Throttle Assambl

A good discussion of the fabrication of the basic mechanical components of the conical

throttle assembly is given by Eastland (471 and will not be repeated here However, some

features of the mechanical design mad the existing throttle assmbly Inadequate for achieving

zero mass flow conditlonos 19  In addition, a complimentary control system for positioning the

throttle had to be designed and Implemented

I8 A stp Increm In the return nlowpath could cause flow 3eatio and a radial distortion
of the inlet velocity profile to the compressor at low positive mass flow rates.
19 In fairness to Eastland [471, it should be pointed out that the establishment of zero mass
flow conditions was not an original facility design requirement.
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The mechanical modifications that were implemented are illustrated in the throttle

assembly depicted in Figure 44. Two leek paths had to be sealed The first leek path was at

the point where the movable throttle plece meats the Inside wall of the dump plenum. Part

of the problem at this location was the fact that the conical throttle piece was fabricated by

rolling and welding a section of 114" aluminum plate. As a result, the conical section was

out-of-round end could not seal over the entire circumference of the entrance duct20 leading

to the dump plenum. To alleviate this problem, an aluminum flat plate contact surface was

bolted to the Inner wall of the dump plenum. In addition, a concentric aluminum ring with a

matching fiat surface was welded to the conical surface as shown In Figure 44. Oasket

material was sxmied to both surfaces to insure that a good sel is acheved

The second physical lek path was through the center of the conical throttle piece past

the two power screws end D.C. gear motors, To block this l path, the entire throttle

drive system was enclosed by welding a cylindrical etension to the downstream side of the

movable conical piece. A rear access plate was bolted to this extension to complete the seal

and provide a meens for nccessing the throttle drive and control system.

The basic components of the throttle control system are a main power circuit, a safety

control circuit. and a throttle position indication circuit The main power circuit controls the

speed and direction of rotation of the two D.C. gear motors which drive the power screws that

linearly displace the conical throttle assembly. This main D.C. power circuit is wired in

parallel through the contacts of a normally open nd a normally closed power relay.

The coils of thse power relays are part of two separate microewitch activated safety

circuits, Then mlcroswlitch activated safety circuits are energized by a dedicated 12 VDC

1.2A unregulated power supply. These safety circuits provide the m for disengaging the

20 entrance duct was also out-of-round.
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existing direction of rotation of the D.C. gear motors and Illuminating a control panel lamp

when the throttle has reached a fully open or closed poition. A normally open and a

normally cloued power relay ware reuiired to disengoge one direction of rotation, while

maintaining the ability to command the opposite direction of rotation.I The position indication circuit consists of a 6" range Trans-Tek Series 240 linear
voltage-displacement transduicer (LYDT), a reglated 15 VDC power supply, and a Nonlinear

Systems Mode PM-349 digital panel meter. The Trans-Tak LYOT proxduces a linear D.C.I voltage output as a function of throttle puWen This signal Is offset and scad by a series

of operational amplifiers and alustable potentiometers to display a 0-1002 throttle position

reading on the digital panel meter.

The facility exhaust fan was a Champion Design Eleven [55) size 300 SISW doble

camber airfoil centrifugal fan. A Litton lIndustries! PacemakerR continuous three-phase 75 Hp

elecric motor wsused to dive the fan via abelt dive. As aunitthe exhaust fan had a

dbsign point static pressure rise of 23 In. H120 at a volumetric flow of 14,600 cubic fleet

per minute and a shaft rotational speed of 2660 RPM.

The general shape of the stalled performance characteristic of this fan Is roughly given

by the characteristic displaye in Figure 29a. In order to conduict the series of low flow and

zero flow tests reported In this thesis, It was essential that the stalled performance

characteristic of the exut fnactually be asshownin Figure29a. If the stalled

performance character istic of the exhaust fan had docreased sharply with a decras In mass

flow rate, two problems would have surfaced First, the exhaust fan would not have beenK able to proujce enough pressre rise to oercome the pressre loss generated by the test
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compresor and the facility loss producing sources In terms of the facility performance map

shown In Figure 33 (me Section 4.1.1.), the constant fan performance curve represented by

a straightline on Figure 33 would have dropped sharply with decreasing flow coefficient.

The other problem that could have arisen is related to compression system dynamics. If

the stalled performance characteristic of the exhaust fan had been positively sloped (i.e. a

drop in performance with a decrease in mass flow), there is a possibility that the simple

compression system formed by the fan, the second large downstream volume depicted In Figure

30, and the orifice throttle could have become dynamicelly unstable. In the parlance of

Chapter 2. this portion of the test facility could have undergone surge limit cycle oscillations.

In addiltion to the favorable stalled performance characteristic, the exhaust fan is

equipped with variable inlet guide vanes. A Bodine Type NCI-12 1/50 Hp A.C. motor was

Installed to control the position of these Inlet guide vanes. A power circuit with microswitch

interrupts and an IY position Indication circuit (similar to the throttle circuits described In

the previous section) were designed and Installed to control the exhaust fan IG position from

the test facility's main control panel.

4.1.5. OiiaP

Although it is possible to use a clibrted inlet to meos flow rate while thetest

copressor is operating In the annulus stalled reverse flow (and the unstalled flow) operating

regime, 3reitzer [6) and Day [ 121 have sOwn that serious flow measurement errors will

occur during operation In rotating stall. These flow measurement errors occur becau the

presence of a rotating stall cell creates a non-uniform inlet flowfield. In order to measure a

complete set of Kdrm&-Knapp Quadrant I and IV characteristics, including operation in

rotating stall, It became necessary to use a downstream orifice plate as a flow measurement

device
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An excellent disiusslon on the use of orifice plates as flow measurement devices is given

by Ower and Pankhurst [56]. In principle, mess flow is determined by measuring the

pressure drop across a constriction In the flow. As a result, the size of the pressure drop

associated with a given mass flow rate becomes the basic design tradeoff when sizing an

orifice plate constriction for an application. If the constriction is not great enough (large

hole); the pressure drop is small and can foll below the accuracy of the pressure

measurement instrumentation. In addition, the orifice plate bued 1 Reynold's Number can fall

below a value of 104. Below this value, the relationship between pressure drop and mass

flow becomes Reynolds Number dependent. On the other hend, if the constriction is too great

(small hole); the pressure drop is high and can seriously limit the facility's range of

, operation (see the system pressure loss analysis in [711).

The constriction of the orifice plate designed by Eastland [47] was sized to operate at a

test compressor flow coefficient of 0.8. During the planned reverse flow test series, it was

estimated that the maximum flowrate through the facility would be a flow coefficient CX/U =

-0.25. As a result, an orifice plate sizing design study and a subsequent calibration of the

selected design was conducted at the outset of this thesis effort

pi 4.1.5.1. Design, ummw

The basic relationship between mass flow and pressure drop across an orifice plate can

be derived by combining the incompressible continuity and Bernoulli equations to yield the

21The orifice plate based R"Inolds Number is defined as the velocity of theJet through the
constriction multiplied by the diameter of the constriction and divided by the kinematic
viscsily of the fluid at the constriction.
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following expression

-Ao (4-1)

where A Is the area of the orifice hole and Aduct Is the crmsectionel ares of the upstream

ducting (7.068 ft2 ).

In reality, there are sme frictional and turbulent rgy losses as well as flow

separation assoiated with flow through a constriction. The flow separation causes a "vena

contrasta" or a minimal flowthrough area to become established To account for thee losses,

Ower and Pankhurst [561 recommends multiplying through the RHS of Equation 4-1 by the

following empirically based discharge coefficient

01 0.5959 + 0.0312 d 0.184

+0.0029 (~1 . [16OL-d ~ (4-2)
duct L o

If there are no las in the ducting between the test compressor and the orifice plata

measurement station, Equation 4-1 can be rewritten in the following convenient form
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. x 7 c (4-3)

*where K is defined as the orifice plate calibration coefficient.

K is defined by the following empirical relation

____ __2 (4-4)
[ K = (x '-(Ao/Aduct)'

where the dscharge coefficient a is given by Equation 4-2 and Ac is the flowthrouoh area of

the compressor annulus (0.7087 ft2 ).

A parametric design study was conducted by varying the aerge flow coefficient, the

compressor rotational speed, and the orifice plate hole diameter as the independent variables.

The resulting analysis produced an orifice plate design with a 6.0 in. diameter hole.

In the Reynolds Number invariant regime, the predicted orifice plate calibration

coefficient for this design was K = 0.234. Furthermore, the pressure drop associated with a
Cx/U = -0.25 and a rotational speed of 1200 RPM was predicted to be A PO = 7.29 In.

120. The suitability of this orifice pressure drop was evaluated during the system pressure

loss analysis [711 and the design was judged to be reasonable in terms of this system design

constraint At a rotatiorelqpeed of 2400 RPM, a pressure drop of AP p - 1.17 in H20

would be realized at a flow coefficient as low as CX/U = -0.05. Since the accuracy of
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the scanivalve pressure transducer is of the order of 0.025 in. H20, this pressure drop was

judged to be sufficient for adequate accuracy.

4.1.5.2. Calibration Results

An orifice plate and compressor inlet mass flow calibration was accomplished by using

the exhaust fan to establish a flow through the facility. During the calibration test series,

the test compressor was allowed to freely windmill. The conical throttle assembly was used

to adjust the flow rate through the facility. In this way, an inlet Reyrolds Number range of

2.98 x 104 to 2.64 x 105 and an orifice plate Reynolds Number range of 3.58 x 104 to

3.58 x 105 were established.

The mass flow through the facility and the blockage associated with the inlet boundary

layers was determined by performing radial traverses of the test compressor's Inlet annulus

with a standard United Sensor cobra type total pressure probe. Wall static pressure taps on

the inner and outer diameter of the Inlet annulus were used to measure the inlet static

pressure. In addition, wall static pressure taps on either side of the orifice plate were used

to measure the orifice plate pressure drop.

A brief description of the orifice and Inlet calibration data acquisition and reduction as

well as several measured Inlet dynamic pressure profiles are presented In Appendix A. The

results of the inlet calibration are plotted in Figure 45 and given by the following expression

for Inlet blockage ratio

As - .- 2397 (4-5)
= 1.3004(Re.,)
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where Reilet is the inlet based Reynold s Number. The above expression represents the best

least squares curve fit of the measured blockage data. The standard deviation of this blockage

ratio vs. inlet Reynold's Number curve fit Is r = 0.0033. Table V contains the results of

a flow coefficient probable error analysis at several facility flow rates and test compressor

rotational speeds.

The results of the orifice plate calibration are plotted in Figure 46 and represented by

the following expression for the orifice plate calibration coefficient

K 0.2339 -8.4743(R.)- (4-6)

0

where Re O is the orifice plate based Reynolds Number. Again, this expression represents

the best leasquares curve fit of the calibration coefficient vs. orifice plate Reynolds

Number data with a stanidard deviation of aI - 0.0043. In an analogous fashion, Table VI

contains the results of an orifice plate based flow coefficient probable error analysis The

results of the error analysis reported in Tables V wxi VI were considered acceptable levels of

mass flow measurement error.

4.2 DAT AMQISITION SYSTEM

The automated data acquisition system that evolved during this axial compressor reverse

flow experimental effort can be conceptually treated in three categories. First, there are the

computer based data acquisition components of the facility. Each component acquires the

* relevant data according to programmed software instructions and transmits this information to
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the dedicated on-line digital computer through a series of Interfaces. The function and

operation of this generic data acquisition equipment will be briefly summarized in Section

4.2.1. The second category deals with the actual instrumentation and signal conditioning

equipment required to measure time-averaged physical processes end convert these

measurements Into an electrical signal for input into the facility's generic data acquisition

equipment. This category is treated in Section 4.2.2. Finally, the last category deals with

the instrumentation and signal conditioning associated with the measurement of unsteady

physical processes.

4.2. 1. Overall Aauisition Architecture

A schematic diagram which summarizes the basic relationships between the various

computer based data acquisition hardware components is shown in Figure 47. The sheer

volume of the data acquisition software that is required to operate these hardware components

prohibits inclusion of source listings in an appendix. Instead, source listings of all the data

acquisition, reduction and plot software can be found in an attachment to [71].

4.2.1. 1. DedictMd Computar

A Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) LSI- 11/23 minicomputer was used to acquire

and process all the data reported herein. Although this minicomputer runs on a RSX- I I M

Plus multiuser operating system, this computer was dedicated to the 3-Stage Compressor Test

Facility during tests by task building all data acquisition programs on a privileged account

with a priority level just below the system operating level. Access to the minicomputer is

provided by a DEC YT- 100 terminal. Data and software storage is accomplished through the

use of either a floppy disk drive or a Winchester hard disk drive(3 disks). Plotted and

printed output can be obtained from a Versatec V-80 printer. Finally, one of the RS-232
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terminal lines was reconfigured on a slave mode to interate an Analog Devices Model

/iMAC-4000 temperature multiplexer into the system. Fink (57] gives a similar, and in

some circumstances, a more detailed description of this basic system.

p 4.2.1.2. Parallel Interface Bus

The L$1- 11/23 is equipped with a OPIB parallel interface bus. This bus gives the

minicomputer the capability of directly transmitting or receiving information to/from any

IEEE-488 compatible instrument. Three such real time data analysis instruments were

interfaced with the LSI-11/23 in this manner: a Hewlett-Packard 3501B frequency counter,

a Tektronix 468 digital storage oscilloscope, and Hewlett-Packard 3582A digital storage

spectrum analyzer. The software required to acquire data from each of these instruments

through the OPIB Interface is listed in the attachment to [711.

4.2.1.3. Anaim-tL-DjgtW Convertor

A software programmable Datel A/D Converter is directly mounted in the LSI- 11/23

printed circuit board rack assembly. User access to the Datel A/D Converter Is provided by

a specially constructed multiplexing interface box. This interface gives the user the

capability to multiplex up to 16 analog signals and Introduce an external trigger through

standard BNC connectors The analog voltage scale, digitizing frequency, internal or external

triggering mode, and the desired channel(s) to be converted are controlled by software

programming.

The mximum resolution is set by the selected voltage scale and the 12 bit length

constraint of the A/D converter. To determine voltage resolution, one must remember that

[.8
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one bit is used to define the sign of the analog voltage. This leves II bits to resolve the

entire voltage range, i.e. 211 or 2048 divisions. For the minimum voltage scale option of

11.25 volts, this A/D converter is capable of resolving voltage to within 0.61 millivolts.

The maimum iwrsion frequency was determined through tests to be 43 KHz.

Analog-to-digital conversion breakdown occurs at higher sampling rates. In addition, the

LS-11/23 line timer clock must be manually switched off before attempting to acquire high

response voltage time traces with the Datel A/D converter. Otherwise, the L51-11/23 time

updating system interupts the data transmission enable signal between theA/D converter and

the minicomputer and time trace data can be lost.

4.2.1.4. Automated Probe Traverser

Through Interactive or pre-programmed software, a user can Instruct the LSI- 11/23 to

position an instrumentation probe at a precise radial position (U0.004 in.) and angular

orientation (±0.180 dog) in the test compressor. Without this capbilily, the detailed

flowfield measurements reported in Chapter 6 would have been nearly impossible to aqlure.

The minicomputer controls the position of an Instrumentation probe through a DRY-Il driver

board and the Date] AID converter.

JI and J2 strip-wire cables connect the DRV-I board with an Intermediate interface

connection box. A single 13 conductance cable connects this Interface with a specially

modified L.C. Smith traverse mechanism controller. Finally, a standard oonf1 tIon L.C.

Smith mol BBS-8 SM-360 51 1/4" probe actuar with stepping motor drive is used to

translate and rotate the instrumentation probe. Probe position is detected through the use of

10 turn, IK.Q, 0.13 lineity potentiomete The signal generated by this potentiometer

circuit Is transmitted by the controller through the Intermediate interfac to AID converter

channel # (translation position) and #2 (orientation) as 0-10 volt scale analog signals.
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4.2.1.5. Scanivn

A DRV- II board is used by the LSI- 11/23 minicomputer to control the operation for a

48 pressure port scanivalve. The dl end J2 40 conductance strip lines from this second

DRY- I I board are routed to a scanivalve Interface designed by Eastland [47]. This interface

is directly connected to a standard Scanivalve SSS-48C pneumatic scanner. Fink (57] gives a

complete description of the detailed operation of this circuit.

A single Spectra strain gauge type ±2.5 psid pressure transducer Is mounted In the

scanivalve assembly along with an amplifier signal condition unit with zero and span

adjustment controls. A calibration of this pressure transducer was performed on this

transducer using a MKS Baratron as a reference standard The calibration results Indicate that

there Is a linear curve fit standard deviation of "= 0.025 In. H20. These results are

presented In Appendix B.

4.2.1.6..Ran].Ti.me lackJ

A Data Translation DT2769 programmable real time clock was installed in the LSI-

11/23 to synchronize the Datel A/D conversion with an external real time pulse from a

specially developed synchronous trigger circuit. This programmable clock operates as follows.

A M C(RO language computer subroutine (DUMBLE) enables or "cocks" the DT2769 clock.

This software controlled enable command Instructs the clock to test for an output signal from

one of the clock's two internal Schmidt Triggers (ST *2). This Schmidt Trigger generates an

output when the analog (TTL) voltage signal at the trigger's input is of a prescribed slope and

above a prescribed threshold level. When the next Schmidt Trigger *2 output signal is

detected, the clock generates ("fires") an overflow pulse train at a software prescribed
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frequency. Once the Datel A/D conerter has completed the desired number of software

prescribed conversions; the MACRO program "resets" the clock by terminating the pulse train.

In this way, the data acquisition is synchronized to a real time periodic or random

external triggering pulse. The synchronous trigger circuit that was developed to provide this

external triggering pulse will be discussed in the next section (4.2.1.7.). User access tothe

DT2769 real time clock is provided by a specially designed rack mounted modular interface.

This interface has two sets of Schmidt Trigger threshold and slope controls as well as BNC

connectors for the Schmidt Trigger inputs/outputs and a BNC connector for the clock overflow

pulse train output.

-4.2.1.7. 04nxhronous TrIger

The triggering circuit depicted In Figure 48 was developed to synchronize or phase lock

the data acquisition with rotor position, a periodic flowfield phenomenon, or a synchronization

of both phenomena. A rotor phase locked triggering pulse is generated using a fiber optic

transmission cable to detect the passage of a uniquely identifiable rotor blade. While the

compressor was disassembled, the tips of all but one of the blades from each of the three

rotor bladerows were painted flat black. In addition, a compatible port for the fiber optic

cable was machined Into the case rings above each rotor. The output from an adjustable light

emitting diode (LED) Is transmitted by an outgoing fiber optic cable to the rotor blade tip

clearance region. This Illumination Is reflected by the one polished blaed back through the

return fiber optic cable to a photo-detector.

The photo-detector generates an analog voltage signal proportional to the intensity of the

light received This analog signal is input to a Schmidt Trigger which fires a 5 YDC output

signal as long as the analog signal is above a preset voltage level. For the given thickness of

the rotor blade and an 1170 RPM shaft rotational speed, this Schmidt Trigger output signal
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has a duration on the order of 50 microseconds. The duration of this signal is reduced to I

msc by inserting a one-shot in the circuit. This rotor synchronized pulse train can also be

sent to the output BNC connector via a three position rotary switch.

To phase lock to a flowfield event (like a rotating stall cell - Day [12]), the analog

signal from a flow measurement sensor like a hotwire anemometer or pressure transducer

amplifier is input to, the synchronous trigger module via a standard BNC connector. This

signal is then introduced to a Schmidt Trigger with an adjustable input threshold level. An

adjustable one-shot component is used to reduce the duration of this signal to a range between

5-50 msec. Again, the output of this circuit can be directly sent to the output BNC

connector by selecting the proper setting on the rotary switch.

A synchronous rotor and flowfield event signal is generated by inputing both output

signals to a summing component. This component generates an output pulse when both input

signals overlap. Proper selection of the rotary switch setting will direct this synchronized

signal to the output connector. This synchronous circuit was a critical component of the

system for resolving the unsteady flow processes which exist in axial compressor reverse

flowfields.

4.2.1.8. Bacatra

A MKS Bartron 170 Series electronic pressure measurement system was interfaced

with the DEC L$1-11/23 minicomputer. The minicomputer Ussas the Beratron interface

module through a DRY-i J board The binary coded decimal output from the back of the

Beratron 170M-27D digital readout unit is transmitted to this interface via a 25 twisted

pair shielded cable (25 feet long).
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4.2.2. Tima-Avwil MeasrMnhelt Instrumentation

4.2.2. 1. Presure

Conceptually, a time-av-age pressure data acquisition system is composed of a

measurement probe, some pressure line tubing, and a pressure measurement device. Figure

49 illustrates the time-average pressure data acquisition system that was employed During

the steady-stata reverse flow performance characterization tests (results reported in Chapter

5), 7-element Kiel Head total pressure rakes (illustrated in Figure 50) and wall static

pressure taps were used to acquire total and static pressure at the locations indicated in

Figure 51. Flexible, color-coded, Tygon Tubing was used to transmit the pressure signal

from these probes either directly to a 48 port soanivalve or to an input manifold. From the

output manifold, averaged pressure signals could be transmitted to a high accuracy 100 torr

Betatron pressure measurement head or a Dwyer Manometer gae. Scanivelve pressure

transducer zero drift measurement errors were corrected by dedicating several ports as

atmospheric reference ports. The output from the scenivalve pressure transfte was directly

connected by coaxial patch cord to channel '15 of the Datel A/D converter.

During the inlet calibration tests described earlier in Section 4.1.5.2., a United Sensor

type CA-120-24-F-22-CD cobra heed two dimensional probe was used for the radial

traverses of the inlet velocity profile. This probe has three measuring ports: one port in

the center, and one port on either side of the center position. The advantage of using this

type of probe to perform an inlet calibration Is that the center port can be used to measure

the desired total pressure profile while the two side ports can be continuously monitored to

insure that there Is no swirl In the flow during the calibration.

A United Sensor type KBC-24 Kiel heed probe with a 1/6" diameter saesing heed shroud

we used to check the time-eraged total pressures at the various axial, circumferential and

radial locations of the unstedy reverse flowfield. Kiel heed probes are required In this
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application because the inherent unsteadiness of the flow causes the instantaneous velocity

vector to switch directions The wider angle of acceptance afforded by the Kiel heed design

makes this type of probe more suitable for this measurement although caution must be

exercised to insure that the instantaneous flow direction changes are not greater than the +40

to 50 degree range of directional insensitivity of this probe.

Finally, a United Sensor type PCC-8-KL pitot static probe was used to measure the

velocity of the hot wire calibration Jet. These probes return a static and total pressure

signal at the desired point in the calibration jet.

I L 4.2.2,2. Iunpaturo

Temperatures ware measured with Omega CASS- 18E-6 quick-disconnect, exposedjuncton,

type K thermocouple probes. These probes were positioned at the exial and circumferential

positions indicated in Figure 51. In addition, two thermocouple probes were positioned 3 feet

upstream of the orifice measurement station.22  These thermocouples were directly wired to

an Analog Devices jMAC-4000 temperature multiplexer. The /gMC-4000 has a

programmable gain amplifier, a 13-bit dual slope analog-to-digital converter, and a

microcomputer which uses an 8-bit processor with 6K of Read-Only Memory (ROM) and 1K

of Random Access Memory (RAM). Although the resolution of the jMAC-4000 Is

approximately L/20F, the probable accuracy of the measurement is of the order of 20F.

Since the temperature differences at the low speed conditions under investigation are sometimes

small, the quantitative usefulness of the acquired temperature data is somewhat limited on

these ions.

22 These later two temperature measurements were used to evaluate the fluid density at the
orifice plate station.
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4.2.2.3. Torm mid Shaft RotatinlI

The data acquisition system for acquiring time-avage torque and shaft rotational speed

is diagrammed In Figure 52. A Lebow madel 1105-5K slip ring torque sensor is used to

measure torque. Excitation for the torque sensor strain gauge bridge as well as amplification

of the bridge output Is provided by a precalibrated Lebow model 7530-100 signal

conditioning unit. The torque sensor has a maximum capacity of 5,000 In-lb., a maximum

speed rating of 15.000 RPM, and a torque protection overload up to 7,500 in-lbr.

The analog output from the signal conditioning unit Is linearly proportional to torque at

the rate of I volt per 1,000 in-lbf of torque. This analog signal is input directly to the

Datel A/D converter (channel *14). During the operation of the compressor, the output

from the torquemeter signal conditioning unit was monitored on the digital storage oscilloscope.

At steady state speed conditions, the torque analog signal was observed to fluctuate about a

steady state value. To obtain a steady state average torque value, 3000 A/D conversions were

performed at an Internal pacer clock defined sampling frequency of 512 Hz. It Is believed

that the gear type flexible couplings at either end of the torque sensor cause these

fluctuations by introdlucing forced torsional vibration in the shaft.

The measured torque value is corrected for the tare torque of the compressor (a

function of shaft rotational speed) by using the calibration given by Christianson [50]. This

calibration was obtained by removing the compresor blading and measuring the torque input

as a function of shaft rotational speed. Shaft rotational speed is measured by a magnetic

pickup over a 60 tooth gear. This signal is read directly by an IEEE -488 instrument bus

compatible frequency counter.
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4.2.3. High at== Instrumantanion

4.2.3.1. Miniature PresMre Transducers

High response measurements of the unsteady pressure field were made with four

miniature pressure transducers mounted in specially constructed probes. A set of rack

mounted modular signal conditioning units were designed and constructed to provide the

necessary input excitation as well as output amplification for these pressure transducers. The

analog output from these signal conditioning units was typically patched through a low pass

filter to the Datel AID converter for the acquisition of the quantitative results reported in

Chapter 6. Real time observation and spectrum analysis of the signal was accomplished by

connecting the analog output(s) to the digital storage oscilloscope and the digital storage fast

fourier transform (FFT) spectrum analyzer described earlier in Section 4.2.1.2. Synchronous

triggering of the Datel A/D converter and the digital storage oscilloscope was accomplshed by

the methods described in Sections 4.2.1.6. and 4.2.1.7. An overall schematic of this data

acquisition proIes is given in Figure 53.

The four pressure transducers were manufactured by Oeeltec Ltd These transducers

have four active strain gages arranged in a wheatstone bridge configuration on a thin silicon

wafer. The natural frequency of these transducers is of the order of 50 KHz and the full

scale range Is ±0.1 psid. The reference pressure for these differential mode transducers was

set to atmospheric conditions. The sensitivity of the four transducers ranged from a low of

78.7 MY/In. H20 to a high of 168.5 /V/in. H20. at a D.C. excitation of 5 volts. This

sensitivity could be improved somewhat by Increasing the excitation voltage. This was not

done because the resuting 12R heating of the transducer caused temperature gradients that

seriously affected the zero drift characteristics of the transducers.
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Even with the low 5 volt D.C. excitation level, zero drift difficulties were experienced

with these transducers. Day [ 12] reports similar zero shift problems. In order to obtain

accurate pressure field measurements, these trarsducers were statically calibrated In a

specially constructed calibration chamber located next to the test compressor before and after

each set of tests. In addition, the test compressor was given time to warm up before each

set of measurements. These precautions became the dominant time-consuming steps associated

wtih acquiring the pressure field date. Appendix B contains a pre-test and post-test

calibration of one of these pressure transducers.

Since pressure differences on the order of several inches of water were expected at the

1170 RPM operating condition of the compressor,2 3 the unamplified output of these

transducers was well below the meximum 610 PV resolution of the analog-to-digital

converter (see discussion in Section 4.2.1.3.). As a result, an amplifier circuit tailored to

the requirements of these presssure transducers was designed Five amplifiers were

constructed (1 spare). The basic amplifier circuit was designed around an Analog Devices

model 2B31K signal conditioning unit A gain-frequency response tradeoff study indicated that

the gain of these amplifiers should be set at 500. This gain value produces a resultant

transducer output sensitivity range of 39.3 mv/in. 120 to 84.2 mv/in. 120. The measured

-3dB cutoff frequency for these amplifiers is about 6 KHz at e gain of 500. Appendix B

contains plots of the measured frequency response of the amplifiers. Finally, the amplifier

output was filtered by a Thermo Systems Incorporated model 1057 5 KHz low pass filter.

2,This low rotational speed was selected as the best compromise between the desire to cause
large pressure differences versus the desire to reduce the temperature gradients and blade
passing frequmy. The temperature gradients caused by operation at high speed would
seriously compromise the usefulness of the hot wire sensors as well as crate zero trift
problems with the pressure transducers. Higher blade passing frequencies would decreas the
resolution of the related unsteady flow processes because both the signal amplifiers and the
A/D converter have limited meximum frequency performance.
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Two of the pressure transducers were fitted In specially modified Kiel Head total

pressure probes. The remaining two pressure transducers were installed at the end of a 2

in. length of 8 gage hypodermic tubing (0.160 in. outer diameter). Both types of probes are

Illustrated In Figure 54. The original design of these probes was made by Eastland (47]. He

calculated a 6.1 KH frequency response associated with the ducting ahead of the pressure

transducer In the Kiel Head probe assembly. Since the static probe is flush mounted, the

frequency response associated with this probe is essentially that of the transducer Itself. The

Kiel Head probe was fitted with a 2 ft. long, 1/4" diameter reinforcement support (holder) in

order to traverse the entire assembly using the computer controlled traversing equipment

described previously In Section 4.2.1.4.

4.2.3.2. Slanted Hot Wire mnsrs

The unsteady velocity field was measured with a slanted hot wire sensor. This sensor

was the active leg of a constant temperature anemometer wheetstone bridge circuit. In this

type of stadard arrangement, the voltage output from the anemometer is a nonlinear function

of fluid velocity as defined by King's Law [58, 59]:

• = [A+B(PV)5T- ] (4-7)

(R1+R2)

where A.B = empirical coefficients which vary as a function of fluid
properties and type of sensor, i.e. thermal conductivity,
viscosity and Prandtl Number.

n - empirical exponent (close to 2);
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Rj ,TI  = sensor operating resistance and temperature;

p,Y,T = fluid density, velocity and temperature;

R = bridge resistor in series with the sensor;

E = bridge output voltage.

It was more convenient to work with a linearized version of the anemometer analog

output signal. Hence, this signal was linearized and filtered before being sent either to the

A/D converter, digital storage oscilloscope, or spectrum analyzer as shown in Figure 55.

The slanted hot wire sensors used during this investigation were Inclined 450 to the

axis of the probe as Indicated in Figure 56. These sensors re standard Thermo Systems

Incorporated model 1213TI.5 hot wire sensors. The wires of these sensors are platinum

coated tungsten and were operated at an overheat ratio of 1.824. The sensing lengths are

typically 0.050 In. while the diameters are 0.00015 in. The distance between the probe

supports is about 0.060 in. The typical frequency response of these sensors in air at 300

feet per second using a Thermo Systems Inc. model 1050 anemometer is about 600 KHz (58].

These sensors were placed In a 1/4" diameter shielded probe support to permit

utilization of the computer controlled traversing mechanism described erlier. In addition, a

conventional single wire sensor in a second anemometer circuit was used to provide the

flowfleld signal for the synchronous trigger described In Section 4.2.1.7. This second sensor

wasplaced Just upstream of the test compressor blading as shown in Figure 51. At this

24 Tungsten was chosen as a wire material because of its relative durability. A relatively
high overheat ratio was chosen to minimize the effects of freestream temperature variations.
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location, a "clean" event locked triggering signal could be obtained that was free of any blade

passing related unsteadiness. During the course of the testing, this hot wire sensor was

replaced with one of the high response total pressure probes. Since it turned out that a

more reproducible analog signal could be generated by the pressure transducers for triggering

purposes.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIOUES

Before proceeding with a detailed discussion of the experimental techniques that were

developed to study unsteady reverse flow phenomena, a few comments about some of the more

conventional techniques used to acquire the time-average performance data (reported in

Chapter 5) will be briefly summarized. Compresor flow coefficient was determined by

measuring the pressure drop across the orifice plate and using a Newtn-Raphson numerical

root solving scheme to solve the implicit set of equations given by 4-3 and 4-6. Where

appropriate, the Inlet mass flow calibration given by Equation 4-5 was used to check the

values derived from the orifice plate.

An indspenet measurement check strategy was applied to the acquisition of compressor

pressure rise data. Critical pressure difference measurements made by the scanivalve

pressure transkcer were rechecked using the manifold arrangement described earlier (Section

4.2.1.1.) to transmit the pressure difference signals to the more aocurate Baratron or a

Dwyer gage manometer. This type of redundmncy In the experimental technique Increases run

time but helps to prevent acquisition of bad data from a faulty instrument. The next three

subsections w,. describe the techniques used to acquire rotating stall cell size and speed, and

the unsteady three dimensional revers flow pressure and velocity fields.
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4.3. 1. Rotating Stall Call Pr=UMrtia

Although the measurement of rotating stall phenomena was not the primary focus of this

investigation, rotating stall conditions were encountered during some of the flow regimes under

Investigation. Stall cell slze and speed data could be easily measured using an uncallbrated

hot wire sensor and the digital storage oscilloscope. An un'albrated hot wire sensor was

installed in the test compressor at a midspan radial position just downstream of the Inlet

guide vanes as shown in Figure 51. When the compressor was operated with a rotating stall

cell present, a voltage-time trace similar to the trace shown in Figure 57 would be present

on the screen of the digital storage oscilloscope. In this figure, the relatively smooth voltage

peaks correspond to the unstalled flow. The low voltage (erratic) portion of the trace

corresponds to the flow within the rotating stall cell.

Stall cell duration trsc Is defined as the portion of the trace occupied by the stall cell.

Stall cell period TRSC is the time associated with one complete cycle of the voltage-time

trace waveform. These two conceptual definitions ere depicted on the Figure 57 signal

weveform. Assuming only one stall cell is present 25 , the rotating stall size and speed can be

reduced as follows

TRsc )A (4-8)
TRSC

0\

25 This assumption can be Intuitively checked by computing the resulting stall cell speed as a
percentage of the known blade speed If this percentage is higher than the previously
observed trends by day [121 and others, then two or more rotating stall cells ere probably
present. A single hot wire sensor can not be used to definitively establish the number of
rotating stall cells present.
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k.7

RS 2lrr (4-9)
F"

In practice, this technique tends to predict stall cell speed with better precision than

stall cell size. The reason for this outcome can be explained with respect to the inherent

nature of the signal waveform shown in Figure 54. Usually, there is no ambiguity associated

with estimating a typicelly well defined cycle period, i.e. TRSc. Since this variable is the

only unknown quantity In the stall cell speed calculation, stall cell speed estimates are

reproducibly consistent and the scatter bands are narrow. However, the stall cell size

calculation requires an additional estimate of the stall cell duration tRSC. This quantity is

usually ill-defined on an oscilloscope trace.

4.3.2. Unite*d, Flowfield Masurements

The flowfield of an axial compressor operating under reverse flow conditions is both

unsteady end three dimensional. In this section, the experimental techniques that were

developed to cope with reverse flow unsteadiness are discussed. Section 4.3.3. will doe with

techniques associated with using a single slanted hot wire sensor to acquire three dimensional

flow data. To cope with the unsteadiness aspects of the problem, suitable techniques had to be

developed for locating the time-averaged mean flow direction and to acquire phase locked

ensemble averaged time traces of the instantaneous flowfleld variables.

4.3.2.1. Mom Flow Dirction

At a given spatial coordinate position in the flowfield, the mean flow direction of a

periodically unstead flow can be conceptually viewed as the time-average direction about
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which the instantaneous velocity vector fluctuates. In a general periodic unsteady flow, both

the magneitude and the direction of the velocity vector will vary. To illustrate the concept of

mean flow direction, consider the case where the magnitude of the velocity vector is constant,

I.e. Ir(t) I = constant, but the velocity vector direction fluctuates periodically about a mean

direction. For the general compressor coordinate system depicted in Figure 58, this periodic,

3-D, directional unsteediness case can be expressed mathematically as follows;

[i UY(t + - I 1'1 ..n (Wt + O,) (4-10)
K

& .(t &p I+ X'I sin (ot + (4-11)

nd the following periodicity relations apply

2ntg~! (4-12)

(4-13)

where a M and a (t) are the instantaeus yew and pitch angles depicted in Figure

58; a-y and a'P are the time-average mean yaw and pitch angles (Invariant with time)
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I,'1 (wit +.) and I 1,' . (wt + are the periodic fluctuating

components of the Instantaneous yaw and pitch angles; ( is the periodic frequency; and

and p are arbitrary phase angles.

For reverse flows in the test compressor, the time-erg pitch angle and periodic

fluctuating pitch angle were found to be small at the axial gp measurement stations. In

front of the rotor bladerows, the presence of extremely large tangential velocity components

were responsible for the creation of small pitch angles even though significant radial velocity

components were present. In terms of experimental technique, these conditions simplity the

mean flow direction determination problem to two dimensions, I.e. to locating the mean yaw

angle cY.

The mean yaw angle -, was determined by rotating the high response Kiel Head probe

upon Its axis. The analog signal from the probe was displayed on the digital storage

oscilloscope as well as inputed to the Datel A/ID converter. In an interactive fashion, the

probe would be rotated to a commanded orientation by the LSI- 11/23 minicomputer and a

time-average sample aoquired through the Datel A/D converter. By performing enough of

these interactive measurements, the maximum total pressure reading could be obtained.

This Interactive process can be conceptually illustrated by considering the

two-dimensional, constant magnitude, periodic directional unsteadiness case illustrated in

Figures 59a and 59b. The relevant geometry of the measurement problem is illustrated in

Figure 59a. A constant magnitude velocity vector C passes through the spatial coordinate at

some unknown time everage yaw angle 9-y with respect to the general compressor reference

frame X-Y. About this mean position, the velocity vector fluctuates by an amount
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Y1'1(t) y I a in (W + 4y) (4-14)

The range of possible time-average pressure readings that will be realized using this

Kiel Head proe rotation technique is illustrated In Figure 59b as a function of probe

orientation angle cyp,.olm  The contours plotted In Figure 59b correspond to varying amounts

of directional unsteadines. If the flow Is completely steady, i.e. I y'I = 0, then the

uppermost flat contour will be generated The time average pressure reading Pat the flat

portion of the contour will be the actual total pressure of the flow. The angular range of the

flat portion will correspond to the directional insensitivity of the Kiel head probe (about

S50°). The midpoint of this flat section corresponds to the mean flow direction yaw angle

,l y. On an oscilloscope trace, there will be no fluctuations of voltage vs. tlme

As the flow becomes unsteady, the flat section decreases In angular range until only one

angular point remains. This is the condition where the fluctuations escolated with the flow

unsteadiness are just within the maimum directional insensitivity of the Kiel Head probe, i.e.

the following condition is reached

I (1 y'I = 50o

Again, an oscilloscope trace will show no evidence of the directional unsteadiness when the

probe Is aligned with the mean flow direction. However, as the probe is rotated away from

this orientation; larger amounts of fluctuations in the voitage-time trace will be observed on

an oscillscope trace.

Finally, an extremely unsteady flowfield will generate fluctuations greater than the range

of directional Insensitivity of the Kiel Head probe. In this cag, the curves begin to fall off
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from the actual total pressure level. Although a maximum pressure reading can be obtained

which correspord to the mea flow direction, this pressure reading is not the total pressure

asociated with constant magnitude velocity vector. This case can be distinguished easily by

observing that the oscilloscope trace corresponding to this peek point shows a fluctuating

voltage-time trace.

This preceeding discussion of a simplified two-dimensional, constant magnitude velocity

vector case illustrates how the mean flow direction can be obtained. In reality, the magnitude

of the velocity vector and the static pressure can vary with time also. In this event, the

measured flow direction will be a magnitude weighted moen value and an oscilloscope

voltage-time trace of even a directionally steady flow will show unsteady fluctuations. At this

point, the discussion of how to completely resolve this unsteady three-dimensional flowfield Is

deferred to the following sections of this chapter. Unsteadiness will be treated in Section

4.3.2.2 while techniques aimed at resolving the three-dimensionality of the flowfield are

considered in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2.2. Synchronous Data &ouIsition

Since the reverse flow flowfield Is dominated by two sources of periodic unsteadiness,

the output signal from any high response instrument will be of a form which Is analogous to

Equations 4-10 and 4-11 as follows

S(t) S+ S IW(t) + S 2 (t) + S (t)

and the following periodicity relations apply
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o . (,(t n)

s +(t) (4-17)

and the statiory random component generated by noise or turbulence is negligibly small

S(t) <<1 (4-18)

S(t)

Synchronous data acquisition is the method by which the time-averge mean signal "

plus the two periodically fluctuating components of the signal are acquired (or by which the

stationery random component of the signal S17 t) Is discarded). The Implementation of this

technique requires synchronous triggering of the data acquisition system plus ensemble

averaging of doubly phase-locked measurements

Synchronous triggering was accomplished by placing a reference hot wire sensor or a

high r total pressure probe In the upstrem, location depicted In Figure 51, and

mounting the probe end of the fiber optic cable (see Section 4.2.1.7.) above the first stage

rotor bladerow. In this configuration, the hot wire or total pressure probe produces a

reliable reference pulse which is phased to a specific point In the periodic cycle caused by

the reverse flow flowfield Itself. This signal is reliable ("clean") because the flowfleld event
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sensor is in a location where unsteadiness associated with the rotating turbomachinery Is not

present

The fiber optic circuit produces an extremely reliable pulse (1 u sac) based upon

rotor position. By adjusting the duration of the pulse from the reference event sensor (5-50

psec), phase resolution can be sacrificed to speed the data acquisition process by providing a

greater opportunity for the two pulse signals to overlap. The duration of the reference event

sensor pulse was set to 25,usec. This corresponds to a phase lock synchronization to within

40 KHz or about twice the data acquisition sampling rate.

This synchronized triggering pulse was used to commence the acquisition of 1000 data

samples at a 20 KHz sampling rate. This sampling rate and number of conversions provided

a fine enough resolution to resolve the flowfleld to a wale which is an order of magnitude

finer than the width of the rotor blade passages for an overall time period duration associated

with one rotor revolution at the 1170 RPM operating condition. The signal time trace

obtained in this manner corresponds to the Instantaneous signal 5(t) given by Equation 4-15.

In order to discard the stationary random component generated by noise or turbulence,

several sets of these time traes had to be acquired and ensemble averaged The number of

sets which must be acquired and waged is directly a function of the signal to noise ratio.

A large signal to noise ratio is synonymous with the condition expr by Equation 4-18.

As the LHS of Equation 4-18 becomes smaller, the acquisition of fewer data sets are required

to discard the noise or turbulence component of the signal S7(t) through ensemble

averaging. During this set of tests, 128 sets of synchronous data were required to produce a

noise free ensemble average time trace which could be reduced by the three-dimensional

methods described in Section 4.3.3.2. Table VIII depicts a symbolic reprasentation26 of the

ensemble averaging process employd
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Since the ensemble averaging process is accomplished on a real time basis, it was

deemed prudent to take some precautionary measures to insure that the ensemble averaged

representation of the signal accurately reflects the true nature of the instantaneous signal, i.e.

SEA(t) S(t)- S1(t) (4-19)

or from Equation 4-17

SEA(t) : S + S 1(t) S,2(t) (4-20)

where SEA(t) Is the ensemble averaged signal time trace.

The most obvious precaution one can take is to save a record of an instantaneous signal

trace. The provision for recording an Instantaneous trace was automatically programmed into

the data acquisition software. Comparisons between the Instantaneous traces and the ensemble

averaged representations will be shown in Chapter 6. The comparisons generally show good

agreement (see Figure 94) with little loss in signal detail. This result provides convincing

evidence that the unstealness associated with the flowfield is doubly periodic and that the

synchronous triggering system is functioning properly.

26 This symbolic representation is identically analogous to the ensemble averaging scheme
reported by Day in [12].
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Another precautionary measure that was taken deals with the issue of reproducibility of

results. Several test points were re-acquired The ensemble average results were then

compared to demonstrate reproducibility. Again, the comparisons show goeod agreement.

4.3.3. Three-Dimensional Flowfield Measurements

The technique of rotating a single, inclined hot wire sensor to acquire three

synchronized measurements of the flowfield velocity vector was employed to acquire

three-dimensional flowfield data. This basic approach Is not a fundamentally new experimental

technique. The measurement of three dimensional flowfields using a single inclined hot wire

technique has been reported in the literature by many previous Investigators (60. 61,62.

63]. Although the basic approach is similar, the actual equations used to define the inclined

hot wire geometry and form of the basic directional sensitivity relation as well as the

velocity component reduction technique have been modified to tailor the overall approach to the

problem of acquiring reverse flow flowfield date. The three following subsections document

the three-dimensional flowfield measurement technique that was Used to generate the

instantaneous results reported in Chapter 6.

4.3.3.1. Slanted Sensor Calibration

Figure 60 illustrates the right-hnded probe fixed coordinate system that was adopted

during this thesis effort. The Z-axis of this system runs through the center of the probe,

i.e. along the axis of the probe. The sensing section of the probe lies In the X-Z plane with

the shorter of the two support prongs positioned over a positive X-axis location. The Y-Z

plane is perpendicular to the sensing length of the probe as shown. The sensor is inclined

with respect to the X-axis at an angle 0.
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The instantaneous velocity vector W can be defined relative to this probe fixed

coordinate system by adopting the pitch angle O and yaw angle 6y convention shown.27

Finally, the angle that the velocity vector W makes with respect to the unit vector along the

axis of thesensor Is defined as the sensor fixed yaw angle of the flow (3. The geometric

relationships between the angles 3, Oo, Op, 1y, are found by taking the dot product of the

unit velocity vector W/JW with the sensor unit vector a es follows

C osOoi + sinO 0 k (4-21)

S-Co Co. o i - Cos OP., i + sin (4-22)

-iWI - Cos = -Co. 00 Cos. Oo 0, + son 0o s0 (4-23

cos 3 o sco 0 o Cos OP Cos 0 Y - sin 0 , sin Op (4-24)

A velocity magnitude calibration of a slanted hot wire sensor was performed by placing

the sensor in a known uniform velocity field at a sensor based relative yew angle 0 of 900.

27 Thls particular convention was recommended by Johnson [64].
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This orientation can be acomplished by mounting the hot wire probe in front of a calibration

jet at a pitch angle p 00 and a yew angle O 900. By varying the velocity of the

calibration jet, recording the linearized output from the anemometer, and performing a second

order least squares curve fit of the acquired calibration data, a slanted sensor velocity

magritude calibration was obtained. This calibration can be expressed as follows

=Wi ao +a, E, + a2 EI (4-25)

where ao, a1 , a2 are the second order least squares curve fit coefficients; E, is the

linearized signal from the anemometer; and IWI is the magnitude of the velocity vector.

Appendix B contains a typical velocity magnitude calibration for a sensor which is inclined

450 to the X-axis. If the anemometer signal is properly linearized with zero output at zero

flow velocity; the ao and a2 calibration coefficients will be nearly equal to zero. The a,

coefficient corresponds to the slope of the linear relationship between velocity magnitude and

voltage.

A directional sensitivity calibration is performed by placing the sensor in front of the

calibration jet and rxording the linearized signal from the anemometer while the known yaw

angle 0,, pitch angle Op and Jet velocity IWl are systematically varied A calibration

matrix of 3 jet velocities, 6 pitch angles, and 31 yaw angles is sufficient to produce a good

directional sensitivity calibration. The directional sensitivity calibration data Is recorded in

the following normalized form
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Wao + a, E+a 2 F_ _ (4-26)

IIWI

where W is the effective cooling velocity (a scaler quantity); WI is the known magnitude

of the calibration jet velocity; aO, a1 , and a2 are the previously determined velocity

magnitude calibration coefficients; and r: is the linearized signal from the anemometer.

The next step in the directional sensitivity calibration sequence is to perform a multiple

parameter least squares curve fit of the normalized effective cooling velocity calibration data

The recommended28 form of the least squares curve fit is given by the following expression

IW _ = bo + b,/O + b2 OP + I wI ,3

= 0 bf3b0+ 3 IIb3
(4-27)

b0 2+ b6MVP + b713 WI + besOp W + b9 3

where b0 through b9 are the directional sensitivity calibration coefficients that are

determined from the least squares curve fit. A largest pivotal divisor Oussian matrix

reduction scheme is used to numerically solve the set of ten linear simultaneous equations

28 Recommended by Dr. Hyoun-Woo Shin, a senior researcher on the staff of the MIT Ges
Turbine Laboratory.
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generated by forming the least squares partial derivatives of Equation 4-27. A typical

directional sensitivity calibration for the same 450 sensor is also contained in Appendix B.

4.3.3.2. Data Acouisition Procedure

The basic three step data acquisition procedure for acquiring sufficient information to

resolve a three-dimensional flowfield consists of I) initially aligning the sensor with the

time-average mean flow direction, 2) acquiring a synchronous triggered ensemble average

representation (time trace) of the linearized anemometer signal, and 3) rotating the sensor to

acquire two more ensemble averaged traces at alternate sensor orientations. The basic

geometry associated with this acquisition technique is depicted in Figure 61. Wire positions

A, B, and C correspond to the three data acquisition orientations of the slanted sensor. The

time-rwage mean velocity vector W is at an angle a y with respect to the axial direction

of the compressor coordinate frame.

The sensor is initially aligned with the mean velocity vector W on the basis of a

previous mapping of the mean flow direction using the Kiel Head total pressure probe

technique described earlier in Section 4.3.2. 1. Figure 61 illustrates a typical case where the

initial sensor orientation, i.e. position A, is slightly misaligned from the mean flow direction

by a sensor based coordinate frame yaw angle OyA • After the synchronous data acquisition

technique explained In Section 4.3.2.2. Is employed to obtain an ensemble average signal trace

(of the linearized an eter bridge output), the sensor Is rotated on its axis to position B

by a turning angle increment Act. At wire positions B and C, the sensor based mean yaw

angles, 6yB and ,,C, are

oy : +Y ~(4-28)
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0 YC 0 YA - C (4-29)

Although the same turning angle increment was used to establish positions 6 and C as

indicated by Equations 4-28 and 4-29, equal turning angle increments are not an inherent

requirement associated with this technique. The magnitude of the turning angle increment

is governed by the yaw angle range of the slanted sensor's directional sensitivity calibration

and the amount of directional unsteadiness associated with the Instantaneous flowfield

In order for the results to be valid, the instantaneous velocity vector should never be

beyond the yaw angle calibration range of the inclined sensor. For the 450 slanted sensor

used during thiswork, the effective yew angle calibration range Is about ±750 (see Slanted

Sensor Directional Sensitivity Calibration In Appendix B). To measure a possible 500

amount of directional unsteadiness about the mean direction, the turning angle increment

was set equal to 250.

4.3.3.3. Yeolty Cnmwimt Rmelmton

The data acquisition procedure described in the previous section provides three ensemble

average time traces of effective cooling velocity, i.e. WeA(t), We(t), and Wec(t). These

time traces correspond to three independent measurements of the same instantaneous velocity

vector because of the synchronous triggering technique that was used to obtain the dat, At

each instant in time, i.e. tj where j = 1,1000, each of these three effective velocities can be

used to eliminate an unknown variable in Equation 4-27 (the numerator in the LHS of the
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equation). Three more equations are generated on the basis of the Equation 4-24 geometric

relationship which must exist at each of the three sensor orientations. As a result, a set of

6 simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations are generated to solve for the 6 unknowns i3 A'

0 B.0c.' 0 yA' Opp ,Iw as follows

Sensor Position A

W b l + b , 1, + b+ b4 OA + (4-30)

b5O,+ beI3,OP + b7/3 + beOpIWI + b.3A

Cos 3 A os O0 Cos OP COS OA - sn 0 son (4-31)

W t + b, + b+ b2 OP + b b4,, + (4-32)

L~i
[.L

2+ beo3 OP + b7~.~ + b80,JWI + bg 03

C o O co O Cos (OYA + Ac)- sin 00 son Op (4-33)

S i"
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SesrPosition

w e (t ) b
" I b  + bt3c + 2 O, + b IWI + b.0c' +  (4-34)

b 0 b7IcWI + be8 OIWI Ijc

Cos O cCos 00 Co O cog( OY- Aa) - si asnmP(-5

To solve the above set of equations, a hybrid variant of a classical Newton-Raphson

iteration scheme is emplayed This method was developed by M.J.D. Powell [65] and is

similar to the Levenberg/Marquardt iteration [66,67] which uses a least squares technique

for estimating the values for each of the variables at a future step in the Iteration. This

method, however, does not require explicit expressions for the partial derivatives of the

residual equations. 29 Instead, successive values of the computed residuals are used to build

up a numerical approximation for the matrix of partial derivatives of these residuals

(Jacoblan Matrix).

This method requires an initial guess of the velocity vector to begin the solution

procedure. Since the time required to yield a converged solution is about 10 seconds on the

29,he residual equations are formed by subtracting the LHS of Equations 4-32 through 4-37
from both sides of each respective equation. A solution is obtained by driving these residuals
to a small value.
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LSI- 11/23 minicomputer, it would be inconvenient to have the user interactively input this

initial guess when even a small portion of the 1000 element trace was being reduced. As a

result, a simple, but extremely effective algorithm for automatically generating this initial

guess was developed This algorithm is based upon an analysis of the directional sensitivity

calibrations of the sensor and requires only the measured values of the three effective

velocities to generate a reasonable Initial guems. This algorithm was programmed into the data

reduction software as follows

- 0 (4-36a)

IW = 1.3 W,,, (4-36b)

VA I )80 Wt, (-1) (4-36c)

where We.e. Is the largest effective velocity of the three measured effective velocity of the

three measured effective velocities and 0yA is defined in derees.

Once a converged solution Is obtained, the velocity vector Is known in terms of two

angles and a magnitude with respect to the sensor based coordinate frame at position A This

velocity vector Is resolved Into relative velocity components in the sensor coordinate frame as

follows

(Wx)A - -IWIlO 0 0 OB yA (4-37a)
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(WY)A -IWl cos 0 p sin OyA (4-37b)

(WZ)A = IWl sin0P (4-37c

where Wx . Wy, and Wa are the relative velocity components in the sensor based reference

frame depicted in Figure 60.

A coordinate transformation of these components back to a compressor based coordinate

. frame (depicted in Figure 57) is accomplished as follows

cx  - -IWlCos OP Co( Co - yd (4-38a)

CO = -IWl Cos 0 sin ( c o - OyA) (4-38b)

Cr = IWl sin 0 (4-38c)

It should be pointed out that Equations 4-38a through 4-38c re only valid for an initial

sensor orientation angle - 9 0 0 < a o 90 0. If greeter or lesser initial orientation angles

are dictated by the flowfleld, a suitable algorithm has been coded into the data reduction

software to correct the Equation 4-38 expressions.
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4.3.4. Summ

Before concluding this chapter, the following summary of the experimental procedure

used to acquire unsteady three-dimensional reverse flowfield data Is offered.

1) A velocity magnitude and directional sensitivity calibrations of the 450 slanted hot

wire sensor is performed prior to the actual test det.

2) A reference sensor Is mounted Just upstream (loss than one blade pitch spacing) of

the first blederow (Stator *3). The fiber optic cable is mounted above the Rotor *1

bladerow. The output from both probes is connected to the synchronous trigger circuit. The

output from the synchronous trigger is fed to the real time clock and the digital storage

oscilloscope.

3) A pretest static calibration of the Kiel Head probe is performed. The probe is

mounted in the automatic traversing mechanism which is then positioned at the appropriate

axial and circumferential measuring station. The radial position and orientation of the probe

is Initialized with respect to the compressor coordinate frame.

4) The mean flow direction is interactively determined via computer commanded rotation

of the Kiel Head probe, generation of a time-average mean total pressure using the Datel AID

converter, and operator monitoring of the instantaneous oscilloscope trace.

5) The mean flow direction is recorded. The synchronous aoquisition of a total

pressure trace at the mean flow angle Is accomplished as follows
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a) the synchronous trigger circuit provides a reference pulse to the real time
clock

b) the real time clock provides a prescribed 20 KHz overflow pulse train to the
Datel A/D converter;

c) 1000 discrete measurements are acquired and stored in a memory location in
the LSI-11/23

d) steps a) through c) are repeated 128 times;

e) the ensemble average time trace and instantaneous trace #64 are stored on
hard disk in a direct access data file.

6) After the acquisition of the total pressure field and a post-test static calibration of

the Kiel Head probe, acquisition of the three-dimensional velocity field is ready to proceed

(usually on another day). On the morning of the velocity field measurements, a pre-test

velocity magnitude calibration check of the sensor is amo=plished Steps 2) and 3) are

repeated for the hot wire probe.

7) The sensor is Initially positioned at an orientation aligned with the mean flow

direction determined In step 4). Steps 5a) through 5e) are reaccomplished for the acquisition

of the hot wire sensor ensemble average trace and one Instantaneous trace.

8) The sensor is rotated 250 to a second orientation via preprogrammed computer

control. Again, steps 5a) through 5e) are reawmplished for the mquisitlon of the hot wire

tra es at this second position.

9) The sensor Is rotated back through -500 of rotation to a third orientation. Again, a

new set of synchronous traces are acquired in an analogous fashion.
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10) After the acquisition of the velocity field is accomplished, a post-test velocity

magnitude calibration of the hot wire sensor is performed.

After this acquisition process Is completed, the data reduction phase begins. Since

enormous amounts of time are required to reduce the raw data on the LI-I1/23

minicomputer, the data reduction software was written to be self contained. This permitted

automated data reduction to proceed overnight.30 This automated data reduction philosophy was

Implemented by incorporating the following features in the software code

a) automatic Initial guess algorithm (see Section 4.3.3.3.)

b) provision to select from 1 to 5 of the 1000 point time trace strings for
* reduction;

c) provision to select any number of continuous 20 point portions of the overall
trace for reduction;

d) automatic restart of the reduction process for points which fail to converge on a
first reduction attempt (initial guess is the last set of computed results);

e) generation of an error file listing the unconverged data points and their last
computed solutions for data points that do not converge after two reduction
attempts;

f) provision for an interactive reduction option to reduce Individual data points
appearing In the error file.

Finally, It should be noted that the primary limitations of this technique are 1) the

nature of the flowfield unsteadiness, and 2) the range of flowfield directional unsteadiness. If

3 In fact, the standard operating procedure became one of around-the-clock 24 hour data
acquisition and reduction. Early in the morning, the pre-test calibration of the sensor would
be aocomplished Data a isition would proceed throughout the day. Post-test calibrations,
creation of floppy disk data file backups, and initiation of an overnight data reduction program
would be accomplished during early evening The data reduction prorain would run
continuously throughout the night until the cycle was repeated on the following morning.
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the flowfield unsteadiness is not periodic, the data acquisition system cannot be triggered to

acquire ensemble average traces (sharp spikes in the instantaneous traces are impossible to

reduce with any sort of consistency). More importantly though, an aperiodically unsteady

flow would imply that three Independent effective velocity traces corresponding to the Identical

flowfield could not be obtained. Aside from the nature of the unsteadiness, the flow direction

changes must be within the working range of the high response Instrumentation. The present

procedure and instrumentation can tolerate flow angle changes by as much as 1000 (±500

about the mean flow direction).
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Chapter 5

TIME-AVERAGE PERFORMANCE RESULTS

During this investigation of axial compressor reversed flow phenomena, overall

time-averaged performance and detailed flowfield measurements were made. This chapter will

present the time-average performance results. Chapter 6 will present the results associated

with the high response measurements of the compressor's detailed flowfleld structure. The

interpretation of these results, including a kinematic and dynamic analysis of the flowfield, is

given in Chapter 7.

The time-everage measurements of the compressor pressure rise performance

characteristics are presented and discussed In Section 5.1. With the exception of Pratt &

Whitny's unpublished HSR data [341, these characteristics are the only complete set of

Karman-Knapp Quadrant I and IV compressor performance characteristics in existence (to the

best of the author's knowledge) for a multistage axial compressor which is representative of

aircraft gas turbine engine applications. In an analogous fashion, Section 5.2 presents the

measured set of torque characteristics for the two compressor builds.

Section 5.3 is devoted to a presentation of time-averaged measurements of the axial

pressure and temperature profiles through the compressor. Since little is known about the

zero mass flow and reversed flow performance of axial compressors, the major portion of the

axial profile results and discussion will be concerned with the profiles in these flow regimes.

Quantitative measurements of stedy-state rotating stall cell properties are given in Section

5.4. Finally, a qualitative summary of the stalled flow operating regimes is presented in
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Section 5.5. This summary includes a discussion of the two stalled flow modes observed

during the present test series: 1) rotating stall, and 2) annulus stalled flow.

5. I PRESSURE RISE CHARACTERISTICS

The overall total-to-static, total-to-total, and static-to-static pressure rise coefficients

for an axial comrpessor are defined in the following subsections. These three measures of

compressor pressure rise performance are presented as a function of flow coefficient for the

two builds tested. In addition, the static-to-static pressure rise characteristics for each

individual compressor stage are presented in the final subsection.

5.1.1. Total-to-Static Performance

The total-to-static definition of pressure rise coefficient is usually the preferred

approach for representing overall compressor performance. The popularity of this definition

stems, In part, from the fact that this quantity is precisely the one-dimensional measure of

compressor performance required by many compression system dynamic models. For instance,

the compressor characteristic C which appears in the Chapter 2 compression system model Is

actually 8 compressor total-to-static characteristic. Also in rotating stall studies, Day [12]

showed that the total-to-static characteristic should be used In preference to other overall

characteristics because this measure of performance Is not influenced by the relative size of

the stall cell.

In terms of the compressor measuring planes given in Figure 51, the overall

total-to-static pressure rise coefficient 'PT-S of the test compressor is given by the

following equations

13 2 (Reverse Flow) (5-1)
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(P- -PO) (Forward Flow) (5-2)

where P is the time-average static pressure, and the numerical subscript corresponds to the

measuring plane. Reverse flow corresponds to a net axial airflow from left-to-right in the

compressor shown in Figure 51. Forward flow cnitions correspond to the opposite net flow

direction.

The total-to-static characteristics of the medium and high reaction builds are shown in

Figures 62 and 63 respectively.31  In both cases, the complete total-to-static characteristic

is composed of three discrete segments corresponding to unstalled flow, rotating stall, and an

annulus stalled reverse flow mode. Each segment of the characteristic is separated from an

adjacent segment by a discontinuous transition. The first, or high flow rate, transition occurs

at a stall inception flow coefficient of CX/U = 0.49. This transition from unstalled flow to a

full span, single cell rotating stall flow mode is accompanied by an abrupt change in the

total-to-static pressure rise performance of the compressor. Upon opening the throttle, this

transition is not repeated In the reverse direction, i.e. the transition from rotating stall to

unstalled flow. Instead, there is a significant amount of hysteresis, or flow coefficient

overlap, in the unstalled and rotating stall segments of the characteristic. This phenomenon

has been well documented by previous Investigators (see Day [12]).

In these compressor builds, the full span rotating stall flow mode is stable over a broad
!.-.r&ng of flow coefficients Including a not reverse (negative) axial flow coefficient. To the

31 The unstalled characteristic and the high flow coefficient portion of the rotating stall
characteristic were measured and reported by Eastland [47 prior to this experimental effort.
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best of the author's knowledge, this possibility was suspected by some but never measured

before the present effort. The stable, fully continuous rotating stall portion of the

characteristic extends to a reverse flow coefficient of C /U = -0.04. At this flow

coefficient, the characteristic becomes discontinuous due to an abrupt change in flow mode to

an annulus stalled flow mode. Unlike the transition between unstalled flow and rotating stall,

there is no hysteresis associated with this negative flow coefficient transition. This trend was

observed by Day [ 12] at a low positive flow coefficient transition between rotating stall and

what he described as an "axisymmetric stall." Although the annulus stalled flow mode is not

completely axisymmetric (as will be shown by the high response flowfield results presented

in Chapter 6),32 Day's observation that there was no hysteresis loop in the performance

curves Is consistent with the trends observed in the present effort.

The reverse flow, backflow, or annulus stalled characteristic at negative flow coefficients

is strongly negatively sloped. Although this characteristic is slightly parabolic (or quadrant

with flow coefficient), the slope of the characteristic Is about 17:1. This result Indicates

that the compressor presents a substantial amount of resistance to reverse flow.

Furthermore, the difference in reaction between the two builds tested produced no change in

the reverse flow characteristic or the transition point, (I.e. C/U = -0.04) between annulus

stalled flow and the rotating stall flow mode.

In both cases, the annulus stalled flow mode becomes unstable on the strongly negative

sloped portion of the total-to-static perrormance characteristic. The unpublished Pratt &

3 2 The degree of nonasymmetry associated with annulus stalled flows Is of the order of several
blade passages. The context of Day's use of the term "axisymmetric" was with respect to the
nonasymmetry caused by the presence of rotating stall cells. These nonaymmetries are of the
order of the entire circumference of the compressr.
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Whitney H, data [34] demonstrates the same trend. For these compressors then, it appears

that a compressor flowfield instability, rather than a one-dimensional compression system

instability, accounts for the flow mode transition between annulus stalled flow and rotating

stall.

Finally, the three different symbols plotted in Figures 62 and 63 correspond to shaft

rotational speeds of 1170, 1800 and 2400 RPM. Each of these three speedlines collapse to

the same nondimensional annulus stalled flow characteristic as shown In the figures. In the

,. case of rotating stall, however, a slight speed dependence becomes apparent at nearly zero

flow coefficient. The reason for this slight speed depednce lies in the fact that there is a

significant amount of power input to the compressor without a net airflow through the

K" machine. As a result, the fluid within the compressor and the compressor blading heats up

and this Is the cause of the speed dependence indicated by Figures 62 and 63 in the zero

mass flow portion of the rotating stall curve.

5.1.2. Total-to-Total Performance

The total-to-total pressure rise coefficient Is defined in terms of the compressor

measuring planes shown in Figure 51 as

10_, t 2)(5-3

where Pt is the time-everage (Kiel probe measured) total pressure, and the numerical

subscript corresponds to the measuring plane. In reverse flow, the left facing total pressure

rakes shown In Figure 51 are used to obtain the time-average total pressure readings. In

forward flow, the right facing rakes are used
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The utility of this performance measure is somewhat limited. In unstalled flow and

annulus stalled reverse flow, the total pressure reading given by a Kit.' Had total pressure

probe will reflect the true total pressure of the flow only if the amount of swirl and/or the

directional unsteadiness of the flow does not exceed the ±500 directional Insensitivity limit of

the probe. In rotating stall, the flow direction can change by as much as 120o [12]. As a

result, the total pressure probe is usually never aligned with the flow in the presence of a

rotating stall flowfield. Hence, the time-average total-to-total characteristic of a rotating

stall flow regime is usually purely academic and has little useful value.

Perhaps the greatest value associated with total-to-total pressure rise data is the

relationship between this measure of performance and other alternative methods for

characterizing compressor performance. For instance, a compressor's total pressure ratio is a

standard performance Index. The total-to-total pressure coefficient is related to total

pressure ratio as follows

PR - - 'p 
pU' .-T

PR (5-4)

t2 t2

where the flow regime under consideration is assumed to be either unstalled or annulus

stalled reverse flow.

In unstalled forward flow, the total-to-total chartacteristic can be related to the

total-to-static characteristic by assuming that

SPo (5-5a)
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Po (5-Sb)
t t

10 9 2
P9+ %pC9

1 / -- lT (.-- .) 8.02 (5-6)

where a,,° is the absolute swirl anole of the flow In the circumferential direction at

• measuring statlon 9 (see Flgure 58).

I During annulus stalled reverse flow, these pressure rise measures of performance are

" relatedI by a simlaer logic as follows

- JPtt 3  (s-7a)
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P 7 
2

t2 P / 2 (5-7b)

2 2a

and thus

(P1(3- P2))2P ' +Pl to2) 9C y2 (5-8)

which is

_ kT + ( TOC2

where (a 2 is the absolute swirl angle of the flow In the circumferential direction at

measuring station 2.

The total-to-total characteristics of both builds appear in Figures 64 and 65. In the

unstalled and annulus stalled flow regimes, a comparison between these total-to-total

characteristics with the total-to-static characteristics presented in Section 5.1.1. confirms the

relationships predicted by Equations 5-6 and 5-8 respectively, i.e. a (C/U) 2 difference

exists between the two characteristics. This difference is more easily seen in the unstalled

flow regime because the flow coefficients are greater in magnitude (C /U = 0.6 rather than

,X/U = -0.1). Comparisons between the two sets of characteristics In the rotating stall

operating regime should be avoided because of the Inherent difficulty sscriated with generating
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valid time-avera total pressure measurements Just upstream and downstream of the

compressor blading.

The discrepancy in the total-to-total characteristics reported by Eastland [471 with

those measured by the author (shown In Figure 64) Is attributed to the placement of the

upstream total pressure instrumentation at different aial stations. In the presence of a

rotating stall flowfield, the difference In total pressures retrieved by the total pressure rakes

accounts for the sllit discontinuity In the rotating stall portion of the total-to-total

characteristic.

5. 1.3. Static-to-Static Parformanca

Static-to-static characteristics are another alternative measure of overall compressor

pressure rise performance:

S) 112PUZ

where plane 9 is just aft of the third stage stator bladerow and plane 2 Is just in front of

the inlet guide vane blading. When comparing compressors with a different number of stages,

it is useful to define a static-to-static characteristic in terms of planes 9 and 3:

: PU2  (5-10)

where measuring plane 3 is in the interbladerow gap between the first stage rotor and the

="" IOV's.
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The static-to-static characteristics for the two builds tested during this experimental

effort are given in Figures 66 and 67. An inspection of these figures reveals that there is

little difference between whether Equation 5-9 (before IG's) or Equation 5- 10 (after IGO's)

Is used to define static-to-static performance In the unstalled flow regime. The IOY's In the

test compressor are slightly cambered and staggered. Hence, they produce little flow turning

end pressure drop in the unstalled flow regime. This trend appears to be the case in rotating

stall at high flow coefficients where the majority of the annulus circumference is unstalled.

However, as more of the circumference is enveloped in rotating stall, the two measures of

static-to-static compressor performance tend to diverge. Finally, annulus stalled reverse flow

is encountered. Once again, these two characteristics diverge sharply as larger reversed flow

operating conditions are imposed upon the compressor. These trends tend to support a

parallel compressor concept of rotating stall and will be addressed further in Chapter 7.

Day [121 has shown that the static-to-static characteristic measured before the IG's Is

related to the total-to-static characteristic in the unstalled flow regime as follows

Po : + PCx (5-11)

and thus

=2

m9 PU 2 V2PJ2 
-

which is 2
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In annulus stalled reverse flow, a similar rationale applies:

I3=P + (5- 213a)

and hence,

(,3 P 2) +U (5-13b)

or

+ (5-14)

The trends predicted by Equations 5-12 and 5-14 are observed in the data reported

herein when one compares the total-to-static characteristics plotted in Figures 62 and 63

with the static-to-static characteristics plotted in Figures 66 and 67.

A major portion of Day's Ph.D. thesis [12] is devoted to documenting the relationship

between these two types of pressure rise characteristics while the compressor is operating In

rotating stall. For this reason, Day's original analysis will not be reproduced here.

However, It is important to point out that the experimental results obtained during this effort

are consistent with Day's interpretation of the relative relationship between total-to-static and

static-to-static performance during rotating stall. In particular, the static-to-static

characteristc measured after the IO's (0,-,)9-3 crosses the total-to-static characteristic

T-S as lower valued flow coefficients Cx/U are encountered.
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This "crossover" phenomenon seems to occur because the relative size of the stall cell

incre with decreasing flow coefficient. Since time-average static pressure is also an

annulus circumference weighted average of the static pressure associated with the rotating
stall cell and unstalled flowfields, increasing the size of the stall cell tends to cause the

time-average static pressure in the interbladerow gap between the IOY's and first stage rotor

to reflect the static pressure condition which exists in front of a rotor during rotating stall.

In Chapter 6, the high response flowfield results of the annulus stalled flow condition will

show that there is a significant radial pressure gradient at this measuring plane. If the

flowfield within a rotating stall cell at this measuring plane is similar to an annulus stalled

flow, this "crossover" phenomen appears to be the direct time-average result of a parallel

compressor interpretation of rotating stall.

5.1.4 Sin Paformanca

The sum of the individual stage static pressure rise coefficients yield the overall

static-to-static pressure rise coefficient measured after the IO's (k )_,g)._3. The three

Individual stage pressure rise coefficients are defined by the following expressions:

(s-s s  P_ (stage 1) (5-15)

5-3 lit U

s (Stage 2) (5-16)
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pU (Stage 3) (5-17)

The individual stage characteristics for the medium and high reaction builds tested are

given in Figures 68 and 69. In both cases, the unstalled portions of the characteristics

indicate that stages 2 and 3 perform similarly while stage I yields about a 303 increase in

pressure rise performance. These trends are explained by the fact that the stages are

nonrepeating. At high flow coefficients, the rotating stall performance of each stage is

decreased, but the basic stage relationship trends observed in unstalled flow are preserved,

I.e. stages 2 and 3 perform similarly and stage I has significantly Improved performance.

The performance of all throe stages decreases significantly as the flow coefficient Is

reduced by throttling the test compressor deeper into rotating stall. Although the performance

of all three stages dereses with decreasing flow coefficient, the rate of decrease in

performance is different among the three stages. Initially, the rats of decrease in

performance of stages 1 and 3 are Identical In the high flow coefficient regime. However, the

performance reduction rate associated with stage 2 is less drastic then either of the other two

stages. Eventually, the performance of stages I and 2 level out to a stage pressure rise

coefficient of 0.29 at the transition flow coefficient of CX/U = -0.04. On the other hand,

the stage 3 pressure rise performance continues to fall off until a stage pressure rise

coefficient equal to zero is reached

After the transition to annulus stalled flow, stages I and 2 continue to perform

identically while stage 3 continues to exhibit drastically different pressure rise performance.

In fact, there Is a not pressure rise across stage 3 In the direction of the average axial flow
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(indicated by the negative pressure rise coefficient in Figures 68 and 69). Conversely,

stages 1 and 2 offer a net resistance to reverse flow as indicated by the positive stage

pressure coefficients.

The fact that the performance of sta 2 "switches over" from the pressure rise level

associated with stage 3 at high flow coefficients to the performance level associated with stage

1 at low and neWve flow coefficients tends to support a parallel compressor concept of

rotating stall. Under this concept, the time-average performance Is the weighted average of

the annulus stalled reverse flow performance characteristic (stall cell) and the unstalled

characteristic. As the stall cell grows in size relative to the unstalled portion of the flow,

the performance behavior associated with stages 1 and 2 should be similar because each of

these stages is followed by a moving bladerow. This point was first made by Day in [ 12].

In Chapter 6, we shall see that the radial pressure gradients before and after a moving

bladerow under reverse flow conditions are very much different. A further discussion of these

results will appear in Chapter 7.

5.2 TORQUE CHARACTERISTIC

A nondimensional torque coefficient i. can be defined as follows

U2A (-18)

where T is the torque absorption by the compressor (corrected for tare torque), Ac is the

annulus flowthrough area of the compressor, and Rm is the mean radius of the compressor

blading.
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The torque versus flow coefficient characteristic of the two compressor builds tested are

given in Figures 70 and 71. At stall inception, the torque absorbed by the compressor falls

off discontinuously by roughly 102. As the compressor Is throttled into deep rotating stall,

the torque coefficient gradually drops off to a level which is about 66% of the peak unstalled

value. With the exception of the stall inception discontinuity, these trends have been

previously observed by Day [12].

As the zero mass flow regime Is encountered, the torque loading level begins to Increase.

This slight increase in torque level continues as the compressor is throttled through negative

net axial flow coefficients. Once the reverse flow annulus stalled transition point is reached,

the torque level significantly drops off in a discontinuous fashion. This discontinuity in the

torque characteristic is of the order of 60X for both reaction builds. As larger reversed

flows are imposed across the compressor, the torque absorbed by the compressor increases

sharply. At a reverse flow coefficient Ct/U = -0.20, the torque absorbed by the compressor

is approximately twice the peak torque absorption level of the compressor in the unstalled

flow regime. Finally, the torque characteristics for the two reaction builds are identically

the same in the reverse flow regime (as were the pressure rise characteristics).

At this point, it is beneficial to make several comments with respect to the nature of

the reverse flow torque characteristics. First, the method for nondimensionelizing the torque

measurements appears to be an effective reference value for the reverse flow regime. Figures

70 and 71 contain the torque characteristics generated at three different shaft rotational

speeds. In both reaction builds, the reverse flow speedline characteristics are virtually

indistinguishable.
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Another point which deserves further discussion Is the agreement between the measured

torue absorption and the measured total temperature rise through the machine. A

nondimensional temperature coefficient can be defined as follows

(Reverse Flow) (5-19)

[2 

C"

T =(Forward Flow) (5-20)

where T is the tIme-average total temperature, the numerica) subscript Indicates the

measuring plane indicated on Figure 51, and c is the constant pressure specific heat of the

fluid. The reference quantity 1/ 2 U2 /c p is the blade dynamic temperature. At shaft

rotational speeds of 1170, 1800, and 2400 RPM, the value of this reference temperature

quantity is 1.10 0F, 2.610F, 4.64°F respectively.

To relate the torque coefficient to the temperature coefficient, an energy balance is

written for a control volume around the compressor:

'T FiCp (i-T.) (5-21)

where .Q Is the shaft rotational speed, and A is the time average mass flow rate through the

compressor. The left hand side of Equation 5-21 is the mechanical work input to the
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compressor. The right hand side of this equation is the net stagnation enthalpy convected

eway from the compressor. Dividing both sides of Equation 5-21 by kpU 2AcRu

and defining a mean blade speed and average mass flow rate;

U Rm.Q

p = ACK

Equation 5-21 can be rewritten in the following form:

(tX) 2 13)(5-22)
V2p2 AR U u2

ep

which is the desired result

r' (5-23)

This relationship was used to express the measured torque characteristic in terms of the

temperature coefficient. Figure 72 shows a plot of the measured temperature rise across the

medium reaction build compressor at a 2400 RPM condition. Superimposed upon this plot is

the measured torque characteristic dta Oood agreement exists between the two curves. The

measured torque characteristic falls with the probable 4°F error bands associated with the

type K thermocouple Instrumentation. The only exceptions are the two points corresponding to

data acquisition runs that were performed immediately after the compressor was transitioned
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from a rotating stall state at zero mass flow. These points are not Indicative of the energy

balance given by Equation 5-21 because the comprsor was just previously run at a "hot"

operating condition. As a result, residual heat transfer from the still hot compressor blading

Is cmusing the flow to experience a greater temperature rise than would hove otherwise

occured from the mechanical work input to the compressor alons

For a given temperature measurement accuracy, lower reference temperatures and

temperature differences across the compressor made this type of comparison extremely

difficult at the lower rotational speeds However, the lower speedlirm temperature-torque

coefficient comparisons show the same type of general torque level agreement (but with

considerebly more scatter in the temperature data). These comparisons are useful with

respect to providing greater confidence In the torque level measurements.

Before leaving this discussion of the time-everage torque measurement results, it Is

Instructive to consider some of the torque level predictions which result from a steady-state,

two-dimensional, axisymmetric flowfield interpretation of reverse flow In axial compressors.

Although one of the major findings of the present effort Is that the reverse flowfield In axial

compressors Is unsteady, and three-dimensional; the reverse flow theories presented by

previous investigators [14, 461 tend to advance this flowfield description as a basis for

computing overall turbomachine time-everage performance. To proceed with this type of

analysis, consider the two-dimensional uniform flowfield depicted In Figure 73.

At the Inlet to the moving rotor blederow, the flow exits the stationary bladrow at an

absolute uniform velocity Cb with an absolute yaw angle - a y. At the outlet to the moving

rotor bladerow, the flow exits with a relative velocity WC with a relative yaw angle f y.

Conservation of angular momentum across the three moving rotor bladerows In the three-stage

test compressor yields the following expression
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L3

Tw ii R,~ (c: - Cyb)i (5-24)

ii

i:1i

where the Index I = 1,2.3 represents each of the three stages In the compressor and the

mass flow rate through the compressor Is = p Ac x .

Dividing each side of Equation 5-24 by the square of the mean blade speed and further

rerangement yields

2 2Rf. \~ - U/. (5-25)
1 2pU Ac R,

where from geometry

I-

tU ta n a-0b) (5-26a)

ii

(" ) U 1 V() a. (3, + i (5-26b)

&W1 henc,
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/;-= 6 2 ( ) (tan + t an i3Y,) (5-27)

which is a steady-state, mesnline, axisymmetric representation for the reverse flow torque

coefficient of a three stage axial compressor.

In general, previous attempts to model reverse flows In axial turbomachinery have

resulted in a slight modification of the uniform flow assumption. Zehner [46) and Koff [17)

both assume that the flow in each individual blade passage separates into a series of jets and

wakes as shown In Figures 28b and 28c. Equation 5-27 can be modified to Include this

blade-to-blade degree of non-uniformity by including a blockage factor In the second order

flow coefficient term:

4i;+ 6 )+E(2 ? i (tan c4b+ tani') (5-28)
A,)

where As/A c is the blockage ratio. On a bleaf-to-blede basis, the blockage ratio Is the

fraction of the ble passage spacing which admits no flow. (In terms of Figure 29a or 29c,

The above torque coefficient quaton was evaluae for the first ompreso build by

defining of., and 3, as the arithmatic average of the stagger angle setting and the leading

edge mew camber angle of the stators ad rotors respectivey. The blockage ratio was varied
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as a sensitivity variable for the purpose of this preliminary illustrative analysis. If a free

streamline theory had been applied to the problem, two hodograph equations would have been

solved simultaneously to yield the exit flow angles and blockage ratio. Table IX lists the

computed flow angles and results generated during this preliminary anlysis. A plot of the

computed torque coefficient characteristics as a function of blockage ratio is given in Figure

74. This figure also includes the measured torque characteristic for comparative purposes.

An inspection of the trends indicated in Figure 74 reveals that steady-state two

dimensional Interpretations of the reverse flowfleld tend to undarpredict the actual torque

characteristic In order to achieve a good fit of the data, extremely large blockage ratios and

substantial Jet velocities are required to generate a sufficient amount of angular momentum

change. In Chapter 6, the detailed flowfield results will show that this type of flowfield is

generated by a significant radial redistribution of the mess flow.

5.3 TIME-AVERAGED PROFILE MEASUREMENTS

The axial static pressure nd total temperature profile data presented herein strongly

suggests that the annulus stalled reverse flowfleld is similar to the Instantaneous flowfield

within a rotating stall cell. Detailed flowfield measurements which confirm this

interpretation of the time-average profile results will be presented in Chapter 6. Thes

sections will be concerned with presenting a representative set of time-average axial profiles

which characterize the annulus stalled reverse flow regime and zero mass flow rotating stall

operating condition.

5.3.1. Axial Pressur Proflilm

Time-average axial pressure profiles were obtained through the use of case wall static

pressure taps located at each interbladerow axial measuring station (see Figure 51). If there
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is a substantial amount of swirl (I.e. tangential or circumferential direction velocity

components) at these stations, the static pressure in the annulus gap could be somewhat lower

in value than the measured case static pressures. The static pressures at the IV Inlet

station (#2) and the third stage stator exit (#9) were acquired by averaging the measured

tip and hub wall static pressure measurements.

Although an axial static pressure profile was acquired for each of the 250+

time-avrage data acquisition runs for the two compressor builds, a representative set of

profiles will be presented here. For convenience, the axial profiles of both reaction builds at

similar flow coefficients are superimposed upon each other on the same graph. The axial

static pressure coefficients plotted in Figures 75 through 79 are referenced to the IGV inlet

static pressure and nondimensionalized by the reference blade dynmic head

= Px- 2  (-29)

where x represents the axial station measuring plane under consideration (as given by Figure

51).

5.3. 1. 1. Annulus Stalled Flow

The axial static pressure profiles for both reaction builds in the annulus stalled reverse

flow operating regime are given In Figures 75, 76 and 77. Figure 75 depicts the axial

profiles associated with a relatively large reverse flow coefficient. Figure 76 depicts a

moderate revere flow coefficient case. Most of the detailed reverse flowftold measurements

reported In Chapter 6 were acquired at this operating condition. Finally, Figure 77 depicts
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the mnnulus stalled axial pressure profile immediately prior to the transition bek to rotating

stall.

At high reverse flow coefficients, large pressure chps occur acros the IGY and the

stage I and 2 stator bladerows. Recall that the net axial flow direction Is from right to left

in Figure 75. Small pressure drops are observed across the moving rotor bladerows and the

stage 3 stator blderow. A comparison between the medium and high reaction builds reveals

that there are almost no difference In the axial static pressure profiles at this flow

coefficient. The small differenoes In the pressure drops acr the moving rotor bladerows

can be barely detected with the stage I rotor static pressure difference being the greatest. In

the medium reaction build, there Is a slight pressure rise acr the first stage rotor

bladerow; while in the high reaction build, a measurable pressure drop occurs.

At the moderate and low flow coefficient reverse flow operating regimes (see Figures 76

and 77), the small differences between the rotor performance of the two reaction builds

to exist. The majority of the imposed pressure drop acros the machine still occurs acros

the IOY and the stage I and 2 stator bladerows. However, significant pressure rises occur

acros each of the three moving rotor bladerows. The pressure rises across the rotors reach

maimum values at the transition reverse flow coefficient. This time-average phenomenon is

fundamentally different from the acial pressure profiles which tend to be predicted by

ste--t*d-state, two-dimensional, *sads "Jets and wakes" formulations of the reverse flowfield

[14, 351. Chapters 6 and 7 will provide detailed flowfield measurements and analysis which

explains this phenomenon.

"-: 5.3.1.2. Rotating Stall Flow

The axial static pressure profiles of the two builds during rotating stall operating

conditions are plotted In Figures 78 and 79. Figure 78 depicts the case where the rotating
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stall cell occuples 90X of the compressor annulus immediately prior to the annulus stalled

reverse flow transition. The average axial flow coefficient is approximately -0.04 for this

sca. On the other hand, Figure 79 corresponds to a low positive flow coefficient condition,

I.e. C /U = 0.08. The similarity between the annulus stalled axial profiles (shown earlier

in Figures 76 and 77) with these profiles is probably the best time-avered performance

Indication that the basic assumption underlying a parallel compressor interpretation of rotating

stall Is valid; i.e. the flowfield within the stall cell Is essentially identical to the annulus

K. stalled reverse flowfilL

Perhaps the most appropriate method for explaining the similarity between the

time-average profiles shown in Figures 76 and 77 with those shown in Figures 78 and 79 is

by formally defining the time-averaged static pressure P at a particular axial station x in

terms of the assumption which underlies the parallel compressor concept If one assumes that

the instantaneous static pressure in the stall cell and In the unstalled part of the annulus are

relatively constant, then an area weighted average of these characteristic pressures gives a

simple expresslon for the time average static pressure measurements

-fs ( AR0)
X Px + Ac p, (-3o)

where ARm/Ac is the fraction of the annulus occupied by the stall cell, and the subscripts

RSc and uNS refer to the rotating stall cell and the unstalled flow regimes respectively.

•."DIn terms of Equation 5-30, the time-average axial profiles depicted In Figure 78 should

be almost entirely due to the first term of this equation because the fraction of the annulus
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occupied by the stall cell is almost 902, i.e. ARSC/Ac 0.9. In effect, Equation 5-30

reduces to the following approximate condition

PX PX RSC

A comparison of the axial profiles depicted In Figures 76 and 78 reveal a striking

similarity. In fact, the time-everaoe profile of the rotating stall condition is almost identical

to the time-average profile of the annulus stalled condition. Sinc the time-evernoe rotating

stall profile Is essentially the Instantaneous rotating stall profile as indicated above, this

profile data strongly suggests that the flowfield within the rotating stall cell is Identical to

the annulus stalled reverse flowfield.

As the compressor Is throttled out of deep rotating stall to larger positive axial flow

coefficients, the size of the rotating stall cell decreases. In terms of Equation 5-30, the

relative influence of the unstailed term inreoe at the expense of the rotating stall ceill

term As a result, the "stalrcas profile assoclated with the annulus stalled reverse flowfield

within the stall cell begins to give way to a smoother profile typically associated with

unstalled flow. This trend is clearly evident In Figure 79.

The first significant difference between the performance of the two reaction builds

becomes evident in Figure 79. As the flow coefficient increases, the unstalled portion of the

annulus has a greater effect upon the time-average static pressure performance of the

machine. In this wa., the reaction of the build begins to effect the overall tIme-verag

rotating stall performance of the compressor even though reaction has no apparent effect upon

the annulus stalled reverse flowfield (assumed to characterize the flowfield within the rotating

stall cell itself).
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5.3.2. Axial Tempature Profils

TIme-verage axial temperature profiles were acquired through the use of exposed

thermocouple probes which were positioned at the midspmn location of each Interbladerow axial

measuring station (see Figure 51). The axial total temperature profile data is

nondimensionalized In the following coefficient form

Tx - T13
)4 (Reverse Flow) (5-31)

CP

T T(Forward Flow) (5-32)

C,,

where x represents the axial station measuring plane under consideration (see Figure 51).

5.3.2.1. Annuilu Stalled Flow

The axial total temperature profiles which correspond to the annulus stalled pressure

profiles discusd In Section 5.3.1.1. are plotted In Figures 80, 81 and 82. Thee profiles

Indicate that the totel temperature of the airflow increases as it passes through the

compressor. In general, total temperature Increases are observed across the stationary

bladerows. Since no mechanical work is performed upon the flow in these passages, the flow

must not be two-dimensional or steady or both. If the flow Is not two-dimensional, radial

shifts in the streamtube which passes through the bladerow inlet thermocouple could cause the
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exit thermocouple to measure the total temperature of a different, higher energy strmtube.

This timoe-verQ total temperature profile evidence strongly suggests that the previous

attempts to apply steady, two-dimensional cacad assumptions to the reverse flow problem

may be fundamentally flawed

A comparison of the total temperature profiles associated with each of the reaction

builds tested shows a significant difference. In the high reaction build, a "hot spot* occurs at

the first stage interbladerow gap between the rotor and stator. As the reverse flow

coefficient Is reMc, this localized "hot spot" becomes more pronounced At the transition

flow coefficient, this temperature rise peak is clearly evident.

5.3.2.2. Rotatno Stall Flow

The axial total temperature profiles corresponding to the rotating stall axial pressure

profiles considered ear ler are presented In Figures 83 and 84. Agin, the time-average total

temperature can be represented as an area weighted average of the instantaneous temperatures

In the stall cell and in the unstalled portion of the annulus.

%-" A c T.. - (5-33)
S( ;)c R A+ ( xUs

A similar rationale can be applied to the total temperature profile as was applied to the

static pressure profile. At the transition point flow coefficient, the rotating stall cell

occupies 903 of the annulus. Therefore, the time-vereo total temperature profile is

essentially the profile within the stall cell, i.e&
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If the parallel compressor concept is valid, then the total temperature profile at this

transition point rotating stall condition should appear much like the total temperature profile

of the annulus stalled flow condition. The agreement between the total temperature profiles

platted In Figures 81 and 83 tends to support this conclusion. Although the profiles

associated with each of the two reaction builds are easily distinguishable from each other, the

similarity between the profiles of the suen build Is unmistakable.

Finally, as the flow coefficient is Increased, the total temperature profile patterns shown

in Figure 84 are observed. Net temperature rises across the rotor bladrows of stages 2 and

3 are still not observed because the stall cell occupies a considrable portion of the

compressor annulus. This fact is confirmed by the continued existence of the localized "hot

spot" in the high reaction build of the stage one rotor-stator measuring plane.

5.4 STALL CELL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS

Although rotating stall measurements were not a primary focus of this experimental

effort, stall cell size and speed information could be obtained with the existing data acquisition

system and a single reference hot wire sensor. The experimental technique used to acquire

stall cell property data is fully described In Section 4.3. 1.

In general, stall cell speed and size vary as a function of exial flow coefficient Figures

85 and 86 are plots of stall cell speed as a function of flow coefficient for the medium and

high reaction compressor builds respectively. In the figures, stall cell speed is expressed

as a percentage of the shaft rotational speed These figures clearly show a decrease In stall

cell speed with decreasing flow coefficient until a minimum stall cell speed is encountered at
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an aeil flow coefficient of 0.08. At lower positive flow coefficients and net reverse flow

coefficients, the stall cell speed Increases sharply. This trend is evident in both the medium

and high reaction builds. In both c a , a minimum stall cell speed occurs at a flow

coefficient CX/U = 0.08. The only difference between the two builds is that the minimum

stall cell speed for the medium reaction build is slightly lower than that of the high reaction

build. In both cases, the data points for all three speedlines collapse to a well defined curve.

To the best of the author's knowledge, the establishment of a clear minimum stall cell speed

at low forward flow and a subsequent Increase in the stall cell speed Immediately prior to

annulus stalled transition has never been documented before.

The rotating stall cell size measurements for both reaction builds are depicted in

Figures 87 end 88. There Is somewhat more scatter in this data because of the additional

judgements which are required to generate stall cell size information (see Section 4.3.1. for a

detailed explanation). In the case of the medium reaction build, there is a noticeable shift In

the data acquired by the author with that previously acquired by Eastland [471. However, the

slope of the size vs. flow coefficient curve is consistent. Section 4.3.1 also gives a detailed

explanation for the shift In this data In general, this discrepancy arises from the iditional

judgements which are required to reduce stall cell size information from a somewhat

ambiguous cilloscope trace such as the one given In Figure 57. In both builds, the stall

cell size increse linearly with deremamng flow coefficient& At the transition flow coefficient

to annulus stalled flow, the maximum stall cell size is approximately 903 of the compressor

annulus.

5.5 FLOW MODF SUMMARY

Two recognizable stalled flow mdes hve bon observe ) rotating stall, W 2)
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annulus stalled flow. A large amount of hysterisis accompanies the transition from unstalled

operation to the rotating stall mode. The pressure rise performance of the compressor falls

off sharply at this transition. Torque level falls off gradually. A stable, full span rotating

stall cell condition Is maintained therefter through the lower valued positive flow coefficients

without any discontinuities in performance. This rotating stall condition is also stable at net

reverse flow coefficients until a second transition point Is reached at a flow coefficient of

CX/U = -0.04.

The second transition signals a change In stalled flow mode. A discontinuous drop In

overall pressure rise performance is realized as a new, annulus stalled flow condition is

establishet The torque absorbed by the compressor falls off drastically. In addition, the

acoustic signature is noticeably different. The real time output of a hot wire placed in front

of the IO bladerow reveals that the large sale asymmetry cased by the presence of the

rotating stall cell has ceased. A spectrum analysis of the hot wire output confirms that all

low harmonic perlodicity In the signal is no longer present. In the following chapter, the

results of a detailed flowfield characteization of this annulus stalled condition will be

presend
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Chapter 6

HIGH RESPONSE FLOWFIELD RESULTS

The velocity and pressure field Information obtained from high response measurements of

a multistage axial compressor reverse flowfield are presented in this chapter. Aside from

several introductowy comments regarding the general nature of the complex flow processes

which exist In axial compressor reversed flowflelds, the discussion in this chapter will be

limited to the purpose of providing a coherent presentation of the unstea, three-dimensional

flowfleld data acquired during this research effort. In Chapter 7, the results of a kinematic

and dynamic analysis of the relevant fluid mechanics asociated with reversed flows are

presented,

This experimental investigation Is the first attempt to study the detailed structure of

a ial compressor reversed flowfield using high response instrumentation and automated digital

computer data acquisition techniques. As a consequence, there was very little prior

information on the type of fluid now phenomena which might be encountered or how such

phenomena could be measured and documented The best "conventional wisdom" at the start of

this investigation were the two dimensional cascade models proposed by Bammert and Zehner

[351 and Koff [141 (see Sections 3.2.2. and 3.2.3.) and It was known that these models had

fundamental weaknesses. Hence, It was necessary to adopt a broad based experimental program

aimed at initially Identifying and then documenting the types of unsteadiness and spatial

movements of fluid which are present in axial compressor reversed flowfields.
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A discussion of a few introductory concepts concerning the nature of the experiment is

presented at the beginning of this chapter. The next section, Section 6.1, presents this

general Introduction. The principal measuring positions, the flow coefficient operating

conditions Investigated, end some phase-lock triggering considerations are identified in this

discussion.

Section 6.2 is concerned with presenting the experimental data to document the upstream

flowfield ahead of the compressor blading. Velocity end pressure field Information at several

radial and circumferential coordinates as well as several flow coefficient operating conditions

are given. The next section, Section 6.3 dels with presenting the unsteady velocity and

pressure field data which were obtained in the exial gap between the third stage rotor and

stator bladerows, In a reverse flow operating condition, these two bladerows are the first

two blederows encountered by the fluid stream. In en analogous fashion, Section 6.4 presents

the velocity and pressure field data at the next downstream condition where the fluid exits the

third stage rotor and impinges upon the trailing edges of the second stage stator bladerow.

The presentation of representative downstream flowfield information is lumped together

in Setion 6.5. The two remaining downstream stages perform simillarly to stage 3 (whose

detailed flowfield was presented earlier in Sections 6.3 end 6.4). The final section

summarizes the flowfield characterization results presented in this chapter.

6.1l INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS

As mentioned earlier, the nature of this experimental effort was both an exploratory

investigation of the structure of axial compressor reversed flowflelds end a detailed

documentation of that structure at several representative flow coefficients. During the course

of the Investigation, it was soon discovered that detailed flowfield measurements at low,
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moderate, and high reverse flow coefficients would be necessary to give a representative

characterization of axtal compressor reverse flows.

The low flow coefficient operating condition selected for detailed flowfield measurements

was a Cx/U = -0.05. The flowfield that exists at this flow coefficient Is indicative of the

annulus stalled flowfield structure which exists in the compressor in the neighborhood of the

transition to rotating stall. The total-to-static characteristic depicted in Figure 63 shows

that the overall pressure rise performance across the compressor at this point is

approximately 4Tys = 0.45.

Since many parallel compressor theories of rotating stall are based upon the idea that an

annulus stalled reverse flowfleld exists at the center of a rotating stall cell; it was decided to

investigate a flow coefficient at which the pressure rise performance across the compresor is

nearly the same as the pressure rise level assoiated with rotating stall operation. For this

preason, a moderate reverse flow coefficient was chosen for detailed flowfield characterization

at a CM/U = -0.10. At this point, the overall total-to-static pressure rise coefficient has a

value nearly equal to unity. The kinematic analysis given in Chapter 7 will show that the

flowfleld at this rotating stall pressure level Is fundamentally different then at other levels

on the annulus stalled reverse flow characteristic.

As an upper limit on the maximum reverse flow condition which might be encountered

during the surge or rotating stall operation of an aircraft gas turbine engine, a reverse flow

coefficient commensurate with the peak unstalled pressure rise capability of the machine was

selected. For this build of the MIT 3-Stage Research Compressor, the peak unstalled pressure

rise coefficient of the compressor occurs at a value of T-S = 2.2. Hence, a high reverse
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flow coefficient operating condition of Cx/U = -0.19 was selected in accordance with the

measured performance characteristic illustrated in Figure 63.

In addition to the seletion of representative average flow coefficients, a decision on

where and how to acquire high response velocity and pressure field data was necessary. The

principal measuring position coordinate grid and phase-lock data acquisition techniques that

evolved over the course of the investigation were tailored to deal with the unsteady and

three-dimensional processes which naturally occur in axial compressor reverse flowfields.

The following two subsections present a brief introduction to the spatial resolution and

phase-lock triggering considerations which have an impact on the acquisition of instantaneous

reverse flow information. It is hoped that these comments may aid nyoe interested in

conducting similar experiments.

6.1.1. Principlae Mamurir Pr3itirv

The reverse flowfield of an axial compressor can be generally categorized as being both

unsteady and three-dimensional. The flow Is unsteady primarily because of the rotating

turbomachinry, but also because one or more acoustic spinning modes can be excited. The

three-dimensionality of the flow is evidencd by strong radial and circumferential variations

in the velocity and total pressure fields.

The amount of three-dimensionality in the flow mandates the minimum number (and

maximum spacing) of the radial and circumferential measuring positions which are deemed

adequate to describe flow variations at each of the axial stations. Behind moving bladerows,

the requirement for rotor frame resolution of circumferential variations must be satisfied by

proper selection of compraso rotor speed and data acquisition rate. Finally, the minimum
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spatial resolution associated with the physical size of the sensing element effectively limits

the minimum practical spacing of circumferential measuring stations.

These factors guided the selection of the principle measuring positions used during this

Investigation. These positions are Illustrated In Figure 89. A total of 5 radial planes, 11

circumferential planes and 8 axial stations are defined in this figure. The 5 radial planes,

numbered I through 5, are located at the 15, 30, 50, 70, and 85X blade span locations

respectively. (The blade span of this constant annulus compressor is approximately 1.44

Inches).

The circumferential positions are located at 0.125 inch intervals (at the 12.000 Inch

case inner wall radius). At an average stator bladerow pitch spacing of approximately 0.750

inches, these circumferential positions represent a 17X pitchwise blade p resolution.

The IV bladerow has a greater solidity and as a result, these circumferential positions yield

a 252 blade passage resolution for the 18Y bladerow.

This measuring location grid pattern allowed adequate resolution of the radial and

circumferential variations of velocity and total pressure. Typically, measurements were made

at all five radial locations once the computer controlled probe traversing mechanism and

instrumentation probe were positioned at a given axial and circumferential coordinate It

should be noted that radial traverses of the annulus are r'ufred to document the strongly

three-dimensional character of axial compressor reverse flowfield. In addition, the

Instrumentation used to measure the velocity field must be capable of resolving radial velocity

components due to the fact that simple radial equilibrium conditions (i.e. the condition

represented by Eq. 7-32) certainly do not exist in the interbladerow axial gaps downstream of

the rotor bladerows.

Although detailed velocity and total pressure radial traverses were not made at each of

the 88 potential axial-circumferential coordinate combinations defined In Figure 89, a
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significant number of these locations were used to acquire a 50 msec duration3 time trace

at 8 20 Khz sample rate. Only selected examples will be presented to support the conclusions

reached in Chapter 7. It should be noted, however, that the wider body of results

accumulated during this experimental effort As been used to substantiate these conclusions.

6.1.2. Phase-Log Trioring

In Chapter 4, a detailed discussion of the phase-lock triggering circuit that was

developed for reverse flow measurements was presented Three triggering circuits were

identified rotor locked, event locked, and synchronous triggering. This section addrosoc the

question of which type of phase-lock triggering should be used to acquire instantaneous

flowfield information under a given set of circumstances.

At the outset of this discussion, it is important to recll why phase-locked

measurements are necessary. One Important reason is the desire to obtain enhanced ensemble

average representations of periodically unsteady analog deta signals. Typically these signals

have aperiodic or random noise components imbedded in the waveform of interest

Phase-locking allows the ensemble averaging process, illustrated In Table VII, to enhance the

individual raw analog signals by allowing the mean and periodic fluctuating components to be

retained, while averaging to zero any non-periodic random components (e noise or

turbulence).

Perhaps a more important reason for phase-locking the higI response measurements is

the inherent nature of the technique employed to acquire 3-D velocity field information. The

use of a single slanted hot wire sensor requires that three independent measurements of the

33 This time duration corresponds to the elapsed time during one complete rotor revolution.
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same or an identical flowfield be made. Phase-locking insures that this requirement is met

for acquiring measurements of periodically unsteady flowfields. Another reson for obtaining

phase-locked measurements is the similar desire to align independent pressure and velocity

measurements of a periodically unsteady flow with respect to a common stationary reference

signal. A final reason is the requirement to identify the number and frequency of steow

rotating disturbances. This requirement is satisfied by phase-locking independent

measurements of the rotating phenomenon at different circumferential positions with respect to

a common stationery reference slgl.

Olven these reasons for obtaining phase-locked measurements, the nature of the periodic

unsteadiness in the flow is a very important consideration in evaluating the suitability of

employing a particular type of phase lock trigger technique. One must be certain to identify

all the relevant frequencies contained In the analog voltage signal. Next, a suitable method for

dInitiating a triggering signal which is phase-locked to a given point in the period of all the

fundamental frequencies must be developed

During this experimental investigation of reversed flows, the first task, i.e. identifying

the relevant frequencies In the analog signal, was accomplished by monitoring the

quasi-instantaneous spectral trace of the signeal on the screen of a Hewlett-Packard Model

3582A digital spectrum analyzer. This particular model produces nearly reel time spectral

traces of the instantaneous analog voltage signal by using digital methods to filter and store

the input signal before employing a digital microprocessor to perform a Discrete Fast Fourier

0 Transform on the stored date. This eliminated the need to store and post process

instantaneous analog signals to identify the relevant frequencies contained in the analog

waveform.

In most cases, a spectral trace of the analog signals received from high response hot

wire or pressure trauce sensors placed in the reverse flow environment reveals that the
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blade passing frequency is the dominant source of unsteadiness. In these cases then,

phae-locking the measurements to the rotor vie the fiber-optic technique outlined In Chapter

4 is sufficient to acquire instantaneus flowfield Information.

At the moderate flow coefficient operating condition, a multi-lobed spinning pressure

field disturbance was observed to occur at a fundamental frequency which is approximately

203 greater than the stage 3 rotor blade passing frequency. Since this frequency Is not an

interger multiple of the shaft rotational speed, the synchronous phase-lock trigger must be

employed to avoid averaging away the effects of the spinning flow mode "event". Phase

synchronization of these two fundamental frequencies can be accomplished by placing a

reference high response sensor in the upstream flowfield outside of the compressor blading.

At this location, the influence of the spinning pressure field disturbance is still present,

however, the unsteadiness associated with the blade potential field is no longer present.

The need to successfully employ a synchronous triggering technique to acquire

Instantaneous information is highlighted by the following Illustrative example. A typical

instantaneous time trace of the wall static pressure at axial station *8, circumferential

position *6, and the moderate reverse flow coefficient operating condition Is given In Figure

90. A spectrum analysis of this signal is depicted in Figure 91. The spectral trace clerly

shows periodic unsteadiness is present at three frequencies: 477 Hz, 955 Hz, and 1125 Hz.

The first two frequencies are one-half of blade passing and the blade passing frequency

respectively. The highest spectral peak occurs at the frequency associated with the

multi-lobed rotaing pressure pattern.

Figures 92 and 93 respectively illustrate ensemble averaged traces which are produced

by phase-locking the measurements to the rotor or the spinning flow mode "event" only. In

both cases, the averaging procs has caused Information to be lost. This fact can be amily

verified by comparing the ensemble averaged waveforms plotted in Figures 92 and 93 with
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the original Instatneous trace in Figure 90. On the other hand, if the synchronous

phase-lock triggering technique is employed; then an ensemble averaged trae is produced

which is representative of the original waveform. Figure 94 Illustrates this point. In this

figure, a plot of a synchronous triggered ensemble average trace is superimposed upon the

original instantaneous trace. The agreement between the two traces is a firm indication that

the ensemble averaged result is a good representation of the instantaneous signal.

During the remainder of this thesis, the majority of the results reported will be

ensemble averaged representations of the required Instantaneous signals. The phase-lock

technique used to acquire these ensemble averaged tra will be always identified

Occesionally, spectrum traces and superimposed plots of ensemble averaged and instantanus

results will be presented to support the conclusions reached.

6.2 UPSTREAM FLYWFIFIC)

The upstream flowfield measuring plane, axial station #9, is located behind the trailing

edges of the third stage stator bladerow. The axial spacing between this measuring plane and

the stationary staor bladerow is about 0.300 Inches or about 253 of the stator bladerow

axial chord end 373 of the pitch (blade spacing). The velocity, static pressure and total

pressure measurements of the flowfield which exists at this axial station during reverse flow

operation are summarized in the following subsections.

6.2. 1. yeladly Mamiramt

A slanted hot wire sensor was used to acquire the velocity field Pheee-locked enmmble

averaged measurements of the flow were required at three different spatial orientations of the

sensor. The axial, tangential, and radial components of the absolute velocity vector are

reduced from the three phese locked ensemble averaged raw voltage-time traces by first
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applying the appropriate secon order velocity magnitude calibration to generate effective

cooling velocity ensemble averaged time traces.

Along with the known orientations and directional sensitivity calibration coefficients of

the slanted hot wire sensor, each of the Individual corresponding points on the effective cooling

velocity traces are further reduie This directional sensitivity phase of the velocity

reduction process is aomplished through the simultaneous solution of the governing set of six

nonlinear algebraic equations by the methods described in Chapter 4.

6.2.1.1. Flow Camffic|int urw

A representative time trace of the upstream velocity field at the moderate reverse flow

coefficient operating condition is given by the axial, tangential, and radial component traces

depicted In Figure 95. The lm at the top of this figure Indicates that a synchronous phase

lock trigger was used to acluire a 128 trace esmble average representation of the effective

cooling velocity at each slanted wire orientation. The probe position data portion of the legend

indicates that these velocity component traces were acquired at the upstream axial station *9,

circumferential position *2, and at radial position *4 (702 blade span location). Finally,

the mean flow coefficient portion of the legend indicates that the time average axial flow

coefficient at this radial position Is approximately equal to a value of -0. 11 while there are

essentially no mean radial or tangential velocity components.

This figure illustrates that small amplitude, high frequency fluctuations in all three

components of the velocity field are present. The amplitude of these fluctuations is about

4.53 of the mean axial flow coefficient through the machine. The frequeW y of the

fluctuations corr espond to the 1145 Hz spinning pressure disturbance which exists at this

particular revers flow coefficient. There are no observable circumferential variations In

this basic representation of the upstream velocity field
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Before proceedino to the next flow coefficient, it is instructive to review the effective

cooling velocity traces from which the absolute velocity component traces depicted In Figure

95 were reduced. The ensemble averaged representation es well as an actual Instantaneous

trace of the mmured effective cooling velocities are plotted In Figure 96. The sensor

orientations which appear in the legend at the top of this figure are defined by the geometry

conventions given earlier In Figure 6). A sensor orientation of zero degrees corresponds to a

probe alignment where the sesor lies in the X-R plane with the long support closest to the

compressor blading. The ecellent agreement between the ensemble average and Instantaneous

effective velocity tracs is an indication that the reduced velocity components plotted in Figure

95 accurately correspond to the instantaneous velocity field upstream of the compressor

blading.

Figure 97 presents the reduced local flow coefficient components of the upstream

flowfield at the low (C/U - -0.05) mean axial flow operating condition. The high

frequency fluctuations associated with a spinning pressure disturbance have shifted to nearly

the stage 3 rotor blade passing frequency (about 980 Hz). A comparison of the ensemble

averaged and instantaneous effective cooling velocity traces reveals that the unsteadiness in the

flowfield is more random.

The reduced local flow coefficient components of the velocity field at the high flow

coefficient operating condition (C. /U = -0.19) are given In Figure 98. This flowfield is

essentially uniform with no tangential and radial components and no high frequency periodic

fluctuations. The absence of any orgenized periodicity in the flowfield mandeted the use of

arbitrary rotor locked triggering to acquire these meon velocity component trams.
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6.2.1.2. Radial Traverse Results

The time traces presented in the previous section are generally representative of each

respective upstream flowfield condition at the 853, 703, 503 and to a lesser extent, the

303 blade span radial locations. At the 152 blade span location, the velocity field Is

dominated by a significant amount of random unsteadiness. This trend Is present at all three

flow coefficient operating conditions. To illustrate this phenomenon, the instantaneous and

ensemble averaged effective cooling velocity measurements at the first radial position closest

to the hub are shown In Figure 99 for the moderate flow coefficient condition. Large,

aperiodic fluctuations in the Instantaneous effective velocity trace are clearly evident. An

ensemble average of this signal tends to produce the time average mean effective velocity

levels.

The radial profiles of the circumferential area averaged mean flow coefficient components

are listed in Table IX. These profiles tend to support the conclusion that a slight tangential

swirl in the direction of rotor rotation is present at the lowest radial position. This effect is

most pronounced in the low flow coefficient operating condition. The large, aperliodic

fluctuations end the time average swirl at the hub position are the direct effects associated

with the moving hub inner surface or even possibly flow through the aft hub seel. At this

point, one should recall that this particular axial measuring station Is several chord lengths

downstream of the seal which separates the moving and stationary portions of the flowpeth's

Inside surface. In this respect, these phenomena are effects assoclated with the specific design

of the canterlevered stator compressor.

6.2.2. Static Pressure Measurements

High response measurements of the Instantaneous static pressure field were made with

the specially constructed probe shown earlier In Figure 54. A miniaturized differential strain
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M0 type pressure transducer was flush mounted at the end of a length of stainless

hyperdermic tubing The reference relief tube was left vented to the atmospheric conditions

in the test call. The entire easembly was then flush mounted at the inner case wall.

Pre- and post-test static calibrations of the pressure transducers revealed that

significant amounts of zero point drift can occur during a normal one-hour test series. In

order to avoid zero shift problems and provide a standard reference condition, direct time

overage measurements of the static pressure level with respect to the compressor inlet supply

conditions were maee using an extremely accurate Baratron electronic pressure sensor. These

measurements were used to correct the overage output level from the high response miniature

pressure tran9ducers. The resulting static pressures were normalized with respect to the

mean blade dynamic pressure. Throughout the remainder of this thesis, the pressure

transducer calibration data as well as the dimensional pressure normalizing Information will

appear with the pressure coefficient time traces.

The discussion of the upstream velocity field implies that a spinning pressure field

disturbance is probably present at the moderate flow coefficient operating condition. Before

proceeding with the presentation of wall static pressure coefficient time traces, it is useful to

review the spectral signature of the analog signals from wall static pressure instrumentation

at several mea axial reverse flow coefficients.

i 6.2.2.1. jopcta] Sionetum

The wall static pressure spectral signatures shown in Figures 1OOa through f

illustrate the change in frequency content of the upstream pressure field disturbances which

exist at various points on the reverse flow characteristic. At high reverse flow coefficients,

there are virtually no periodic static pressure disturbamas. At moderate flow coefficients, a

single periodic pressure disturbance centered at 1145 Hz exists over a very narrow range of
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flow coefficients, This narrow rge of flow coefficients, however, is precisely the range of

flow coefficients where the overall total-to-static pressure rise across the compressor is

essentially the some as that of the rotating stall characteristic (see Figure 63). At lower

reverse flow coefficients, the 1145 Hz pressure disturbance frequency mode disappears and Is

replaced by a 980 Hz near blade passing frequency mode. This lower frequency mode persists

until the transition point to rotating stall is reached

6.2.2.2. Circumferntial SucM

The instantaneous and ensemble aweraged representation of the upstream wall static

pressure at the moderate flow coefficient operating condition appears in Figure 101. This

wall static pressure trace was acquired at circumferential position *2 using synchronous

phase lock trigering. Although the agreement between the traces is good, the ensemble

average trace represents a mem waveform pattern which is better suited to the purpose of

making phase relationship comparisons. For this reason, the ensemble average static pressure

traces acquired at circumferential positions *6 and * 10 are shown in Figure 102 along with

the ensemble average trace from circumferential position #2.

The phase shift present in Figure 102 is clear evidence that the periodic pressure

disturbances in the upstream flowfield are rotating around the annulus of the compressor.

The direction and speed at which the multi-lobed pressure disturbance pattern propagates will

be discussed In Chapter 7.

6.2.3 Total Prmura Meaurmmts

High response total pressure measurements of the upstream flowfield were accomplished

with a specially constructed Kiel Head total pressure probe (also shown earlier in Figure

54). As was the case for the high response static pressure measurements, pre-tstnd
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post-test calibrations were performed Pressures were referenced to the subatmospheric

compressor Inlet conditions and normalized by the mean blade dynamic pressure.

Figure 103 contains a representative set of Instantaneous and ensemble average traces of

the fluctuating upstream total pressure field at radial positions #4. These traces are fairly

representative of the total pressure measurements made at the moderate reverse flow

coefficient condition. In Chapter 7, the relationships between the acquired velocity, static

pressure and total pressure data presented here will be analyzed in greater detail.

6.3 THIRD STAF ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION FLOWFIFLI)

The intermediate rotor-stator Interaction flowfield at axial measuring station #8 is

dominated by periodic unsteadiness. This measurement station is located directly in the center

of the 0.750 inch axial gap which exists between the stage 3 moving and stationary blade

rows. Of the three operating conditions investigated, the moderate flow coefficient flowfleld is

the most complex. An alternating flow pattern in the rotor frame appears to exist. In

addltion, at least two modes of periodic unsteadiness exist in the pressure field. This case

will be treated first. The flowfields at the high and low flow coefficients are simpler. These

cases will be addressed In later subsections.

6.3.1. Mxodrato Rvers Flows (Cs/U = -0.10)

The two sources of periodic unsteadiness which are present at this flow coefficient

appear to be related to the fundamental blade passing frequency of the rotating bladerow and
the occurance of a spinning multi-lobe pressure disturbance pattern. In the following

subsections, the alternating pattern associated with the velocity field and the rather complex

unsteadiness of the pressure field are reviewed in detail.
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6.3.1.1. Valaonib Field Altnhting Flow Pattrn

The alternating flow pattern of the velocity field can be clearly seen in the reduced time

trace of the absolute velocity components at radial station #5 (853 blaed span location).

These velocity components are plotted in Figure 104. The axial flow coefficient profile shows

regions of relatively high throughflow at slightly greater than 2 millisecond intervals.

Regions of highly retarded flow also occur at the same periodic Intervals. These time

intervals correspond to a cyclic period which is twice the inverse of the blade passing

freqency.

The tangential flow coefficient profile contains the some type of cyclic frequency content.

Furthermore, a definite phase relationship exists between the perturbations in the axial and

tangential flow coefficient profiles. This phase relationship Indicates that regions of highly

retarded axial throughflow are always preceeded by a change in the direction of the tangential

velocity component. At these points, the tangential velocity component reverses directions

from the direction of the moving blade row rotation (positive CE /U) to a direction aginst

the lirection of rotation (negative Ce /U). In terms of the absolute flow direction convention

illustrated in Figure 58, the flow has no tangential velocity component at the 2.15 msec point

in the time trace. At 2.65 msec, a maximum positive yaw angle direction of 380 to the X-R

plane of the compressor is achieved. In the next 100 microseconds, the flow changes

directions by 1060 to a maximum negative yaw angle direction of -680. This flow direction

change is slightly greater than the calibration range of the hot wire sensor, and as a result,

sharp "spikes" occur in the radial velocity component time trace. These "spikes" correspond

to the points where convergence was not achleved during the velocity reduction process.
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The drastic change in the absolute direction of the flow indicates the passage of a rotor

blade. In front of the pressure surface side of the blade, the maximum axial velocity vector

appears to be 503 greater than in front of the suction surface side of the blade. At the next

blade passing position In the time trace, about the 3.75 msec location, positive tangential

velocity components are not generated in front of the pressure surface of the blade. It

appears from these high response time traces that the flow through this bladerow is diverted

about every other rotor blade passage. Hence, the alternating pattern in thevelocity field is

of the order of every other rotor blade passage.

The reduced flow coefficient profiles in Figure 104 were derived from the ensemble

average effective cooling velocity traces presented in Figure 105. An instantaneous effective
0

cooling velocity trace is superimposed to illustrate the agreement between the two traces. The

degree to which the ensemble average trace corresponds to the fluctuations In the

instantaneous waveform is a direct indication of how well the reduced local flow coefficients

will correspond to the Instantaneous velocity field.

Rotor locked triggering was used to produce the agreement between the tras in Figure

105. Real time spectral analysis of the linearized analog voltage signals from the constant

temperature anemometer bridge output indicated that this type of phase lock triggering would

be sufficient to retrieve the peridically unsteady instantaneous effective cooling velocity

waveforms. Synchronous triggering measurements were performed to confirm this observation.

As expected, the synchronous measurements failed to improve the agreement between the two

traces. Aperiodic fluctuations in the flow appear to be rcsponsible for the slight

discrepancies which do exist.

6.3.1.2. Soatial Survey of the yalocity Field

In the previous section, the existence of a basic alternating pattern in the velocity field
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was documented. This section Is concerned with presenting an understanding of how that

velocity field varies along the span and across the pitch spacing of the blades. Figures 106

through 109 depict a radial traverse of the velocity field at the same circumferential

position. These figures show that the alternating flow pattern which exists at the 85% blade

span location extends downward through the 503 midspan location, i.e. every other rotor

blade passage apears to be blocked at the higher radial locations.

At radial station *2 (303 blade span), the every other rotor blade passage alternating

pattern fades into a blade-to-blade flow pattern. The agreement between the ensemble average

and instantaneous traces of the effective cooling velocities at the 703, 503 and 303 blade

span positions is similar to the agreement at the 85% blade span location. Figure 110

, depicts the effective velocity comparison at radial station *2.

However, the flowfleld at the closest radial position to the hub Is extremely turbulent

and subject to large aperiodic fluctuations. There is considerable lack of agreement between

the ensemble average and Instantaneous traces of effective cooling velocity at this radial

position. As a consequen, the local flow coefficients presented In Figure 109 should not be

interpreted as a representation of the Instantaneous flowfield. Significant aperiodic components

in the instantaneous flowfield have been lost in the ensemble averaging process.

A constant radius circumferential survey C the axial and tangential components of the

velocity field are presented in Figures Ii1 I nd 112 respectively. This "waterfall"

presentation format clearly shows the oropagatng nature of the disturbances associated with

the motion of the rotor blades. A comparison of the waveform phase relationships in these

figures shows that the waveform measured at circumferential position #8 lags the

circumferential position #4 waveform by 340 microseconds. Since these circumferential

positions are approximately 0.491 Inches apart at this radius, the speed of the propogatng
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disturbance predicted by the waveform phe relationships is approximately 120 ft/soc, which

is the blade passing speed at the 1170 RPM test condition.

6.3.1.3. Pressure Field U ndli

A representative case wall static pressure trace has been previously presented in

Figures 90 and 94. Although it might be assumed that the dominant frequency associated with

the fluctuations in this trace is the blade passing frequency of the third stage rotor, 1e. 955

Hz, closer inspection reveals that the period of these fluctuations is approximately 890

microeconds. This period suggests that the 1145 Hz characteristic frequency associated with

the spinning pressure disturbance (observed in the upstream flofid) dominates the case

wall static pressure field at this axial station.

This observation was confirmed by the spectral analysis of the static pressure trace

waveform shown earlier in Figure 91. This figure also Indicated that there is consmiderable

strength in the coefficients associated with blads pasing frequency and one-half of the blade

passing frequency. The combined effect of these sources of unsteadiness is the waveform

Illustrated earlier In Figure 90.

Total pressure traverses of the rotor-stator interaction flowfield at axial measurement

station *8 were performed also. Figures 113 and 114 contain time traces of the total

pressure measurements made at the 853 and 30X blade span locations respectively. The

corresponiding spectrum traces of these total pressure tres we given in Fure 115. The

total pressure traces and the spectrum plots clearly show that the total pressure fluctuations

are predominantly duoe to the unsteadines associated with the 1145 Hz spinning pressure

disturbance The effects associated with blade pasing freuoencies have no significant impact

on the total pressure fluctuations at this axial station.
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6.3.2. High Reverse Flows (Cs/U - -0.19)

As the oompresor is throttled deeper into reverse flow, the spinning pressure

disturbance source of unsteadiness disappears along with the alternating flow pattern. At the

high reverse flow coefficient condition, a single source of periodic unsteadiness exists. This

source is the fundamental blade passing frequency of the stage 3 rotor blades.

The velocity field which exists at the 852 blade span location, unlike the moderate

reverse flow condition, is non-alternating to within a blade-to-blade variation. The

instatneous components of the absolute velocity vector at this radial location are shown In

Figure 116. The fluctuations in the axtal velocity profile are practically sinusoidel with a

peak perturbation amplitude that is nearly 20X of the mean exial flow coefficient. There is

a large mean tangential swirl against the direction of rotor rotation, i.e. a swirl greater than

the swirl associated with flow which exits at the stator exit blade angle. The fluctuations in

the tangential velocity profile have peak perturbation amplitudes which are apprwimately

equal to the magnitude of the mean swirl value. The tangential velocity waveform leads the

axial component waveform by a 900 phase shift

The instantaneous and ensemble averaged effective cooling velocities (from which this

velocity field Information has been derived) are presented In Figure 117. The very good

agreement between these traces Is further proof that the flowfield at this high reverse flow

condition is well organized and periodically unsteedy at the blade passing frequency. Radial

traverses of the velocity field at this flow coefficient show no change In the representative

profiles given in Figures 116 and 117 for the 853 blade span position.

A representative wall static and total pressure time trace at this axial station and

operating cordtion are depicted in Figures 118 and 119. The corresponding spectral
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signatures are plotted in Figure 120. These figures tially indicate that a single source

of unsteadiness Is present - the unsteadiness assciated with the moving rotor blades.

6.3.3. Low nvwrsa Flows (CX/U = -0.05)

Upon throttling the compressor to lower reverse flow coefficients, the organized flowfield

structure observed at high reverse flows transitions Into the organized alternating flow

pattern observed at moderate reverse flows. Further throttling of the compressor to very

low reverse flow coefficients causes the organized alternating flow pattern and spinning

pressure disturbance mode to be replaced with a more disorganized flowfield structure. This

fact is evidenced by the representative effective ooling velocity traces shown in Figure 121.

Although the ensemble averaged representation of the sensor effective velocity

qualitatively suggests that a time averaged blde-to-blde periodic unsteadiness is present In

the flowfield, the instantaneous trace gives a good indication of the amount of randomness

which Is present in the flow. As a result, it was Impossible to obtain detailed quantitative

information about the flowfield structure at this low reverse flow coefficient condition.

Figure 122 depicts the rotor locked time avered absolute velocity components which were

reduced from the ensemble average effective velocity trace given In Figure 121.

To complete the documentation of the flowfield at this axial station and flow coefficient,

a representative sot of wall static and total pressure time tras are presented in Figures

123 and 124. Spectral analysis plots of these waveforms are contained in Figure 125.

6.3.4 Station *8 Man Flawfleid Siimmmy

Before proceeding to the next axial station, it Is useful to review the ares-averaged

mean flowfield results at this measuring plane. Tables X and XI contain a listing of the
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measured circumferential area averaged mean values of the absolute velocity vector components

and the pressure field as a function of radial position. It should be noted that the

Information presmnt in these tables represent circumferential average of a simple time

Invariant mean average of the velocity vector and pressure at the midpoint of the gap between

the rotor and stator blderows. This flowfield is heavily unsteady. Hence, these results

should not be misconstrued as the Instantaneous velocity profile leaving the stator blderow

and entering the rotor blederow. Table X does show that a greater percentage of the

throughflow through the compressor at this axial station appears to be through the hub region

of the machine.

6.4 THIRD STAGE ROTOR EXIT FLOWFIFLD

As shown In Figure 69, the axial gap Immediately downstream of the third stage rotor

bladerow is the location of axial measurement station #7. The high response instrumentation

aoess slot that was installed at this station provided an opportunity to gather Information

about the detailed structure of the flowfield In front of the rotor bladerows. The velocity and

pressure measurements of the alternating flow pattern at moderate flow coefficients will be

presented first. The structure of this flowfield is fundamentally different from either the

pattern at high reverse flows or the transition flow coefficient structure. The measurements

of these two latter flowfields will be represented In subsequmnt subsections.

6.4.1. Altnrrting Flawfiald StrL~tura at Mnbratoa Rervm Flow

In the previous Section 6.3.1. presentation of the upstream rotor-stator interaction

station flowfleld, an alternating flow pattern (where every other rotor blade passae appears

to be bypase) was observed at the moderate reverse flow condition. This pattern was most

pronounced at the tip radial station& The flowfield structure present at the downstream
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station is manifested by a series of high velocity jets from the pressure surface of every

other rotor blad& Again, this phenomenon Is most prominent at the tip radial positions. In

aiition to rotor frame circumferential and radil variations In the velocity field, pressure

measurements Indicate that there are significant radial gradients in the total and static

pressure fields.

6.4.1.1. Abmluta Frame Yalcily Measurements

The temporal signals produced by fixed flow measurement Instrumentation behind a

moving bladerow are sometimes considered to be a circumferential direction spatial record of

the rotor frame Instant us flowfield This conclusion Is subject to the Important

:- qualification that the presence of upstream or downstream components do not produce standing

circumferential distortions In the flowfield. Several traverses at different circumferential

positions with respect to the downstream stator blederow were performeL Blde-to-blade

circumferential variations in the velocity field were observed. Due to space limitations, a

representative circumferential position was selected to present tVpical time record information

of the rotor exit flowfield.

If the flow within the rotor passages Is steady, then any rotor phase locked time trace

of the analog signal generated by a stationary, high response flow measurement probe should

be Identical to an other similiarly acquired trace at the same fixed position. This set of

circumstances existed at axial station *7 behind the third stage rotor bladerow. The

representative instantanous and ensemble averaged effective velocity tres shown In Figures

126 and 127 tend to support this observation. As a result, an investigation into the detailed

flow structure of the rotor exit flowfield was possible

The reduced absolute velocity component time traces presented In Figures 128 through

131 define the rotor exit flowfield at five radial positions. These figures clearly illustrate
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several striking features of the flowfield First, exremely large tangential or swirl

components of velocity in the direction of rotor rotation are presnt. The swirl components

wa greater than the local blade speed at all five radial locations. At the 85X blade span

position, these swirl velocity components can attain maximum speeds In excess of 1503 of

the local blade speed A flowfield characterized by simple solid body rotation is not suggested

by this experimental evidence.

The presence of predominantly negative radial flow components towards the hub of the

machine is another striking feature of the flow. The existance of these radial velocity

components suggests that simple radial equilibrium conditions are not present at this axial gap

measuremet plane. The fully three- dimensional nature of the flow is further evidenced by

the radial variations in the mean and fluctuating components of the velocity vector.

6.4.1.2. Rotor Frame Flow Pattern

The temporal periodicity and phase relationships of the waveforms depicted In Figures

128-132 tend to support the conclusion that an alternating flow pattern exists in the rotor

bladerow. Since the blade passing frequency Is approximately 1.046 msec at the 1170 RPM

test condition, the predominant two millisecond periodicity of the waveforms suggests the

existence of a flow structure in which every other rotor bld passage appears to be

enveloped in a recirculatory flow pattern. The remaining alternating passage issue high

velocity "Jets" which account for most of the axial throughflow across the blederow.

For instance, the 853 blade span axial flow coefficient profiles depicted in Figure 128

clearly shows the formation of high velocity "Jets" at 2 msec intervals. Since each 1 msec

Increment of this temporal trace can be interpreted as the rotor frame steady velocity profile

exiting a single rotor bladePsage, It appears that each of the "Jets" Issue from the
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pressure surface of alternating rather than adjacent rotor blades. In addition, a large positive

radial mlponent is in phase with each of these throughflow jet&

At the time intervals corresponding to the intermediate blade passages, the negative or

reverse flow defect in the axial flow cefficient trace Is less pronounced. Moreover, the

radial velocity component Is negative. In addition, there is a smaller rise in the tangential

velocity component trace. These measurements clearly show the presence of a downward

directed jet in every other rotor blade passage. Higher velocity upward directed jets Issue

from the pressure surface of the alternating rotor blades. Inspection of the 15S blade span

flow coefficient profiles (plotted In Figure 132) will reveal the existence of a net positive

axial flow into these alternating "recirculatory" blade passages.

These distinct alternating flow patterns become more apparent by adopting a rotor frame

of reference. Figure 133 contains a rotor frame spatial crossplot of the tangential and radial

velocity component information given in a representative two millisecond segment of the

temporal traces depicted In Figures 128-132. This two millisecond segment spatially

corresponds to two adjacent rotor blade passages. These two blade passages are illustrated in

Figure 133 from the perspective of a downstream observer at the second stage stator

bladerow who is looking upstream. In this frame of reference, the direction of rotor rotation

is from right-to-left. The relative lengths of the velocity vectors depicted in this figure are

directly proportional to magnitude. Finally, the X's and 's at the tail of the arrows denote

axial flow components into and out of the figure plane respectively.

In an analogous fashion, a circumferential direction crossplot of the relative axial and

tangential velocity components is given in Figure 134 at each of the five radial measuring

positions. These crossplots help to identify the two basic types of rotor blade passage flows:

1) a recirculation passage, end 2) a througiflow passage. The recirculation passage is

achecterized by reversed flow at the tip radial positions and by forward axial flows at the
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hub radial locations. The throughflow passag issues a strong reverse flow Jet from the rotor

blade pressure surfacs. The strength of this jet steadily deremes a one procede radially

downward from the tip to the hub radii of the blades.

6.4.1.3. prmurn Field Mamurmankt

A representative high response measurement of the wall static pressure at this axial

station appears In Figure 135. The spectral analysis plot of this wall static pressure trace

is presented in Figure 137. These figures show that the previously observed spinning

pressure disturbance aet the upstream axial stations Is also present at this axial location.

However, the fluctuations assoiated with blade passing flowfield periodicity are less prominent

than at the previous axial station immediately upstream of the rotor.

High response total pressure measurements were made at all five radial positions along

the blade span. Although the time averaged total pressure levels are particularly important

and will be treated in a later section (Section 6.4.4.), the high response total pressure

measurements provide an opportunity to independently observe the flowfield phenomena

documented earlier using the slanted hot wire sensor 3-D velocity measurement technique. In

this context, a single high response total pressure trace at redal station #5 (853 blade

span) is presented In Figure 136. The corresponding spectral analysis plot follows in Figure

137.

Unlike the highr n wall static pressure, the effect of the 1145 Hz spinning

pressure disturbance has far less overall impact upon the resulting total pressure

fluctuations. Both the one and two mllisecond perlodiity iated with the passage of the

high velocity reverse flow Jets Is clearly evident In the total pressure trace waveform and

the spectral content of the signal. Blase effects become more pronounced because the
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dynamic pressure changes which occur as the probe passes through the high velocity Jets are

greater than the static pressure change associated with the spinning pressure disturbance.

6.4.2. Three-Dimensional AxIsymmetrIc Flowfleld Structure at High Reversed Flows

The organized flow pattern observed at moderate flow coefficients disappears at higher

reverse flow coefficients. An axisymmetric flow structure continues to exist at the high

reverse flow coefficient operating condition. This flowfield is defined by the absolute velocity

time traces presented in Figures 138 and 139. Rotor frame velocity component crossplots

appear in Figures 140 and 141.

The flowfield data presented in these figures characterizes a highly three-dimensional

flow. In the circumferential direction, an unmistakable pattern of alternating high and low

velocity flow Is present. This pattern Is periodic on the order of a rotor blade passage. In

the radial direction, the overall magnitude of the velocity vectors is greatest at the larger

blade span locations and falls off consistently along the span of the blades.

Probably the most obvious feature of the flowfield is the complete absence of simple

radial equilibrium in the flow. This fact is evidenced by the strong negative radial velocity

components towards the hub of the machine. Representative high response wall static and

total pressure traces of this operating condition are given in Figures 142 and 143.

Corresponding spectral traces appear in Figure 144. These traces confirm the absence of a

spinning pressure disturbance phenomenon. The periodicity of the unsteady fluctuations in

these traces is the inverse of blade passing frequency.

6.4.3. Transition Flwfiald Structure at Low Reverse Flows

At low reverse flow coefficients, I.e. immediately prior to transtion to rotating stall, the

flowfield in front of the third stage rotor develops a distinct recirculatory pattern with each
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rotor blade passage exhibiting identical phenomena. These trends are readily apparent In the

axial velocity oompomt profiles presented in Figures 145 throug 147 and the rotor frame

velocity component croseplots in Figures 148 and 149.

In general, there Is a significant amount of positive (i.e. forward) axial flow Into the

rotor blaeo pages at the lower blade span radii. These positive axial flow components are

acoompanied by negative relative tangential velocity components. In the absolute frame, the

swirl is in the direction of rotor rotation, but, the magnitude of the absolute tangential

velocity component Is less than the local blade speed

Reverse axial flows exist at the blade tip radii. Large downward radial flow components

are present at all radial stations. At midspan, the flow is entirely directed radially

downward. This evidence suggests a recirculation pattern in which the flow me never enter

the ownstream stator blading. Instead, strong radial pressure gradients In the axial gap

between the stator and rotor bladerows force the flow downward towards the roots of the

rotor blading. Once the flow enters the rotor bladerow, the absolute tangential motion of the

blading causes the fluid to be accelerated in the circumferential direction also. This causes

the fluid to be transported up the pressure surfae of the rotor blading to the tip radii.

6.4.4. Station #7 Mmn Flawfield Summery

Table XII reports the circumferential area araged rotor exit flowfield velocity

components The superscript, Ae is used to explicitly signify a circumferential area

average quantity in this table. In Chapter 7 (Section 7.1.4), a precise definition of what is

meant by a "circumferential area averaged" quantity will be given.

The radial variation in the circumferential are averaged mean flow coefficients is

significant at all three flow coefficients. Most of the axial throughflow occurs at the tip radii
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in all three cases In addition, there is a significant amount of swirl in front of the rotors

at all three flow coefficients

The existence of large radial flows suggests the presence of significant radial pressure

gradients. The time averaged radial distribution of static pressure was computed from the

measured distributions of the absolute velocities and total pressures. Table XIII contains a

listing of all three quantities. A strong radial static pressure gradient Is clearly indicated by

the reduced profile listed in this table.

6.5 FIRST AND SECOND STAOE FLOWFIELDS

The downstream stage flowfields can be conceptually divided into two categories: 1) the

intra-stage rotor-stator interaction flowfields, and 2) the stage exit flowfields (at the axial

stations in front of the rotors). These two flowfield categories will be characterized in the

following subsections. The downstream intre-stage rotor-stator interaction flowfields (at axial

positions *6 and #4) are somewhat different than the flowfield previously characterized at

axial station *8. These differences will be highlighted next in Section 6.5. 1. However, the

stage exit flowfields in front of the rotor bladerows at axial stations #5 and #3 are

essentially identical to the flowfield presented at axial station #7. These similiarities will be

substantiated in Section 6.5.2.

6.5.1. S n Rotar-Stator Interaction Flowfields

As previously discussed in Chapter 4, the signals generated by high response flowfield

measurement instrumentation generally have three components: 1) a time invariant mean

value; 2) one or more periodic fluctuating component(s); and 3) an aperiodic or random

unsteadiness component. In this conceptual framework, both the time Invariant mean levels
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and the relative significance of the random unsteadiness are greater in the signals generated at

the downstream rotor-stator interaction stations.

Although the downstream rotor-stator interaction stations differ from the third stage

station In these respects, the periodic content of the signals show identical trends. At the

high and low reverse flow operating conditions, the periodic unsteadiness associated with blade

passing frequency is clearly evident in the reduced temporal profiles of the absolute velocity

components. At the moderate flow condition, the alternating flow pattern assoclated with the

blockage of every other blade passage appears In the velocity component traces. Figure 150

illustrates this phenomena as it exists at the second stage rotor-stator interaction station.

A word of caution with regard to the utility of the information presented in Figure 150

- ,is appropriate at this point. Although the velocity field information presented in Figures 104

and 106- 108 are accurate representations of the instantaneous flowfleld which exists at the

third stage rotor-stator interaction station, Figure 150 is not an accurate portrayal of the

instantaneous flowfield at the stage 2 rotor-stator interaction station. The information

contained in this figure was reduced from a 128 trace rotor phase locked ensemble-average

representation of the flowfield As a result, the significant aperiodic components associated

with the random unsteadiness present in the flow at this location have been lost. The

instantaneous and ensemble averaged effective cooling velocities depicted in Figure 151

illustrate the general level of random unsteadiness In the flow.

The time Invariant velocity and total pressure measurements at the downstream

rotor-stator interaction stations contain useful information about the structure of the

flowfield. The results of a detailed circumferential and radial survey of the mean velocity

field at axial station *6 are presented in Table XIV for the moderate flow condition. Absolute

frame crossplots of the exial and tangential velocity components are given in Figure 152 at

each radial position. The circumferential and radial distribution patterns present in these
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results suggests the formation of higher velocity throughiflow stroantubes on the pressure

surfaes of the upstream stator blades. Most of the axial throughflow occurs between the

153 and 503 blade span locations. Lack of significant radial velocity components implies the

establishment of simple radial equilibrium conditions.

The circumferential area averages of these velocity components and of the velocity

components measured at the other flow coefficient operating conditions are given In Table XV.

This table clearly shows that most of the axial throughflow at this station is concentrated in

the hub region at all the flow coefficient operating conditions. High levels of swirl 4plnst

the direction of rotor rotation are clearly apparent. At the moderate flow coefficient, absolute

yaw angles In excess of -800 exist at the tip radial positions. At thu 303 blade span

location, these yaw angles never dip below -50 ° .

The area averaged mean total pressures at the second stage rotor-stator Interaction

station are listed in Table XVI. This table also contains the area averaged measured magnitude

of the absolute velocity vector as well as computed static pressures. The radial variation of

total pressure at this station corresponds with the variation in velocity to produce a nearly

constant static pressure profile.

Before proceeding with the characterization of the downstream stage exit flowfields a

final word on the nature of the high frequency fluctuations in the pressure field Is in order

at this point The spinning pressure disturbance observed at upstream positions is the

dominant source of pressure field fluctuations at the downstream rotor-stator interaction

stations also. Figures 153 and 154 depict a representative high response time trace of the

wall static and total pressures at axial station #6. The corresponding plots of the frequency

spectrum of these signal waveforms appears in Figure 155.
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6.5.2. StOM and IOV Nit Flawftnlds

The energy introduced to the flow by the third stage rotor causes the flow to experience

a rise in total temperature before it reaches the second stg at axial station *6. In

addition, the energy Increase due to the action of the second stage rotor couses a similar

increase in total temperature. Likewise, the same type of conditions prevail at the first stage

exit station. The net effect of the prior upstream temperature increases In the fluid is to

couse flow conditions which are out of the calibration range of the uncompensed hot wire

senlsor.

At the second stage exit station, i.e. axial station &5, the amount of fluid temperature

increase is not as severe. In general, a good qualitative investigation of the detailed flowfield

structure is still possible at this axial station. However, quantitative velocity measurements

will be slightly less than the actual fluid velocities. The worst case error at the 85% blade

span location was estimated by comparing the measured mean total pressure level at this

location, the measured mean wall static pressure, and the magnitude of the time averged

absolute velocity vector. The maximum velocity manitude error is approximately -203 at

the moderate flow condition.

The reduced absolute velocity components depicted In Figure 156 Illustrate the type of

detailed flowfleld structure information which can be acquired at the downstream stage exit

stations with uncompensated hot wire instrumentation. If these moderate flow condition axial

station *5 results are compared with the results depicted in Figure 136 for axial station #7,

the similarity in the flowfields becomes more evident. Furthermore, the agreement between

the corresponding effective velocity traces shown in Figure 157 indicates that these absolute

velocity component traces accurately portray the detailed structure of the Instantaneous

flowfleld (subject to the slight error In the mgnltude of the velocity vectors discussed

evler).
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Table XVII is a listing of the mean wall static and total pressures at the remaining

downstream axial stations for the moderate flow coefficient condition. Again, the high total

pressures of the fluid exiting the rotor bladerows Is significantly greater than the total

pressure of the fluid leaving the first stage stator bladerow or the inlet guide vanes.

6.6 SUMMARY

Since the present work is the first attempt to study the detailed three-dimensional

structure of axial compressor revered flowfields, some Introductory considerations which may

aid others interested in conducting similar experiments were presented in Section 6.1. The

need to establish a measuring position coordinate grid pattern with several radial planes was

identified. Instrumentation capable of resolving all three velocity components are essential for

the study of reversed flows. Phase-lock triggering of the data acquisition system Is a key

ingredient in the experimental procedure. Phase-locking is a data acquisition technique which

permits independent measurements of a periodically unstedy flow to be properly aligned with

respect to the common stationary reference. Data storage, file management, and signal post

processing operations are considerably simplified when phase-locked data signals are acquired.

A dual phase-lock technique wasemployed during this effort to deal with some of the special

types of periodic unsteadiness which can be encountered during axial compressor reverse flow

operation. In particular, a synchronous trigger capable of phase-locking both the position of

the rotor shaft and the position of a spinning pressure disturbance was developed.

Section 6.2 presented the results of the upstream flowfield measurements. The methods

used to acquire high response time resolved measurements of the upstream flowfield were

reviewed. Representative velocity and pressure time traces were given at three reversed

flow coefficients- low (E3/U - -0.05), moderate (C1/U -0.10), and high (ClU =
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-0.19). Instantaneous and ensemble averaged representations of the raw effective cooling

velocity measurements (from which the absolute velocity components are derived) are

compared. It was observed that a spinn;, pressure disturbance appears at a narrow range,

almost unique value, of flow coefficients about the moderate flow coefficient condition (Cs/U

= -0.10). This narrow range of reverse flow coefficients are precisely the flow conditions

under which the overall reversed flow pressure drop performance across the compressor Is

equal to the level of the compressor's rotating stall pressure rise characteristic. The

characteristic frequency of the spinning pressure disturbance Is approximately 1145 Hz. This

pressure disturbance causes fluctuations in the velocity field with amplitudes which are about

4.5% of the mean axial flow level.

Section 6.3 dealt with the flowfield which exists in the axial gap between the third

stage rotor and stator bladerows. At the moderate reverse flow condition, the time resolved

traces of the absolute ielocity components suggests the presence of a rotor frame alternating

flow pattern in which every other rotor blad passage appears to be blocked Radial traverse

data indicates that this pattern becomes less pronounced at lower blade span locations. At the

hig and low reverse flow coefficient conditions, the flow is three dimensionally axisymmetric

with blade passing periodic variations in the flow. Significant tangential or swirl velocity

components against the direction of rotor rotation are present in the flow at all three flow

coefficients. High response wall static pressure measurements indicate the presence of the

spinning pressure disturbance at the low and moderate flow coefficients. No significant radial

gradients In the pressure field exist at this axial location.

Section 6.4 Is concerned with documenting the structure of the flowfield Immediately In

front of the third stage rotor bladerow. The flowfield at this axial station can be

characterized as having extremely large tangential velocity components in the direction of
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rotor rotation. Absolute swirl components on the order of 1502 of the blade passing spee

are not uncommon. In addition to large components of tangential velocity, significant amounts

of radial inflow towards the hub of the machine were measured. Large radial gradients in the

static pressure field were shown to exist at this axial station. Most of the time averaged

axial throughflow occurs at the tip radial positions. The high flow coefficient condition is

chracterized by the presence of high velocity jets issuing from the pressure surface tip radii

of every rotor blade passage. At moderate flow coefficients, the high velocity Jets issue from

the pressure surface of every other blade passage. The remaining rotor blade passages exhibit

a recircultory flow pattern. In these passages, there Is a net forward flow Into the blade

passe at the hub positions and reverse flow at the tip locations. At low flow coefficients,

. the recirculatory and high velocity Jet patterns appear to be combined in every rotor blade

passage.

Finally, Section 6.5 presents representative flowfield measurement results from the first

and second stae axial stations. These results tend to support the conclusion that these

downstream flowfields exhibit the same fundamental structure as was observed at the third

stage axial stations. The only notable exception Is the flowfield at the downstream stage

rotor-stator interaction stations. At these stations, a significantly greater portion of the axial

throughflow occurs at the lower radial positions. At the moderate flow coefficient, this greater

throughflow is manifested by a 652 increase in the axial velocity component at the 302

blade span location. In addition, higher tangential swirl velocities against the direction of

rotor rotation were observed Finally, a greeter amount of random flow unsteadiness is

present
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Chapter 7

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To the best of the author's knowledge, the reversed flow data presented In the previous

chapter is the first set of detailed experimental results which document this type of

three-dimensional, unsteady flowfield. The principal objective of this chapter Is to provide a

conceptual framework for understanding the nature of behavior trends seen. To this end, the

results of a preliminary kinematic and dynamic analysis of the high response reverse

flowfleld measurements will be presented in the following sections.

Section 7.1 deals with the kinematics of axial compressor reversed flows. An unsteady

potential flow analysis of the compressor upstream flowfield Is presented The unsteady

influence of the spinning disturbance pattern which was observed at the moderate and low

reversed flow operating conditions is explained with respect to the relations given by this

potential flow analysis. The overall flow structure and patterns of fluid motion within the

compressor blading are given. These flow patterns provide a basis for adressing continuity,

angular momentum and torque absorption considerations.

In Section 7.2, some of the relevant dvnmics of axial oomprewer eere flows re

considered. Periodic pressure fluctuations in the upstrem flowfield are reltetd to the

velocity field unsteadiness through an Intgral form of the momentum sluon. The difference

in radial pressure gradients before and after the moving rotor bladorws are W, In

detail.
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The next section, Section 7.3, presents an overall physical model for explaining time

averaged reverseid flow performance behavior. Axial wall static pressure profile data given in

Chapter 5 are explained in terms of this modal. In addition, the performance of individual

stages are addressed.

7.1 AXIAL COMPRESSOR REVERSED FLOW KINEMATICS

This section will define the structure of the reversed flow velocity field. The

unsteadiness present in the upstream flowfield at certain flow coefficients is described by a

relatively straightforward velocity potential solution of a two dimensional formulation of the

wave equation. Within the compressor blading, the flowfield is more complex. An overall

three-dimensional flow pattern is presented for the bladed region of the compressc at each of

the three flow coefficients investigated. This overall structure will serve as a basis for

describing annulus stalled axial compressor behavior trends.

7.1.1 Analysis of Upstram Periodic Unstamdiness

The experimental evidence presented in Chapter 6 confirms the existence of periodic

unsteadiness in the flowfield upstream of the compressor blading. The spectral signatures of

the upstream wall static pressure high response analog signals, shown in Figure 100, indicate

that most of the periodic unsteaedy phenomena occurs at the lower reversed flow coefficients.

The establishment of a mUlti-lobed travelling disturbance pattern Is first encountered (and Is

most pronounced) at the Ex /U - -0.10 moderate reverse flow condition. At a narrow range

of flow coefficients centered about this reverse flow coefficient, the disturbance appears to

propagete around the compressor annulus at a characteristic frequency from 1120 Hz to

I 170 Hz. This freuency range Is higher than the 955 Hz frequeny associated with the
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passage of the third stage rotor blades. As a result, the velocity field is subjected to the

periodic unsteady distortions Illustrated In Figure 95.

The following paragraphs will present an approximate two-dimensional analytic

description of the upstream periodic unsteadiness observed at moderate and low reversed flow

coefficients. The approach will be to formulate a velocity perturbation potential, 0, for the

general periodic unsteady case of an N-lobed disturbance pattern which propagates around a

compressor annulus at a fixed angular speed, U. This will be used to establish an

analytical basis for explaining the phase relationships of the absolute velocity components as

well as the axial direction attenuation of the disturbance. In turn, these relationships will be

used to help confirm the of propagation, the number of lobes, and the speed of the upstream

*:- propagating disturbance pattern. In Section 7.2. 1, this velocity perturbation potential and an

integral form of the momentum equation will be used to lynamically relate the phase

differences between the velocity and pressure field

The coordinate system Illustrated in Figure 158 depicts a segment of the compressor

annulus which has been unwrapped at the mean radius, Rm. As shown in this figure, the

common origin of the X-0 coordinate system is fixed at an arbitrary circumferential

position at axial station *9. An initial condition axial velocity profile with a circumferential

direction periodic disturbance wavelength equel to 27'/Ne is shown at x = 0. This

particular wavelength definition implies the existence of an N-lobed disturbance pattern

around the compressor annulus.

The absolute velocity components in the upstream region will be represented by a mean

velocity component and a superimposed perturbation as shown in Figure 158 and defined as

follows

C.(x,e,t) =  Cx+ C'(x,e,t) (7-1)
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Ce(X,,t) C'x,e,t) (7-2)

where Cx is the mean axial throughflow velocity component and i is a mean swirl velocity

component. Under most circumstances, there is no mean swirl present In the upstream

flowfield.

The further assumption of irrotatonal flow disturbances implies the existence of a

velocity perturbation potential

' V 4' (7-3)

such that the two perturbation velocities can be defined as follows

:i C xet = xet (7-4)

X O*ep) 3 X ( e91 t) 7s

If the fluid at upstream Infinity is assumed to be homentropic and the motion started

from rest, the subsequent flow of an inviscid fluid, free of non-conservative body forces, Is

irrotational. The equation governing unsteady irrotational subsonic flow of a homentropic gas

Is the wave equation

(7-6)
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or in terms of the simplified two-dimensional coordinate system

-2: + '1.(7-7)

where c Is the speed of sound and Rm Is the mean radius of the compressor.

Equation 7-7 can readily be solved using separation of variables to form three second

order ordinary differential equations. The characteristic elgenvalues and corresponding

eigenfunctions essoiated with the solution of these O.D.E.'s are evaluated by first applying the

following periodic boundary conditions

q)'(~e~} =q)'(~e- tI (7-8)

+(po t) '( g-o )
-."X, 0) 4VX, 0)e (7-9)

The periodicity condition represented in Equation 7-8 relates the angular and time

coordinates for a travelling wave In the 9 - direction where " is the angular speed of

the propagating disturbance. Positive Or values correspond to propagation In the

0 - direction, while negative U values denote propagation In the opposite direction. The

condition specified by Equation 7-9 simply requires the perturbation potential to be periodic

on the disturbance wavelength interval shown in Figure 158.

At upstream Infinity, Sommerfeld s radiative condition 168J is applied This condition

excludes the possibility of "inward travelling" waves from infinity and Insures the damped
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solution. Given the initial condition axial velocity profile depicted in Figure i58, the

following homogeneous initial condition exists at the X-axis origin:

)(7-10)ax o , t)= o =,°,0 0o 2t)o0

Application of these conditions yields a solution to the wave equation (Eq 7-7) for the

perturbation velocity potential of the form

A e- X sin nN,(o -t) (nz1,2,3,...) (7-l1)
nil

A propagation mach number, Mo, can be defined as M, = O'R/C. Substitution of

this definition into Equation 7-11 yields the desired general result

' Ae R, sin nN,(o -at) (n1,2,3,...) (7-12)
nil

The remaining coefficients, A., can be determined by satisfying a specific velocity

perturbation profile. The experimental evidence given in Figure 95 at axial station *9,

I.e. X = 0, suggests the following first harmonic axial velocity perturbation profile
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Cx o,s,to= ,et = sin N( -o t) (7-13)

where Ci' is the amplitude of the velocity perturbation or about 0.45Z of the mean blade

speed, I.e. C/U - 0.0045.

The first harmonic coefficient, A,, can be determined by differentiating Equation 7-12

with respect to x and setting the result equal to the Equation 7-13 profile to yield the

following

ACo RM -0.0045UR, (7-14)

Hence, the solution for the perturbation velocity potential which fits the experimental

data is given by

-- e- M Xsin NJ(O - t) (7-15)

Nr 4- M"F

The axial and tangential direction perturbation velocities are found by evaluating the

partial derivatives in Equations 7-4 and 7-5 to give the following results

-, (7 )6,
C' (x,9,t) C C e t n siN (O- t) (7-16)
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I( C l) = -' e R.xcos N O-( t) (7-17)

The above expressions for the perturbation velocities indicate that a definite 900 phase

relationship exists between the axial and tangential dirt;.Iion velocity components. At a fixed

(x, 6 ) coordinate location, the above expressions predict a 900 phase lead In the tangential

direction velocity component temporal trace over the corresponding axial velocity component

trace for a disturbance which propagates in the positive 6-direction. A disturbance

propagating in the negative 0 -direction will produce temporal profiles in which the tangential

component lags the axial component by 900. The experimental evidence obtained at axial

station S9 leads to the conclusion that the upstream multi-lobed disturbance pattern

propogates in the negative 0 -direction, i.e. against the direction of rotor rotation. Figure

95 clearly illustrates the 900 phase lag pattern associated with a negative value of 0.

Although the direction and frequency of the propagating disturbance pattern have been

determined, more information Is required to estimate the number of lobes and rotational

propagation speed of the spinning disturbance pattern. This task is acomplished by analyzing

the phase relationships among the temporal trace of either the axial or tangential direction

perturbation velocity components from three circumferential positions. Each temporal trace

must be synchronized to a common stationary reference signal. Figure 159 depicts the first

5 msec of the tangential direction perturbation velocity component traces acquired at axial

station #9, radial position #4 (702 blade span) and circumferential positions #2, #6 and

*10.

Since the direction of propagation Is opposite to the direction of rotor rotation, a

disturbance observed at circu,,iferential position #10 will propagate to circumferential
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position #2 over a finite period of time A t. As a result, the negatively sloped lines shown

in Figure 159 identify the two most plausible time histories of the disturbance which arrives

at circumferential position A2 about 2.225 msec after the synchronized reference trigger

pulse is generated. The first possible spinning mode produces a 0. 1 msec phase shift between

circumferential positions SI0 and #2. At radial station #4, the mean radius normalized arc

length, r 0io/Rm, Is roughly equal to a value of 0.0854. This temporal phase shift and

arc length can be combined to estimate a rotational propagation speed which is 6.98 times

greater than the mean blade speed. The number of lobes, No , associated with this

rotational propagation speed can be estimated from the following relation

• 2"7i" r4- Rm

No R (7- 18)

8 lobes

where r 4/Rm is the normalized radius at 70X blade span (1.026), 1I/f Is the Inverse

of the rotational propagation frequency (1145 Hz), and U a IU is the normalized rotational

propagation speed (6.98).

The second possible spinning mode has a much larger temporal phase shift, and

consequently, a much lower propagation speed and Increased number of lobes. For a phase

shift of 1.846 msec, the normalized propagation speed Is 38X of the mean blade speed.

Equation 7- 18 predicts the presence of a 158 lobed disturbance pattern associated with this
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propagation speed. In order to determine which possible spinning mode is the correct

disturbance pattern; the axial velocity perturbation axial direction deca characteristics

predicted by Equations 7-16 and 7-17 will be compared with an actual measurement of the

decay at axial station #10.

The exponential decay term in either Equation 7- 16 or 7- 17 contains three variables:

the number of disturbance lobes N., the rotational propagation Mach number M., and the

normalized upstream distance XIRm. This latter parameter has a value of 0,2615 at axial

station #10. The first possible spinning mode has an 8-lobed disturbance pattern and

propagates at a Mach number of Ma = 0.705. According to the perturbation velocity

potential solution, these parameter values indicate that the peak amplitude of the periodic

disturbances at axial station *10 should be about 222 of the value observed at station *9.

For the relatively low rotational propagation speed (M ( 2 = 0.038) and large number of

lobes (N a 2 - 158) associated with the second possible spinning mode, virtually no periodic

unsteediness should be observed at axial station # 10.

The measured deca at axial station #10 indicates that the peak amplitude of the

periodic velocity component fluctuations have decayed to a level which Is 263 of the original

value at axial station #9. This evidence supports the conclusion that the high rotational

propagation speed, 8-lobed pattern is the spinning disturbance mode which exists in the

upstream flowfield at the moderate reverse flow coefficient operating condition. The relatively

large rotational propagation Mach number associated with the 8-lobed pattern also accounts for

the fact that amplitude of the tangential perturbation velocity component is larger than the

axial perturbation velocity by a factor of 14 - M3 as predicted by Equations 7-16 and

7-17 and shown In Figure 95.
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7. 1.2 Oiirall Flnw Strirtura

The existence of a strongly three-dimensional reverse flow structure with significant

radial flow effects is perhaps one of the most important discoveries mode during the present

experimental effort. Radial movement of fluid dominates the annulus stalled reverse flow

structure throughout the relevant range of reverse flow coefficients likely to be encountered

during post stall operation of an aircraft gas turbine compressor. Figure 160 Illustrates the

overall radial structure of axial compressor reversed flowfields at low, moderate and high

flow coefficients. At this point, one should realize that these radial flow patterns were

observed in a relatively high hub-tip ratio compressor design (rh/rt - 0.88).

Figure 160 depicts the circumferential area averaged axial velocity profiles entering and

exiting the stage N + 1 rotor and stage N stator bladerows. At high reverse flows, there is

radial movement of fluid but no evidence of a recirculatory pattern. The flow Is essentially

axisymmetric on a bladr-to-blade periodic basis. The temporal velocity traces shown in

Figures 116, 138 and 139 confirm this observation at selected radial stations aft and in

front of the third stage rotor bladerow. In addition, the velocity component vector crossplots

depicted in Figures 140 and 141 illustrate this axisymmetric behavior In a pictorial sketch.

These figures as well as the area averaged mean velocity components listed in Tables X, Xl,

X1l, and XV support the flow pattern depicted in part A of Figure 160.

Prior to this work, it had been assumed by previous investigators that the flow was

two dimensional In the X-O plane at these relatively large reversed flow coefficients. As a

result, separated flow cascade models were applied to deal with the phenomenon of reversed

flows In axial flow turbomachinery. Instead, the picture of reverse flow which emerges here

is one of strong radial flows to the outer wall casing in the rotor bladerows and downward

towards the hub in the interbladerow gap in front of the rotor bladerow. At moderate and
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low reversed flows, a recirculatory flow pattern develops in front of the rotor bladerow as

shown in parts B and C of Figure 160.

The moderate reversed flow recirculatory pattern alternates on an every other rotor

blade passage scale. However, at low reversed flows the recirculatory pattern involves every

rotor blade passage and can be considered to be non-alternating around the circumference of

the compressor. Finally, the area averaged tangential moement of fluid in the interbladerow

gaps is clearly t4vrnst the direction of rotor rotation behind the rotor bladerows at axial

stations #8, #6 and#4. In front of the rotors at axial stations *7, #5 and#3, the flow Is

In the direction of rotor rotation. The tangential vs. axial velocity component crossplots

presented in Figures 134, 141, 149 and 152 support these conclusions.

7.1.3 Detailed Rotor Bladarow Flow Structure

The unsteady, three-dimensional velocity measurements indicate the presence of a

different rotor blderw flow structure at each of the reverse flow operating conditions

investigated. At all three flow coefficients, the mean velocity profile Into the trailing edges of

the rotor bladerow is almost completely oriented in the negative O-direction, I.e. absolute

swirl angles of -800 are common. Thse angles are much reater then the leading ede blade

angles of the preceeding stator bladerow. Most of the axial throughflow is concentrated at the

303 blade span radial location. These observations are well supported by the experimental

evidence presented in Chapter 6 at axial stations #8 and *6.

Although the ares averaged mean rotor inlet velocity profiles are roughly similiar at all

three flow coefficients, the Instantaneous Inlet profile at the tip radial locations is drastically

different during moderate reversed flows. In this case, every other rotor blaed passage

appears to be bypassed as was first described In Chapter 6. In addition to the abnormality In
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the inlet profile observed at the moderate flow coefficient, the structure of the flow exiting

the rotor blade passages Is disimiliar at eeoh flow coefficient,

The movement of fluid throqh the rotor bladerow is pictorially sketched in Figure 161

for the high reverse flow case. The flow enters the rotor bladerow at predominately the

30S blade span location and must negotiate an extremely large obtuse turning angle. For a

relative trailing edge rotor angle of 380, an absolute mean flow angle of -800, plus the

wheel speed of the rotor, this initial turning angle can exceed 1200 as shown in Figure 161.

The low exial drift velocity through the bladerow and the high tangential velocity imparted to

the fluid cause relative frame body forces to centrifuge the fluid to high radial locations

against the pressure surfaces of the rotor blades. The presence of a strong radial pressure

gradient in front of the rotor bladerows causes the fluid to be ejected from the rotor

bladerow at the tip radial locations with a significant negative radial velocity component as

shown in Figure 161.

Although the dynamic mechanism is not yet completely understood, the lower exial drift

velocity associated with moderate reversed flows cause the complex, alternating pattern

depicted in Figure 162 to develop. Alternating recirculatory and throughflow passages are

established. The throughflow passages in this pattern account for most of the mass flow

through the compressor. Fluid enters these passages along the entire blade span from the

hub-to-tip radial positions. Some fluid enters the throughflow passage at the hub position in

front of the bladerow from the preceeding recirculatory blade passage as shown.

The recirculatory blade passages receive a certain amount of throughflow fluid at the

lower radial positions at the trailing edges of the blades plus a sizeeble amount of

recirculatory fluid from the previous recirculatory blade pasage as shown in Figure 162.

This alternating flow pattern is supported by the experimental evidence given In Figures

105-109 and 128-132. Perhaps the best Indication of these recirculatory flow patterns is
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given by the relative tangetial veiucity vs. absolute radial velocity crossplot appearing in

Figure 133.

Finally, extremely low reversed flow axial drift rates cause the mixed throughflow and

recirculatory flow pattern shown in Figure 163 to become established Immediately prior to

transition to rotating stall. Fluid predominately enters each bladerow at the hub regions of

both the trailing and leoading edges of the blade passages. Some fluid enters the blade passage

at higher radial locations along the trailing edges of the blading. All fluid is ejected with

strong negative radial velocity components at the tip radial positions of the blade leading edge

pressure surfaces. Some of this ejected fluid continues to drift axially into the downstream

stator bladerow where it impinges at high angles upon the trailing edges of the blading in an

unsteady fashion. The remainder of the ejected fluid is forced to the hub region where the

absolute tangential velocity actually drops below the local blade speed, In the relative

coordinate frame shown in Figure 148, the fluid appears to move against the direction of

rotor rotation to enter the next rotor blade passage as a recirculatory flow.

7.1.4 Continuity and Argula Momentum Considerations

In Chapter 6, circumferential aresaveraged mean flow velocity components were

presented in Tables IX, X, XI1, and XV for several axial stations. The normalized

circumferential area averaged profiles of the axial velocity component were sketched in Figure

160. The first portion of this section Is concerned with providing a definition of these

circumferential area averaged quantities and presenting an overall axial direction continuity

check of these results. The latter half of this section will be directed towards presenting a

simple model for estimating torque absorption during reverse flow.

At this point, consider the case of an unsteady, threa dimensional flow. For this case,

there are radial, circumferential and temporal variations in the flow at any given axial
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F station. Temporal vWriaIons We ovrIgId by taking a time sw ap man as follows

" -[,.-] U (7-19)

U T.

where T, is an interval of time much grelW than the poroldc unlrw irinm in the flow In

alltion to the time vwra mean of the alel flow rNffcint (sown a), time arags

representations of the ohLer absolute volOty oomPoimts co bs rud in the l

manner. During the preent work, this tim wwap wI performad bV tking e simple

arithmetic average of the axluirod 50 mil time tram Since the blil pswng period is

approximately I msec, this duration waO onsioreI to be an .xuptale time intervel for

retrieving representative time averaged results.

The circumferential arm a g representation of the time wwar d flow (u iti is

formally defined for the axial velocity companent as

::--Aq 2rt r dO
-A* f 2 ~~Jr]rdO

C2 r] =U (7-20)

U 27rr

where 27r is a complete angular sweep around the circumference of the compressor. During

the present effort, it was possible to obtain circumferential arm averaged information without
9-

sampling circumferential positions around the entire oomprem annulus. Instead,

-
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muwurmmnts at ovre) circumferential positions across the pitch interval of the adjacent

stwwy bl1row wer sufficient to average circumferential variations in the flow.

Continuty reouires the averag axial flow coefficient to remain constant at each axial

station through the machine. This requirement Is given In terms of the (circumferential area

&vwar ) axial flow coefficient radial profile as

CE 27rr dr
Sx =hconstant = U (7-21)
U "7r [rti - rhb]

A continuity check of the results presented herein can be obtained by using a straight

line approximation to interpolate between the circumferential area averaged axial flow

coefficient values given in Tables IX, X, X1I, end XV. Additional simplification is achieved by

taking advantage of the high hub-to-tip ratio geometry of the compressor to neglect radial

variations in the projected flow area. Simple trapezoidal integration confirms that overall

axial flow continuity is satisfied by the circumferential area average radial profile data listed

in these tables. At all three flow coefficients, the discrepancies between the evaluated values

of the mom axial flow coefficient are less than +0.01. For example, the average axial flow

coefficient CY/U at axial stations *8, *7, and *6 were evaluated to be 0.18, 0.20, and

0.19 respectively for the high flow coefficient condition.

Although the flowfleld a iciated with reverse flows is sufficiently complex to prohibit a

first principles flowfield solution at the present time, the detailed flowfield measurements
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reported herein do suggest an approximate conceptual framework for addressing the task of

estimating torque absorption. In particular, the meenline torque relation given by Equation

5-28 can be modified to accunt for radial shifts in the primary axial throughflow

streamtube across the rotor bladerows, the presence of recirculatory flow patterns at lower

reverse flow coefficients, and the large deviation of the flow from the leading edge angles of

the upstream stator blades. Inclusion of these effects into the simple meenline result given

by Equation 5-28 leads to the following expression for an N-stage axial compressor7-o +. 2 N " + c
-N E (r t- Thub) tan (K LE,b+ aYb,6 (7-22)

+ +C-(rt,p- rhub)
+ + Rm )tf(LEc J-i

where = the base torque level sociated with the presence
of a recirculatory flow pattern

N = number of stages

Eb I €  - the offset from the midspan radius of the uniform
throughflow streamtube entering and leaving the
rotor bladerow (expressed as a fraction of blad
span).

•cyb, = the increased deviation angle of the flow leaving the
upstream stator bladerow

KLE,b , K = the leading edge blade angles of the stator and rotor
blades respectively (defined In Figure 40).
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Unfortunately, many of the above variables can not be fully evaluated on the basis of

the premt set of results for a single compressor build. The base torque level o s most

certainly a function of the amount of recirculation present and the angular momentum change

associated with the recirculatory flow. The high response results from the present test series

tends to show that this term is zero at high reverse flows and Is negligible compared to the

throughflow term at lower reverse flows in the current build. An extrapolation of the

time-average torque results presented in Figure 71 to the zero mass flow point tends to

support this observation.

Another set of variables that vary as a function of compressor geometric design are the

radial locations of the idealized uniform flow streamtubes which enter and leave the rotor

bladerows. For the present build, Tables XII and XV Indicate that the mass flow entering the

rotor bladerows tends to be centered about the 302 bladespan location at all three mean flow

coefficients. These tables also indicate that the flow exiting the rotor bladerow Is primarily

concentrated at about 703 of the blade span, and as a result, eb ec 0.20.

The information presented in Chapter 6 tends to support the observation that the flow

exits the rotor blade passages at the leading edge angle of the blades. However, the unsteady

effects associated with the moving bladerow downstream of the stator blades apparently causes

the low velocity fluid exiting the stator bladerow to deviate from the leading edge blade angle.

Although the mechanism for this phenomenon is not yet completely understood, the net effect

is to cause lare deviation angles and high tangential swirl against the direction of rotor

rotation, I.e 4(Iyb, 6 - 300. Finally, effective blockage ratios on the order of 602 of

the projected flow through area tend to be supported by the detailed flowfield measurements.

At this point, it is Important to emphasize that these rough estimates of effective

blockage ratio and flow deviation angle are derived from flowfield measurements made in the
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middle of the axial gap between the moving and stationary bladerows. It Is possible that a

higher velocity flow issues from the stator bladerows at the leading edge stator blade angle.

This Implies the existence of correspondingly larger effective blockage ratios at the stator

bladerow exit plane. However, a lower velocity flow with larger swirl components and

reduced effective blockage ratio is measured at the downstream mid-gap instrumentation

location due to mixing of the high and low velocity streams (while angular momentum is

conserved).

Substitution of the measured blockage and deviation angle values Into Equation 7-22

yields predicted torque values which are in good agreement with the measured torque data

presented in Figure 71. At a mean axial flow coefficient CX/U = -0.20, the computed

torque coefficient is approximately 3.04. Ultimately, more detailed flowfield measurements on

different compressor builds are required to extend the utility of Equation 7-22 past the

current compressor build to a wide range of axial compressor designs.

7.2 AXIAL COMPRESSOR REVERSED FLOW DYNAMICS

In the previous section, the kinematics of axial compresow reversed flows were

considered by studying the results of the velocity field measurements. This section addresses

some of the dynamic considerations through an analysis of the unsteady and circumferential

area averaged mean pressure measurements. In particular, an analysis of the unstedy

periodic pressure fluctuations In the upstream flowfield as well as analysis of the radial

pressure gradients which exist within the axial gaps between the compressor bladerows will

be presented.
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7.2.1 Upstrmn Periodic Prssure Fluctuations

Earlier, in Seotion 7.1.1, a perturbation velocity potential () was derived to establish

an analytical basis for describing the periodic unsteadiness present in the upstream flowfield

during the moderate reverse flow operating condition. In this sectin, the total pressure

fluctuations associated with the spinning disturbance will be related to the velocity field

fluctuations through an integral form of the Euler momentum equation.

The general equation of motion for an inviscid, compressible flow is

Dd. = Lc)+ -- VP-VG (7-23)

D.I,

In the absence of conservative body forces, the last term on the RHS of Equation 7-23

is zero, i.& VG = 0. Rearrangement and substitution of the following thermodynamic relation

Vh = TVS + - VP (7-24)

into Equation 7-23 yields the Crocco form of the momentum equation

aC x W= TVS- Vho (7-25)

where Z is the vorticity vector (i.e. V x 'W ), VS is the gradient of entropy, and VhO

is the gradient of stagnation enthelpy. This form of the momentum equation is particularly

useful because it relates vorticity (a Kinematical property) to dynmwical and thermodynamic

properties.
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Since the flow is assumed to be irrotational and homentropic, Equation 7-25 reduces to

the following expression

a C Vho (7-26)
at Vh

and if the following approximation is mad

-Vho = (7-27)

P

(which Is exact in the incompressible limit) then upon substitution of the velocity

perturbation potential, Equation 7-26 can be integrated to yield

S- -(7-28):: at

Finally, substitution of the velocity perturbation potential solution defined by Equation

7-15 yields the following analytical expression for the periodic total (stagnation) pressure

fluctuations in the upstream flowfield

-pCoRm e" (7-29)
-okxo,t) - cosN(0-o,)

The phase relationship predicted by the above expression requires the total pressure

fluctuations to be identically 1800 out of phase with the tangential velocity component

fluctuations. For the previously established propagation direction against the rotor rotation, a

temporal trace of the total pressure fluctuations should appear to lead the axial velocity

component fluctuations. These trends are confirmed by the total pressure fluctuations shown

in Figure 103 and the velocity component fluctuations presented in Figure 95.
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The magnitude of the total pressure fluctuations is proportional to the amplitude of the

tangential velocity component fluctuation, Co'l j , and the rotational propagation

speed of the multi-lobed disturbance pattern, UO, = O Rm. In normalized form, the total

pressure fluctuation amplitude is given as

_ _-" 2 (7-30),U 1;U I_Mo

S 0.09

where C0 /U Is the normalized axial velocity component perturbation (0.0045), Rm/U is

the rotational propagation speed of the disturbance (6.98), and M. is the rotational Mach

number of the propagating disturbance (0.705). This result compares well with the total

pressure fluctuations given in Figure 103.

7.2.2 Radial Pressura Gradients

The existence of strong radial pressure gradients at certain axial gap locations within

the compressor is perhaps the most important dynamic feature of the flow within the bladed

region. The circumferential area averaged pressure field information presented in Table XIII

(axial station #7) clearly shows the existence of strong radial gradients of static and total

pressure in front of the third stage rotor bladerow. Likewise, Table XVII shows the same

large radial gradient of total pressure in front of the second amd first stage rotor bladerows at

axial stations #5 nd #3. Tables XI, XVI end XVII indicate that large radial pressure

gradients do not exist behOnd the moving bladerows. The remaining paragraphs of this

section will adckress these differences in greater detail.
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At this point, a few comments concerning the nature of the static pressure radial profile

A deta reported in the tables referenced above are appropriate. The static pressures reported in

these tables were not measured directly. Instead, these static pressure results were calculated

from the measured total pressure and absolute velocity from the following expression

-07As -OAs

Ps 2 -t a 2 (-1ou ( u

Since the absoulte velocity measurement must be squared to obtain the static pressure

value, small errors in the measurement of velocity tend to produce large errors in the

estimated static pressure. For this reason, the measured case wall static pressures have been

included in the mean pressure field tables to check the accuracy of the static pressure

calculation. The agreement between the measured and calculated static pressure results is good

at all locations and operating conditions except at axial station W7 for the low and moderate

average flow coefficient cases. Although not shown, a comparison between measured and

calculated static pressures at axial stations *5 and V3 reveal the same trends as was

observed at axial station *7. These axial stations, as shown in Figure 89, are in front of

* the three4 rotor bladerows.

In these cases, the calculated static pressures at the 85X blede span radial position

exceed the measured value at the case wall. Since the wall static and total pressure

measurements could be acquired with a greater amount of confidence, this trend indicates that

the absolute velocity measurement (i.e. the circumferential averaged value) is slightly lower

than the actual velocity. An error analysis of the static pressure discrepancies reported in

Table XIII indicates that the velocity measurement error is about 15X for the moderate flow
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case and 242 for the low flow case. This velocity measurement error arises from two

probable sources: i) improper averaging of the circumferential variations in the time

averaged velocity field, and 2) the presence of local temperature gradients.

The first source of error will yield artificially low estimates of velocity If not enough

circumferential positions with respect to the downstream stationary blade passage have been

included in the circumferential averaging process (Equation 7-20). This source of error can

be eliminated by performing a larger amount of circumferential surveys of the flowfleld. The

other cause of error Is the presence of large temperature gradients which can be caused by

an uneven radial distribution of work input to the fluid stream as well as the static

temperature increases which accompany the subsequent dissipation of the high energy fluid

stream at the trailing edges of the downstrem stator bladerow. This error source explains

why the velocity measurement errors occur primarily at the axial locations immediately

downstream of the rotor bladerows and why the errors become progressively greater at the

downstream axial locations.

An estimate of the temperature increase required to produce these velocity measurement

errors can be obtained by considering Kings Law (Equation 4-7). For air at low velocities,

the coefficient A in Equation 4-7 is small. Hence, the following first order expression can

be written to relate the velocity error 4 C due to a change in fluid temperature A T above

the calibration temperature T (see 0oldstein (69]):

AC  nAT
C T,,..- T (7-32)

where n is the denominator of the exponent in Kings Law (approximately equal to 2 for

air), and Twlre is the temperature of the hot wire sensor. For a resistive overheat ratio of
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1.7 and a tungsten temperature coefficient resistance of 0.0023/ 0F, the difference between the

sensor operating temperature and tme reference cold calibration temperature IS Twire -T =

3040F. According to Equation 7-32, temperature changes of about 230F and 360F are

required to cause the respective 153 and 242 errors in the measured velocity.

Although these temperature levels are somewhat large, some recirculation is present and

the streamtubes exiting the rotor tip locations have experienced a larger amount of work

input than the flow exiting the rotors at lower radial locations. These effects tend to support

the theory that large temperature gradients just downstream of the rotors can cause velocity

measurement errors on the order of 20S.

A conservatively low estimate of the radial pressure gradient at axial station #7 is the

difference between the measured case wall static pressure and the calculated static pressure at

radial position # I. The overall differential equation of motion which governs the radial

distribution of static pressure is

DCr C 0 _F1 [V2 Cr (2-.3)" Dt r + gr + V IV2C 2a (7-33)

If the effects of bdy forces and viscosity are negligible, then the last two terms on the

RHS of Equation 7-33 can be dropped. Simple radial equilibrium exists when there are no

radial flows, i.e. DC./Dt 0 0. Hence, the simple radial equilibrium expression for the

radial pressure gradient Is

ap 2

P :(7-34)

ar r
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Dividing through both sides of the above equation by 1/2pU2  and integrating from the

first radial position to the case wall yields the following result

rca me 2

PSc.A, - Ps( (7-35)& i 2  = dr
Jr 1  r

If the tangential direction velocity component profile listed in Table XII is corrected to

account for the measurement error identified earlier and subsequently Inserted into the above

integral, then the radial pressure difference which should exist under radial equilibrium

conditions can be predicted Table XVIII contains a comparison between the pressure difference

derived from actual measurement and applicatlon of Equation 7-31 with that predicted by

simple radial equilibrium theory (Equation 7-35).

Three general trends are indicated by the results given In Table XVIII. First, the size

of the pressure difference from the case wall to the I5X blade span location decrea as the

compressor is throttled to lower reverse flow operating conditions. This trend is evident in

the results generated from either Equation 7-31 or 7-35. A second trend is the relationship

between the relative magnitudes of the pressure differences given by either method at a

particular operating condition. In all ces, the quasi-measured pressure difference (subject

to the shortcomings of the Equation 7-31 calculation discu,%u darlier) is greater than that

predicted by simple radial equilibrium. However, the final trend Indicated by the results Is
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that the quasi-measured pressure difference approaches the simple radial equilibrium result at

lower overall flow coefficients

The fact that the measured pressure difference is greater than the simple radial

equilibrium result explains the existence of large radial velocity components directed towards

the hub region of the compressor. In terms of the governing equation of motion (Equation

7-33), the material derivative term on the LHS of the equation is non-zero. The most

probable cause for this absence of radial equilibrium is the conversion of dynamic head into

useful static pressure rise at the trailing edges of the stator bladerow just downstream of the

rotor bladerow. A static pressure gradient In the radial direction occurs because the fluid

stream exiting the rotors at the tip radial positions have larger dynamic pressures. This

radial distribution of dynamic head is well supported by the detailed flowfield measurements

presented in Chapter 6.

7.3 OVERALL TIME AVERAGE PERFORMANCE MODEL

The newly acquired experimental results provide a better understanding of steady-state

annulus stalled reverse flow phenomena. However, the complexity siated with the inherent

unsteadiness and three-dimensionality of these flowfields still presents formidable obstacles to

a complete definition of axial compressor reversed flows. Although a first principles

performance prediction Is not possible at the present time, the available experimental

Information can be used to formulate a physically plausible model which explains the time

average static pressure performance trends presented earlier In Chapter 5.

Figure 164 schematically depicts the overall time-average performance model which is

supported by the cumulative set of experimental evidence presented in the preceeding chapters,

This representation of the axial profiles of the case and hub wall static pressure profiles

highlights a number of previously unknown fAtures of axial compressor reversed flows
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First, the definition of an axial compressor stage during annulus stalled reverse flow should

be redefined to group the stator (or IbY) of the previous stage N with the rotor of the

N + I stag This bookkeeping arrangement tends to remove the mystery surrounding the

apparent dissimilar performance of the third stage as compared to the two first stes

(illustrated in Figures 68 and 69).

The existence of large radial pressure gradients in front, but not behind, the rotor

bladerows accounts for the wide disparity In the axial profiles of the case and hub wall static

pressure. This conceputal model clearly indicates that the pressure drop across the stage

occurs in the rotor bladerows at the hub wall, and in the stator bladerows at the case wall.

At most reverse flow coefficients, there is a rise in static pressure across the rotors at the

case wall.

The magnitude of the static radial pressure gradient in front of a particular rotor

bladerow Is usually rmter than the static pressure drop across the entire stage. Although

not shown in Figure 164, the radial gradient in total prmsure In front of the rotor

bladerows is slightly greater than the static pressure drop across the entire compressor.

According to this overall model of reverse flow performance, the pressure drop across a

particular stage ts, is a function of the pressure drop across the stator bladerow Hs

and the pressure rise across the rotor bladerw HR

.Htage He HR, (7-36)

For a general N stage compressor, the overall static-to-static pressure drop is given as

N

211i- X (7-37)
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where the static pressure drop or rise across the rotor arnd stator bladerows is a function of

the ompresso design variables and flow coefficient, i.e.

HR = HR (Zx/U. gemetry)

One possible scheme for correlating the stator and rotor bilerow static pressure head

changes is given by the following relations

Hs Cc + c1  (()7-38a)

H~ d0 + (7-38b)

where the coefficients c., cl, c2 , do, d1, and d2 are functions of compresso design

parameters. Any future experimental efforts aimed at evaluating these coefficients should not

neglect the possibility that the individual stator and rotor heed rise coefficients may be

coupled with respect to ach other.

If Equations 7-38a and b are substituted into Equation 7-37 and the resulting

expression is combined with the Equation 5-14 relationship, then the following general

expression for the total-to-static pressure drop across an N-stage axial compressor is

obtained
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,,=".Unfortunately, the experimental results from these two compressor bulds are not

~sufficient for the purpose of evaluating the coefficients In the above equation for a wide

variety of multistage axial compressor designs. An extensive parametric test matrix will be

required to obtain a good predictive capability with the methodology represented by~ Equation

(-39.

2J
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The instantaneous flowfield which exists in a multistage axial compressor during reverse

flow and mass flow shutoff operating conditions is both unsteady and three-dimensional. Until

the present work, experimental Investigation of these flow regimes was generally avoided

because of an absence of a pressing practical need and the Inability of existing experimental

techniques to del with the special problems posed by the complex and even hostile

environments associated wtih these flows.

The serious stagnation stall problems which accompanied the development of afterburning

turbofan engines In the 1970's gave new Impetus to the study of post stall axial compressor

performance. The compression system forced response analytical investigation undertaken at

the outset of this research effort appears to be the first systematic attempt to evaluate the

suitability of existing simple lumped parameter compression system models to deal with the

problem of forced nonrecoverable stall.

It was found that predicitons of the forced response of a compression system can be

drastically altered by slightly changing the shape of the assumed steady-state compressor

reverse flow characteristic In the neighborhood of the shutoff flow coefficient. In addition,

subsequent develoments In the theories for predicting steady-state rotating stall performance

have also increased the Interest in investigating axial compressor reversed flow performance.

At the seine time, the development and widespread application of low cost digital

microprocessor technology made the acquisition of reverse flowfield data technically practical
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with the development of appropriate experimental techniques. During this effort, the

development of a synchronous phase lock triggering circuit as well as the application of

slanted hot wire three-dimensional velocity measurement techniques made the study of axial

compressor reversed flowftelds possible.

A wide variety of significant conclusions have been reached during this research

investigation. In order to present these ideas in the most easily understood and concise

manner possible, the conclusions reported in this chapter will be divided into one of the

following five general areas: 1) Compression System Dynamics; 2) Experimental Techniques;

3) Time Average Performance Measurements; 4) Reverse Flowfield Measurements; and 5)

Rotating Stall Implications. Finally, recommendations for further work in the area of axial

compressor post-stall behavior and performance are offered.

Compression y4M Dynami

Although a detailed discussion of the major findings of the compression system forced

response study can be found in Section 2.5, the significant original contributions made during

this phase of the research effort are outlined as follows:

1) A simple one-dimensional lumped parameter description of a compression

system appears to be capable of simulating a forced nonrecoverable stagnation stall event

similiar to the phenomena observed in actual turbofan engine stagnation tests.

2) Only a small number of forcing functions have the proper timing and strength

to cause this forced stagnation event. According to the results of a parametric analysis, there

are small 'windows" In parameter space which define the forcing functions capable of
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interrupting a pre-established surge limit cycle and driving the system to the nonrecoverable

stall point.

3) There are two locations in a surge limit cycle where the imposition of

reasonable strength external excitation can cause a forced stagnation event:

a) near the stall onset of the compressor, and

b) atthe bottom of the reversed flow characteristic near zero mass flow.

4) The predicted forced response of even a simple compression system Is

extremely dependent upon the assumptions Implicit in the transient post-stall compressor

performance model. In particular, the predicted response behavior is critically sensitive to

the assumed shape of the compressor steady-state reverse flow characteristic near zero mass

flow.

Experimental Technituas

Perhaps the most significant contribution made during this thesis effort is the detailed

documentation of a highly unsteady. and three-dimensional stalled compressor flowfield. These

results were obtained only after the development of some specialized experimental techniques

designed to overcome some of the difficulties posed by the peculiar characteristics of axial

compressor reversed flowflelds. From an experimental measurement stwnxoint, the more

notable conclusions are as follows:

1) The presence of a spinning pressure disturbance at several reverse flow

coefficients caused two sources of periodic unsteadiness to be present In the reverse flowfield.

The developemnt of a synchronous trigger circuit for aligning the phase of the propagating
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disturbance and the position of the rotor shaft was essential for obtaining ensemble averaged

high response pressure data within the compressor blading.

2) The best location for placement of a pressure sensitive high response sensor to

generate a phase lock triggering signal with respect to the spinning pressure disturbance is

immediately upstream of the compressor blading. At this location, the unsteadiness associated

with the potential fields of the moving blades Is not present. In addition, the analog output

from this sensor as well as the resultant digital trigger signal should be monitored on an

oscilliscope to prevent the zero drift characteristics of the sensor to cause phase shift

synchronization errors. Constant adjustment of the threshold trigger level was required to

obtain well synchronized results.

3) The use of phase locked triggering to initiate data acquisition sampling was an

essential prerequisite for obtaining three-dimensional velocity measurements using a single

slanted hot wire in a periodically unsteady flow. It was found that a 450 slanted sensor

offered the best tradeoff between yew and pitch angle sensitivity range for reversed flow

measurements.

4) The strongly three-dimensional character of reverse flowfields requires

measurements at several relal positions to document radial movement of fluid In througflow

and recirculatory flow patterns. In addition, circumferential variations in the flow require

radial traverses at a large number of circumferential positions with respect to the stationary

stator bladerows.
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5) The reduction of the acquired effective cooling velocity measurements into

absolute velocity components involves the numerical soution of a set of six non-linear

algebraic equations. In order to reduce substantial amounts of three-dimensional velocity data,

the data reduction software should be structured to permit an automatic, unattended data

reduction option as well as a user oriented manual reduction option. The automatic reduction

option should incorporate the following features; an automatic initial guess algorithm (based

upon the sensor directional sensitivity calibration), provision to reduce selected discrete

segments of a given data trace, and generation of an error file to list unconverged data points

encountered during the reduction run.

Time Average Performance Mesurements

With the exception of Pratt & Whitney's unpublished High Speed Rig (HSR) data [34J,

the compressor pressure rise and torque characteristics presented herein are the only

com~plte set of characteristics in existence for a multistage axial compressor representative

of aircraft gas turbine engine applications. Several conclusions with respect to these time

averaged stalled performance results have been drawn as follows:

1) Although a large amount of hysteresis accompanies the transition from unstalled

flow to rotating stall, virtually no hysteresis was observed at the transition between rotating

stall and annulus stalled reversed flow. This latter transition is characterized by a

precipitous drop in the overall pressure rise across the compressor as well as a drop in the

torque absorbed by thecompressor. In terms of the results of the compression system forced

response study, this discontinuous drop in the pressure performance characteristic narrows

the range of forcing function combinations with the proper timing and strength to cause a

forced nonrecoverable stall event to occur.
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2) The overall reversed flow performance of the high and moderate reaction builds

tested were essentially identical. This observation leads to the conclusion that the reversed

flowfields In both builds were roughly identical regardless of the blade stagger angle setting

changes. Differences in the axial temperature profiles between the two builds suggests the

slight movement of strearmtubes with different total temperature levels.

3) A stable rotating stall condition was clearly evident at overall net negative flow

rates. Rotating stall cell property measurements indicate that the stall cell grows to nearly

902 of the compressor annulus before transition to the annulus stalled reverse flow condition
0

is encountered. The precipitous drop in pressure rise and torque absorption performance at

the reverse flow transition point is due to the stalling of the remaining 102 of the

compressor annulus.

Reverse Flowfield Measurements

Analysis of the unsteady, three-dimensional reverse flow velocity and pressure field

measurements has led to a number of conclusions about the detailed nature of axial compressor

reversed flows. In particular, the most fundamental conclusions are:

1) The unsteady fluctuations In the pressure fields upstream, within, and

downstream of the compressor are primarily due to the presence of a spinning acoustic

disturbance mode. These spinning pressure disturbance patterns usually occur at the moderate

and low reverse flow coefficient conditions where recirculatory flow patterns are generated In

front of the rotor bladerows. The phase relationships between the upstream absolute velocity

components as well as the results of an unsteady potential flow analysis of the upstream inlet
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region leads to the conclusion that the multi-lobed pressure disturbance patterns which exist

at the moderate flow condition spins uail~sl the direction of rotor rotation.

2) The temporal phase relationships of several circumferential ly offset, but

reference signal phase locked, high response flowfield measurements plus the measured

frequency and upstream 6"cy characteristics of the spinning pressure disturbance leads to the

conclusion that an 8-lobed pattern propagating at a relative Mach number of 0.7 exists at

the moderate flow condition. Thehigh relative Mach number at which the disturbance sweeps;

the compressor annulus explains the noticeable difference in acoustic signature as vrious

reverse flow coefficients are encountered

3) Although the magnitude of the total pressure fluctuations associated with the

spinning disturbance pattern is approximately 10- 1 5X of the pressure drop performance

across the compressor, this magnitude is small in comparison with the total pressure levels

which are generated within the compressor blading, especially in front of the rotor bladerows

where total pressures three times greater than the overall total pressure drop across the

compressor have been observed. At the present time, the reason for the establishment of a

spinning disturbance mode Is not known.

4) It has been established that the reversed flowfield developes alternating flow

patterns at this flow coefficient synonymous with the rotating stall pressure rise level. In

particular, the 8-lobed spinning pressure disturbance pattern and the alternating recirculatory

and throughflow passag in the rotor bladerow at the moderate reverse flow condition are

direct evidential support of this conclusion. The reverse flow characteristic should not be

classified unequivocably as an axisymmetric characteristic in the two dimensional, non-rotating
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disturbance sense of the term. Rather, the details of the reverse flowfield structure support

the conclusion that the reverse flow characteristic should be more appropriately referred to

as an annulus stalled ctaceristic.

5) The analysis of the overall structure of the reverse flowfield indicates that

strong radial flows and pressure gradients dominate the reverse flowfield at all relevant flow

coefficients. In effect, each rotor bladerow acts as an Inefficient centrifugel compressor stage

In which most of the axial throughflow Is pumped from the hub to the tip radial positions.

These conclusions explain why two dimensional cascade based models which seek to predict

multistage axial flow turbomachinery reversed flow performance have failed in the past.

6) The radial static pressure gradients in front of the rotor bladerows are greater

than those predicted by simple radial equilibrium of the swirling fluid in front of the rotor

bladerows. The large static pressures which exist at the tip radial positions are probably

caused by the conversion of a portion of the large dynamic heads associated with fluid exiting

the rotor blderow into useful static pressure rise at the trailing edges of the downstream

stator bladerow. The resulting non-radial equilibrium condition causes fluid to be forced

towards the hub of the machine in the axial gap in front of the rotor blderows. These facts

account for the development of strong recirculatory flows even in a high hub-tip ratio design

and suggest a non-zero shutoff head rise In the annulus stalled characteristic (if transition to

rotating stall is not encountered first).

7) The tangential movement of fluid within the axial gaps between the compressor

bladerows suggests that the rotors do not act merely as passive "paddle wheels" where fluid is

brought into a general solid body rotation across the compressor annulus. The large tangential
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velocities in front of the rotor bladerows is in the direction of rotor rotation with absolute

velocities in the range of 1.5 U. In back of the rotors, consistently large tangential

velocities spinst the direction of rotor rotation have been measured. The large velocities in

front of the rotors can be explained in terms of the radial redistribution of axial throughflow

in the rotors and the consequent formation of high velocity "Jets" issuing from the pressure

surfaces of the rotor blading. However, N large magnitude of the reverse rotation tangential

swirl observed behind the rotor bladerow Is not yet fully understood. Apparently, the

movement of the rotor bladerow causes the high and low energy fluid leaving the stator

bladerow to mix rapidly (in an unsteady fashion) while conserving angular momentum.

Rotatiog Stall Implications

The present investigation of axial compressor reversed flow performance has uncovered a

number of flow similarities between the detailed flowfield structure of rotating stall and

annulus stalled reversed flows. In particular, there is strong support for a parallel

compressor view of rotating stall in which the flow at the center of the stall cell is identical

to the flow found in annulus stalled reverse flow. If true, the detailed reverse flowfield

structure reported herein is also a description of the flowfield which exists at the center of a

rotating stall cell.

The time averaged axial wall static pressure and midspen temperature profiles presented

in Figures 76 and 81 for reverse flow and Figures 78 and 83 for rotating stall firmly

support this hypothesis. In addition, the instantaneous wall static pressure profile obtained

by Day [12] at the circumferential center of a stall cell (in a similar low speed three stage

compressor) corresponds well to the profiles shown in Figure 76. These figures show the

same characteristically "kinked" staircase axial static pressure profile associated with high

wall static pressures in front of the rotors and low pressures behind the rotors.
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The general shape of these profiles as predicted by the overall reverse flow performance

model presented in Chapter 7 is attributed to the radial redistribution of throughflow in the

rotors, the subsequent ejection of this throughflow in concentrated jets at the tip radial

position, and the resulting static pressure recovery of a portion of the dynamic head of these

Jets at the trailing edges of the stator bladrows.

Detailed flowfield measurements by Des and Jlang [42] and Day [14] show the same

high tangential velocities in front of the rotors at the center of rotating stall cells. Although

not equipped with the proper experimental techniques to measure radial velocity components,

both sets of investigators concede that strong radial flows (of the type presented in this

thesis) are present in rotating stall cells. Hence, the detailed flow structure of rotating stall

cells reported by others is similar to the reverse flowfield structure reported herein.

In the final analysis, the parallel compressor concept of rotating stall is not

conclusively proven beyond a reasonable doubt by the existing experimental evidence.

However, the present work does significantly extend the evidential support in favor of this

particular rotating stall theory. At this point, recommendations for further axial compressor

post stall work are offered.

The complexity of the unsteadiness and three-dimensionality asscited with multistage

axial compressor annulus stalled and rotating stall flowflelds presents formidable long term

obstacles to the development of post-stall analytical flowfield models capable of generating

asured stall resistant compressor designs. It is the author's opinion that the greatest

opportunities for furthering the goal of designing stall resistant compressors lie in continued

post-stall experimental tests aimed at urderstanding the detailed flow structure and

performance behavior of multistage axial compressors.
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The double phase lock synchronous techniques developed during the present Investigation

should be employed to Investigate the detailed blade resolved flowfield structure during rotating

stall. If the current MIT 3-Stage Axial Compressor build is used to perform these

experiments, a direct comparison between the annulus stalled flowfield reported in this thesis

and the flowfield within the rotating stall cell will be possible for the first time. These

tests should be conducted with the objectives of either verifying the parallel compressor

concept or documenting the fundamental differences between the two flowfields.

It Is recommended that future post-stall tests be conducted with temperature compensated

instrumentation and experimental techniques. During the current investigation, large

temperature gradients In the downstream compressor stages prevented acquisition of error free

quantitative velocity field information. The impingement of high velocity fluid streams can

cause localized static temperature increases which seriously effect the velocity magnitude

calibrations of the hot wire sensors. The present experimental technique need only be

slightly modified to increase the number of phase locked measurements from three to six.

Setting the anemometer to a different overheat ratio, or constant current operation (if enough

bandwidth exists), will permit acquisition of the instantaneous temperature field to compensate

the velocity measurements.

With respect to annulus stalled reverse flow performance, the two builds tested showed

little difference in the overall performance characteristics. Evidently, the overall flowfield

structure Is Invariant to changes in the reaction of the compressor blading at the present

design flow coefficient. It is recommended that more compressor builds be tested in a

parametric matrix to determine the sensitivity of reversed flow steady-state performance with

respect to design variable changes. Attention should be focused upon the low flow shape of the

time averaged performance characteristic as well as the location of the transition point prior

to rotating stall inception.
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This investigation of multistage axial compr~ssor revere flows Is a first attempt to

stuctV a previously unknown post-stall flowfield. Although a firm basis for the investigation

of unsteady three-dimensional stalled flows haes been established, future experimental and

analytical research efforts are required to acm plMs the final objective of InsurIng that

stagnation stall Is permanently eliminated as a potential problem in aircraft gas turbine

engines.
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TABLE I

COMPRESSOR SPECIFICATIONS

OVERALL ASSEMBLY

UTRC Drawing No. 1233-566
Number of stages 3 (non-repenting)
Tip Diameter, in. 24.000
Hub Diameter, in. 21.115
Hub-Tip Ratio 0.88
Static Tip Clearance, in.

Rotor #1 0.038
Rotor *2 0.037
Rotor #3 0.035

Static Hub Clearance, in.
Stator * 1 0.032
Stator #2 0.037
Stator *3 0.034

No. of Aspect Midspan
Badro DAM Chor, n, andwCme f

Inlet Guide Yanes 124 0.826 1.746 11
Rotor Blades

Stage 1 54 1.779 0.811 17
Stage 2 55 1.764 0.817 18
Stage 3 49 1.996 0.722 20

Stator Blades
Stage 1 85 1.235 1.168 27
Stage 2 88 1.232 1.170 25
Stage 3 90 1.235 1.168 53
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TABLE II

COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

NOMINAL DESIGN POINT (Build #1)

Speed, RPM 5926.0
Mean Blade Speed, U, ft/sec. 583.3
MassFlow Rate, Ibm/sec 19.2
Flow Coefficient, Cx/U 0.619
Pressure Ratio 1.489
Reference Pressure, 1/2 pU2 , psi 2.754
Pressure Coefficient, AP/1/ 2pU 2  2.610
Efficiency, n/, (measured) 86.2

COMPRESSOR BUILDS TESTED (Lewis (52])

Reference Speed, RPM 2400.0
Flow Coefficient, Cx/U

Build * 1 0.596
Build #2 0.594

Pressure Rise Coefficient, AP/1/2PU2

Build # 1 2.343
Build *2 2.343

Efficiency, q, X (estimated)
Build *1 85.2
Build #2 80.8

Reaction, R
Build & 1 0.642
Build #2 0.738
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TABLE IV

COMPRESSOR DISSASSEMBLY PROCEDURE

Phase I - AFT FLANGE DISASSEMBLY (Partial)

Step 1) Remove Aft Flange Retention Plate
Step 2) Remove Aft Bearing Thrust Load Plate
Step 3) Remove Aft Bearing Load Spring Assembly
Step 4) Loosen and Remove Axial Tie Red Aft Retention Nuts (4)

Phase II - AFT FLANGE ASSEMBLY REMOVAL

Step 5) Insert Eyebolts (4) In Aft Mount
Step 6) Pull Assembly (Overhead Crane)

Phase III - AFT BEARING REMOVAL

Step 7) Remove Aft Case Ring Spacer
Step 8) Pull Aft Bearing Assembly
Step 9) Slide Aft End Disk Off Shaft

Phase IV - REMOVAL OF COMPRESSOR BLADEROWS

Step 10) Remove Stage Three

a) Interbladerow Case Ring
b) Stator Case Ring
c) Interbladerow Case Ring
d) Rotor Case Ring
e) Stator Hub Disk
f) Rotor Disk

Step I ) Remove Stag? Two (a-f)
Step 12) Remove Stage One (a-f)
Step 13) Remove Inlet Guide Vane Bladerow
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TABLE VIII

MEANLINE TORQUE ANALYSIS
(Moderate Reaction Build)

aiyb f3YC

Stage 1 -30.5 46.3

Stg 2 -30.3 44.0

Stg 3 -28.5 41.4

TI 1/2 pU2AcRm

AB/AC

C,
U 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

-0.05 0.323 0.329 0.338 0.358

-0.10 0.692 0.715 0.754 0.830

-0.15 1.107 1.159 1.246 1.419

-0.20 1.569 1.661 1.815 2.122
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TABLE XIV

TIME AVERaD SECOND TAGE STATOR EXIT VELOCITY FIELD
(MODFRATE REVERSE FLOW)

Circumferential Position
Radial

Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Cx/U

5 -0.04 -0.08 -0.07 -0.09 -0.11 -0.08 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.08 -0.04

4 -0.09 -0.11 -0.28 -0.13 -0.17 -0.11 -0.07 -0.07 -0.03 -0.09 -0.05

3 -0.17 -0.20 -0.26 -0.25 -0.27 -0.15 -0.24 -0.14 -0.14 -0.18 -0.17

2 -0.54 -0.24 -0.27 -0.30 -0.30 -0.18 -0.30 -0.20 -0.20 -0.27 -0.23

-0.13 -0.15 -0.11 -0.15 -0.10 -0.11 -0.05 -0.10 -0.04 -0.13 -0.06

CO/U

5 -0.45 -0.41 -0.72 -0.40 -0.63 -0.38 -0.44 -0.41 -0.48 -0.40 -0.42

4 -0.55 -0.48 -1.098-0.49 -0.73 -0.44 -0.55 -0.48 -0.54 -0.46 -0.47

3 -0.50 -0.48 -0.57 -0.46 -0.54 -0.36 -0.70 -0.43 -0.48 -0.43 -0.42

2 -0.77 -0.44 -0.50 -0.39 -0.47 -0.29 -0.66 -0.40 -0.47 -0.40 -0.40

1 -0.55 -0.38 -0.42 -0.36 -0.49 -0.34 -0.55 -0.38 -0.41 -0.37 -0.41

C /U

5 -0.03 0 -0.03 0.02 0 0.01 -0.02 0 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03

4 -0.09 -0.03 -0.35 0 -0.03 0 -0.10 -0.01 -0.04 -0.02 -0.05

3 -0.02 -0.04 -0.10 -0.01 0.11 0,02 -0.20 0 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01

2 -0.39 -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 0.02 0,04 -0.21 -0.01 -0.05 -0.03 -0.01

1 0.12 0.01 -0.03 0 -0.02 0 0 0 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03
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TABLE XVII

AREA AVERAGE DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

(MODERATE REVERSED FLOWS)

TAOp U

AXIAL. STATION

Radial
Position 5 4 3 2

5 2.96 0.60 2.64 -0.02

4 2.8? 0.78 2.65 0.03

3 2.61 0.84 2.37 0.05

2 2.17 0.66 2.03 0.07

1 1.69 0.56 1.50 0.06

TABLE XVIII

RADIAL PRESSURE GRADIENT COMPARISON
(Third Stage Rotor Exit at Axial Station *7)

Reverse Flow
Operlng Measured Radial Equilibrium

(c" /U) (Eq. 7-31) (Eq. 7-35)

moderate 0.35 0.29

Low 0.21 0.20
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at Moderate Reverse Flow
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REACTION BUILD RUN NO. CK /U

MODERATE 40 -0.038
-HIGH 133 -0.035

_ _ I C 0

Ln

U- 0
. .. ........ ......... .. .. ........I. .... ....... ...... .. ..... ........

. ._.. ... .... ... .. _.._.. ...I_.. .. . .. ..... ..I I . ..... .... .. ... ... .. ... .. .. .... ... .. ..._... ... .. . .._..._. .. .. ... .. .

U ............... ...... ......... ............ .... ................. .... .... ... . .....

.. ............ ............. .........). 
... .......... ..... .... ...

U]J-

...... ................................ .............. I..............I............. .......... ......
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REACTION BUILD RUN NO. Cs /U

MODERATE 42 -0.041
-HIGH 137 -0.043

- ic
C
cc cc ccCC

C *- C in

.............. ... ................................................... .................. .... .............. ............. .......
....... .......... ........., I.. .................. ..I........ ............................ ............. .................

............... ....I............... . .......................................... .......... ................... ......... . ......

Zo

LLIu

......L. ...L . .. .............I............. .......... .... . ..... .-................ ....

............. ..... ............._.-...................................._................... .... __......... ....

U ....... .. ... .. ................. .... ... ..

.... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..t.. ***~.* .. .... ........ .......
V) ..... . . ... ..... ... . .... .. ..... ... ..... ....................



- RERCTION BUILD RUN NO. C1/U

MODEFIRTE 32 0.081

HIGH 119 0.081

0 1- 111I. ccc

00 1.- .

L

U- 0

bJ&

cc 
..................................... ... ................. ............... ..................................

3. 0' . 05. 06 0 .0 . 09 0cc ~ ~ ~ ~ R A .L ... *............I. .....N..

F aur 79 Rot tin Stall Axial Pressu. Pro.i. at. Lo For ar F...ow

................ .... .... .. ... .... ... ... .32 5.......



REACTION BUILD RUN NO. Cx/U

MODERATE 341 -0.199
-HIGH 1140 -0.205

- N

0 c a- c-a

0

90.. .................................. .......... . .................. ................................ .. ..

.. ........... ......I. .... .. .......I. .... ..1 .1. ...... ....... ........ ..................... .. . . .

................. ... ............ ._.................. - _ _.......... _.... ...... ..........._.........__ _......_.. .............

I - O .. .... .... ... ... .... .... .. .. .... . . ....... ... ... . ... ............... ............ .

w e ......

.. ....*. ... ... ............... . .... ...

.. ....................... ........... ....... ....................... .. .. ... ..... ........... ............

.. ...... ................. .............. ................ .... ........ ........ ..........-. ..... .................
..... ... .. .. .. ... ..... ..... .... .. .... ..... .... .... ..0 ..... ... .. ... ...

U-h

'4 .C.. ..... .... .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. ... .. .. ... ..... .. .. . .. ... .. .. ..

W ...... ... ... .... .. ... .. ... .. .... .. ... ... .. . .... .. ... ... ..... ...... .... ... .... .. ... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. ..

cc
M .. .....-... ..

3...................... ......................... ...0 5 .0 0 .6 ................. .................. 8 .. 0 9...... . 00.......
cr-0 ~~~A I A L O C A T I ON..... ...... ... .. .......................... ........... ...... I.............. ... ..................

Fiue8 nuu SaldAilTmprtr rol
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REACTION BUILD RUN NO. Cs /U

MODERATE 18 -0.098

C CC cc

W 01 W

IH10 cc0cc95c

0 .... ........ .....................1..

z .. ...........I .
I i i ................. ............. ....... ........ .... ..................... ..... . .........I. ..........................

. .. .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. .. ...I .. .. ..... .

.. .......0. ...... ................. - . ....... ........... .............. .................

..0. .. ...... .. .. ..... ........ ..... .. ........... .............. ..............
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REACTION BUILD RUN NO. C1/U

MODERATE 40 -0.038

-HIGH 133 -0.035

cc CCc Cc

00

0;.

...... ... .... ....... ........ ...-. . ... ... ....

U-
...0 ... ... . ...

ED
U

........ .........0 .
0j ... .. .. . .... .. ... ... .. .. . .. . .. .

3.0c.0 5.0 60c.0 .0 90..XI....L. LOCATION............. .....

Figure........ 82. A.n.u Stale Axi..TmpratreProil
CCO ~ ~ ~ ~ a Trnito Point...... ......
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Y~-. >W' V ~ V-

REACTION BUILO RUN NO. Cs /U

MODERATE 42 -0.041
HIGH 137 -0.043

2! I-

.. .. .. ........
* -C f...........f

LJO

-......

LL
w . .....

uci;

0 j. .. .. .....-.....

q0

0j~
.. .. ... .....

.00 3. 00 '. 00 5. 00 6.00 7. 00 8.00 9.00
AXIAL LOCATION

Figure 83 Rotating Stall Axial Temperature Profile

at Transition Point
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REACTION BUILD RUN NO. Cl /U

MODERATE 32 0.081

-HIGH 119 0.081

CC"

0 (1. CA P.

;.

-

LL.
LU

0
c-jo

LU

.. .... . ... ...
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(INSTANTANEOUS TRACE)

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .......... 8
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 6

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY sia 0EV

(MY) (Mv/IN H03 11N H2~0)

PRE-RUN 29.8 115. 1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 '17.2 0.0112

RUN AVG -7.8 t16. 7

PRESSURE DATA (IN H2 0):

AVERAGE. ....... 0.955
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.299
MINIMUM.........2.099
CORRECTED AVG . . . 3.096
BLADE REFEREN4CE . 2.9Y9

-.--IPropagating Disturbance (0.87 macc)
g -~ Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 msec)

.. .. . . .A IL

... .. ..

"0 .0 200 9.00 4.0 S.00 6.0 8. 00e' 9.00 Mo.0

TIME (MSEC)

Figure 90 High Response Wall Static Pressure Temporal Trace
(Axial Station #8)
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SPECTRRL RNHLY(SIS
(WALL STATIC PRESSURE TRACE)

DATE: 3 /29/85
Ca/U - -0.10

TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION . . . . . . . . . . 8

CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 6

0;
0 .. .... .... .. ... ..-. . ...... ... .. .

c

.. .. .. .......

C3
.. .............. ........ .. ..... ...... ..... ..... ..

crJ
.....0.... .. ... .........

C33



1032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE)

DATE: 3 /29/85

ROTOR LOCK~ED TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION........ .. .. ....
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 6

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STD 0EV

1MV3 (WVIN H1 03 1IN H2 0)

PRE-RUN 29.8 '45.1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 47.2 0.0112

RUN AVG -9.3 '16.8

PRESSURE DATA IIN H20):

AVERAGE. ........ 0.9419
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.253
MINIMUM. ........ 1.392
CORRECTED AVG . . . 3.096
BLADE REFERENCE . 2.9Y9

- Propagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
i- Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 macc)

.. ......

.. ... .. i.~ - .--
i L ai a w

a..

c~ 300 2.0 to 0 q.O 50 .00 7. 00 8.00 9.00 31,00
T IME (MBECI

Figure 92 Rotor Locked Ensemble Averaged Wall Static Pressure

(Axial Station *8)
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(032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE)

DATE: 3 /29/85

EVENT LOCK(ED TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION .............
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 6

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STO 0EV

1MV1 (MV/IN 03D (IN Mao03

PRE-RUN 29.8 45.1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 417.2 0.042
RUN AVG -8.7 Y16.7

PRESSURE DATA (IN H20):

AVERAGE. ....... 0.932
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.194
MINIMUM. ........ 1.736
CORRECTED AVG . . . 3.096
BLADE REFERENCE .. 2.949

- Propagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
C3 ___ __ __ - Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 msec)

.....U.. i1................. .....

.U. . . . . . .

L~ .. .... ... ...... .....

.... ~ ~ ... ...... -. - -



INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION...........8
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION ... . 6

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STO 0EV

(MV) (MV/IN 03) (INH20

PRE-RUN 29.8 'J5.1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 4J7.2 0.0112
RUN AVG -7.8 'J6.7

PRESSURE DATA (IN H20):
AVERAGE. ........ 0.955
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.299
MINIMUM. ........ 2.029
CORRECTED AVG ... 3.096
BLADE REFERENCE 2.9Y49

-4 Propagating Disturbance (0.87 miec)
S I- Rotor 3 Blae Passing (1.05 msec)
.. . . . .. . .. ~.I...-.

L S. L 1 1. .. ....... . .... ~ g ... ...

L i~, 4  i i

.... .. .. ,4. [

....... .........-..
. . . . . .... ....... ......

. . .. ....



1128 TRACE ENSANBIE AVERAGE)

DATEt 3/28/85 PROBE POSITION DATAi MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTS,
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBER. I AXIAL STATION ..... 8 C1/U - -0.117

STNCHRONOJS TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 2 CB/U - -0.008
SAMPLE RATE CIKH131 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . . U CA/U - -0.005

. . ... .

L.

ax

9

C5 ......- -

C;

Lj U

a ~ ~ ~ . ... - - ..-..--

'0.0 1 -i Si.0 s to .0 q.O 0 0

TIM (SE

Fiur 95 Usram Vlct Feda odrt.eereLlw
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-INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
-120 TRACE ENSANBLE AVERAGE

DATEi 3/20/05 PROBE POSITION DATA. SENSOR ORIENTATIONS (0(G),
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBERt I AXIAL STATION ....... 9 ANGLE *A*. 0.0

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 2 ANGL.E 'B'. 30.0
SAMPLE RATE ENIIZ). 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . ... 4 AUGLE "C . -30.0

9

04

1-6-

U.,
CA0  .. . .

0

0

CA0

34



LOCAL FLOW COEFFICIENTS
6120 TRAE ENSANKE AvERABE)

DATE. 3 /27t65 PROBE POSITION DATA MEAN FLON COEPPICICNTSe
SENSOR SERIAL. NUMBERt I AXIAL. STATION. .. .. .... C1/u - -0.071

sTncMRONOUS TATlGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 2 COiu - -0.005
SAMLtE MATE EM"Va 20.0 RADIAL POSITION. .. .. .. I CAM/ a -0.006

LFtT .It.W..HI A
.. ti l........... ....

cl I HI ILL
.. ... .... .... .. .. L ...

p.f 4

NIN

C2 ...., ...

. .....

3 .- ..-.- ....- .. ... .....

.. il ....iI .. i ...

.. Q . Q 4 .. -. ... .. .. -



LOCRL FLOW COEFFICIENTS
112S TRAE ENSANDLE AVERAGE)

DATEs $127185 PROBE POSITION OATA, MEAN FL OW C OEFFICIENTS.
SENSOR SERIAL NU9eOER, I AXIAL STATI ON. .. .. ... 9 Cs/I, . -0 .1 9

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER C IRCUNFE RENT IAL POSITION . 2 Cg/U . -0.012
SAMPLE RAT[ CN13, 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . . . . . I CyR/U - -0.016

L ~ L

'. L.L L

.... .... ..

L LL
1.f L j I .

L~~~~ ~ ~ ff L L tLI *t

I i

.....j1 ...... a
L L.- kL.A. L. A., L 11.1

o-j Rotor 3 Blode Passing (1 .05 msec)

.I.IIT ..t....i avAL
IIn

I. L - L.

.. ... . - ~ .. . .. .......- --

[4

'0.60 1.00 2.00 .0 .00 C00 a'.00 7.00 8.00 0.00 I b.00

T IME IMSECI

Figure 98 Upstream velocity Field at High Reversed Flows
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-INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
-128 T RAC e ENSAMBLE AVERAGE

IFDATEt 5/28/85 PROBE POSITION DATA, SENSOR ORIENTATIONS CDEG31
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBER, I AXIAL STATION . 8 ANGLE *A*. 35.0

STNC"iMNOUS TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 2 ANGLE *B . 55.0
SAMPLE RATE CKMZ), 20.0 RADIAL POSITION ...... I ANGLE 'C" 15.0

9

0 .. ..

a ___

0

aj
'no_________ ___ ______

U.S

VI

Prpaain Dsaibmc (0.7mAc
L-. Loo L Lld asn 0 sc

ebo .00 2.0 30 00 0 60 7.0 8.00 9.0 I.0

T IME IMSECI

Figure 99 Random Unsteadiness in the Moderate Reversed Flow
Upstream Flowtleld at 15% Blade Span Location
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INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
128 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER

TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .. *...............9
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 2

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY 310 0EV

(MV) (MV/IN H210) (IN H 120)

PRE-RUN 29.8 '15.1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 417.2 0.0(42

RUN AVG 1'1.3 '15.7

PRESSURE DATA (IN H20):

AVERAGE. ........ 0.971
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.552
MINIMUM. ........ 1.377
CORRECTED AVG . . . 3.126
BLADE REFERENCE . 2.9(49

-tPropagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
_____ ____ ____ -1 Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 rnsec)

L . . ...... ........

.. .... .. .....

9.oo 2~~~ ~ ~~~. 200...0..0..0..0..00.00 3 0

LIM L LEC

Figur 101 Upstream Wa. Static Pressur at.Moderate
CIL ~Reere Flow....s......
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(128 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE)

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .......... 9
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . 10

.a. . . . . .

. .. . ......... .. ..
.. ....... .. ...... .. ..

00. . .

.. .. ... ..

900 050 10 1.S0 2.00 2.50 3.00 s.5 4.00 4.50 5.00
TIME (MSECJ

.. XIAL. STTO...........
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 2

91.0 .50 1.0V5 2.0 2.50. 3.00. 3.50 . 4.00...50.5.0

.. ........ ...

.. .. .. . .. . . .



INSTANTANEOUS TRACE

128 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /28/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C259
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION ............ 9
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . ... 2
RADIAL POSITION. .........
PROBE YAW ANGLE IDEG TOC) . ... 0

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STO DEV

(MVI (MV/IN H 2 a) (IN H1120)

PRE-RUN -2.7 78.2 0.013
POST-RUN -'41.3 82.5 0.077

RUN AVG -18.3 79.9

PRESSURE DATA (IN H20):

AVERAGE. ........ 0.1145
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.190
MINIMUM. ........ 0.474
CORRECTED AVG . . . 3.185
BLADE REFERENCE . 2.9Y49

-IPropagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
- Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 msec)

....... 1.00 . 3.0 0 A 6.00 .. 0 .. 00 ... 00 ... 0.

TIM E .... .........

Figure ~~ .. 103. Uptra Total Prssr atMoerteRvese.Fo

.... .... ....... ...... ..... 3.4 7...



1128 TRACE INSAMBLE AVERAGE)

DATE, 2/22/0S PROSE POSITION DATA, MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTSe
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBER. I AXIAL STATION . S Ca/U - -0.098

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 4 Cg/U - -0.021
SAMPLE RATE CKM2 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . S CA/U - 0.037

U

=0

.. . .. .

.. ....

0

a/

N;

N.

~-g Propagating Disturbance (0.8 msec)
o Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1 .05 msec)

. .a. . . .

-L11 L ~ .~ . . . . .

.. ... ... . . . . ....

L I..- .L.. ......

0.00 1.00 2.00 G.0o.O 500 60 7.00 8.00 9.00 Ib.00
T IME (MECN

Figure 104 Axial Station *8 Velocity Field at Moderate
Reversed Flows and the 8599 Blade Span Location
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128TRAE ESAMLEAVERAGE

DATEt 2122185 PROBE POSITION OATAt SENSOR ORIENTATIONS COEGi
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBER, I AXIAL STATION . B ANGLE 'A'. -15.0

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION * I ANGLE B . . 20.0
SAMPLE 'ATE E KMZJN 20.0 RAOCIAL POSIT 1ION . S ANGLE *C . -50.0

0
9

to

ILi

0

LU
(fla L

C ______

at Mo-rat Rotorse 3lw n h 5 Bladesn (1.05 Lecato

a ______ __349



112S TRACE ENSANSLE AVERAGE)

DATEi 2/22/85 PROBE POSITION DATA MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTSt

SENSOR SERIAL NeUMBER# I AxIAL STATION . 8.... C1Iu - -0.11$
ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . II C*/U - -0.029

SANPLE RATE CI(NZ3, 20.0 RADIAL POSITION ...... I CR/U - 0.036

U

N

- . .. .....

-4ilfiji

ci _ _ ..

Reere Fl-w ando 3h B0 lade Spang (1.05in
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(120 TRACE ENSAMBLE AVERAGE)

DATEo 2/22/85 PROBE POSITION DATA MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTSs
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBIRs I AXIAL STATION ....... 8 Ca(/U - -0.12S

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER cincumFRmNrlAL POSITION . Ii CG/U - -0.0185
SAMPLE RATE CXII!). 20.0 RADIAL POSITION .. S CjA/U - 0.0188

ry

.. .. .. ..

.. ...

i - , .....

.... .

... .. ... .

- Propagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
- g Rotor 3 Blae Passing (1.05 freed

L L __ __ -q.- -

.. ...... I

0.0 i.0 2.00 3.00 4.00 S'.00 8.00 7.00 at.00 9.00 i .00T IME IMSECI

Figure 107 Axial Station *8 Velocity Field at Moderate

Reversed Flows and the 50% Blade Span Location
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WS2 TRACE ENSANBLE AVERAGE)

DATE 2/22/85 PROSE POSITION DATA. MEAN FLON COEFFICIENTS.

SENSOR SERIAL NUMBERt I AMAL STATION .8 CT/U - -0.143
ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMERENTIA OSITO am ColU - -. s

SAMPLE RATE CKt"lM 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . * 2 CR/U - 0.01

L O

.O0e

. Pr.gtn .. s.r.nc (0.87 ..... c).
... .-.. tr3..dePssn.(.5 c

.. .. .. ..

-- - . . ....

... .. . .. .

L .



(120 TRACE ENSANBLE AVERAGE)

DATEi 2/22/85 PAONE POSITION DATA MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTS.
SENSOR SERIAL MNMBER. AXIAL STATION . .... 8 Cs/U - -0.17S

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 4 C8/u x 0.072
SAMLE RATE CKMI2, 20.0 RADIAL P051T110K . * I Ce/U - 0.081

.. . . .. .

0 ... .. .. ...

0~. ..... . -

aL -

I-I ~ ~ ~ ~ ... P..aa.n Di ..bnc. 0.7m.c

cu- ow3BaePasn 10 sc

i.. ...... .... -L - L
L.

UA

. .. .... ...

................... ......................... ........................ ..........

. . * . .. ..



-7 .

-INSTANTANEOUS 
TRACE

- 26 TRAC ENSANSLE AVERAGE

CATE% 2/22/GS PROBE POSITION DATAP SENSOR ORIENTATIONS tDEG~e
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBERS I AXIAL STATION . . S ANGLE *A*. -12.5

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL. POSITION . I6 ANGLE 'B" 22.5
SAMPLE RATE CKHZI. 20.0 RAOIA. POSITION ...... 2 ANGLE *C . -'67.5

9

. ... .. .

.a.. ..
.. ... ..

... .- ..... L L i
L L.-

cnoL.

Lln

>0C

7 a

.. . .. . .

LiJ

U

PropagatingDistujrbmnce (0-87 msec)
i - Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 msec)

... ...-.. .. .

I-.

-to01 100 2..0 0 00to 0 5'.00 5'.00 7.00 8.0 0.0 .00
TIME IMSECI

Figure 110 Axial Station *8 Effective Cooling Velocity Measurements

at Moderate Reversed Flows and the 30% Blade Span Location
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...... ... ...... AXIAL STATION . S

............. CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 8
o RADIA POSITON...........

i T I 4 i z4 .
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... .. .. X A T T O
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Figure 111. Axial Stto....alVlciyCmpnn
Circumferentia SurveyO at Moert Reere Flows
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INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C259
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .. *...............8
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION .... 6
RADIAL POSITION...................5
PROBE YAW ANGLE IWEG TOC) ....- 10

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY 510 DEV

(MV) (MV/IN H1 20) (IN 120)

PRE-RUN 26.9 82.6 0.0117
POST-RUN 398.2 79.2 0.0413

8RUN AVG 3241.4 79.9

PRESSURE DATA IIN H20):

AVERAGE. ........ 0.2413
MAXIMUM. ........ 1.1415
MINIMUM. ........ 0.585
CORRECTED AVG ... 3.155
BLADE REFERENCE . 2.9419

-I Propagating Disturbance (0.87 msc)
C, I- Rotor 3 Dioe Passing (1.05 msc)

L. i__L L -

I .......

. .. .. A . .. . . .... .....

o.....................

ct 0  .0 20 .0o0 .0 .0 10 .0 90 0
TIME (ME

Figure~~~~~~~ 13 AL Sain* oa rsueMaueeta
Moderate Revrse Flow and t ..e 85% Lad SAnLcto

.i L ............ ... 3.. 7



INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C259
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION............8
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION .... 6
RADIAL POSITION. .......... 2
PROBE YAW ANGLE (DEG TOC) ....- 10

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STO 0EV

(MV) (MV/IN 1H0M (IN H120of

PRE-RUN 26.9 82.6 0.0147
POST-RUN 398.2 79.2 0.0143

RUN AVG 336.6 79.8

PRESSURE DATA IIN H20):

AVERAGE.........1.0814
MAXIMUM ......... 1.960
MINIMUM. ........ 0.168
CORRECTED AVG ... 3.160
BLADE REFERENCE . 2.9149

-IPropagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
i--tRotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 nmec

.....0. ..0 .0 I.0 .......0..00.. 0.00t.0

. . . .'~ . .. . . . .

..... . ..
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(126 TRACE ENSAHKIE AVERAGE)

DATE. 3/26/Is PROSE POSITION DATAs MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTSt
SENSOR SERIAL NURSER, I AxIAL STATION. .. ...... C1/U - -0.073

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION .S CO/U - -0.088
SAMPLE RATE CKN13s *0.0 RADIAL POSITION. .. ..... CR/U . 0.028

L ... ....
4 L 1

L

a; 
-

A

aA

Sc+

- . ,Lc- L.. ........

L ,,

Roo ld asig(.52sc

.. . ... ...

...L tvtV

8.I

Reesd lw at Roto 85 Blade Spang (1o05tion

a ____ ____ ____ ________360__



-INSTANTANEOUS TR4ACE
-120 TRACE ENSANILE AvERAGE

DATEi S/261SS PROBE POSITION OATA, SENSOR ORIENTATIONS CDEG3t
SENSOR SERIAL NU"SER. I AXIAL. STATION . .S a ANGLE "A'. -M6.

MOTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUNVERENTIAL POSITION . 6 ANGLE "0' 141.0
SANWtE RATE CKHZM 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . * S ANGLE *C* . -06.0

LIL

in

LI.

.7

Li

Ci
(A 0  

-

a

-L L

4. .

LiL

-A,

0V

CU0 3.00to 2 00 it 00 q!.00 5!O 00 io 7t 00 6.00 g9o I.00 0
TIME INSECI

*Figure 117 Axial Station *8 Effective Cooling Velocity Measurements

at High Reversed Flow and the 859 Blade Span Location
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INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
128 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .......... 8
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 6

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY 510 0EV

(MV) (MV/IN " t) (IN H2~ 01

PRE-RUN 29.8 45.1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 47.2 0.042
RUN AVG -1.6 46.4

PRESSURE DATA (IN H20):

AVERAGE. ......... 24
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.728
MINIMUM. ........ 2.128
CORRECTED AVG . . . 8.287
BLADE REFERENCE .. 2.949

________t- Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 mec

.......... .......
L~ L ..... .. .. t L L

Li 11 L

TI I..EC

.. .. .-... . ...



INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
- 128 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C259
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .......... 8
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION .... 6
RADIAL POSITION. ......... 5
PROBE YAW ANGLE (DEG TDC)....-1

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY SIB 0EV

(MV) (MV/IN H1e0l (IN H2 01

PRE-RUN 26.9 82.6 0.0'47
POST-RUN 398.2 79.2 0.0113

RUN AVG 376.5 79.11

PRESSURE DATA (IN H20):
AVERAGE. ........ 0.300
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.1941
MINIMUM. ............ 0.811
CORRECTED AVG ... 8.3416
BLADE REFERENCE 2.9119

0- Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 msec)

4D

fu ~ ~ ~ L .... .... L I

Figur 11 AalSain 8To AxrsueMaurmn tHg

1_ A. . . . . . . . . .

I.. .00. . 00. . 00.. .00. ......... ....... ....
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SENSOR EFFECTIVE VELOCITY
- ISTANTANOUS TAKE

t I me UR6ESANSLE AVERAGE

DATEi 3/20/*S PACK POSITION DATA$ SENSOR ORIENTATIONS COEGJ,
MASONC SERIAL WUMBER. AmXIAL STATION. .. .. .... ANGLE 'A . -%S.0

ROTOR LOCE IPIOSGER CIRCUNFERENTIAL POSITION . 10 ANGLE *0 . -15.0
SAPL.E RfgTE C1381 20.0 MOIA. POSITION. .. .. .. S ANGLE 'C'. -7S.0

L

K V

L I-

Lf~

. A 6 A i i

aa

cRoto 3~s 51of Pos~o (.010 .0 .0 00 .00 I .00)

Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L 12 Axa Stto 8EfcieCoin eoiyMaueet
at ow evrse Fowsan th 5% Bad Spn ocaio

cn365



LOCAL FLOW COEFFICIENTS
(IES TRACE ENSASSILE AVERACI)

DATE. 9/26/SI PASSE POSITION DATA, MEAN fLOW COEVFICIENTS,
SENSAR SERIAL IJNSEA I AX IAL '3 TION. .. .. .... CXiu - -0.065

AOTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUWEAENIIAL POSITION . I0 Coiu . -0.060
SAMPLE RATE CKN13u 20.0 RACIAL POSITION. .. .. ... CA/U - 0.050

..J.. .ttt~i. lt .. L L

MtLLL

* ThL [V '; E .141

Ii L .

U00 1.0 1.A O .0 100 .0 7.0 .0 000 I.0

ando th 50%f Bladen Span5 Loctio

. .. . . .- .. .. -.-..



INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. ........... 8
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 6

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STD 0EV

(MV) (MV/IN H 2 01 (IN M21 0

PRE-RUN 29.8 '15.1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 117.2 0.0112

RUN AVG -0.3 416.'4

PRESSURE DATA (IN H20):

AVERAGE. ....... 0.9416
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.115
MINIMUM .. ...... -1.458

CORRECTED AVG ... 1.3140

BLADE REFERENCE 2.9419

i-iRotor 3 Slads Passing (1.05 mnsec)

i L .. . L ......

. . .. . . L .

C367

~~ ...- ..... ... L. *2..



INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/65

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C2S9
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .. *.*..............
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . .. 6
RADIAL POSITION. .......... 5
PROBE YAW ANGLE IDEG TOC) . . . . 85

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY S10 0EV

(MV) (NV/IN "ED0) (IN "21,0

PRE-RUN 26.9 82.6 0.047
POST-RUN 398.2 79.2 0.043
RUN AVG 352.2 79.6

PRESSURE DATA IIN H20):

AVERAGE. ........ 0.430
MAXIMUM. ........ 1.167
MINIMUM. ........ 0.204
CORRECTED AVG . . . 1.590
BLADE REFERENCE . 2.949

___ __ __ - Rotw 3 Blae Passing (1.05 misec)

LL LL.

... ~ . ... .. AA L
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INSTANTANEOUS TRACE

-128 TRACE ENSAIIBLE AVERAGE

OATEt 2/12S/85 PROBE POSITION OATA. SENSOR ORIENTATIONS COEG3.

SENSOR SERIAL NUMBERt I AXIAL STATION. .. ......7 ANGLE 'A* . 8.0
ROTOR4 LOCKEO TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 10 ANGLE "8 . 123.0

SAMPLE RATE CR111), 20.0 RAOIAL POSITION. .. ..... 5 ANGLE *C S 3.0

0

Jul --

0-

U0 .-- ..

Y0

8N
0D. 

. . .
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-INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
-128 TRACE ENSANSLE AVERAGE

OATEo 21251IS PROBE POSIT ION Dala, SENSOR ORIENTATIONS E0E82.
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBER@ I AXIAL STATION .* 7 ANGLE *A' . 9.0

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POMITION .1I0 ANGLE 'B'. 124.0
SAMPLE RATE CNmZJ, 20.0 RADIAL POSITION. .. .... I AUIOLE *C S 1.0

.. ...

.. ... .. ..

A .... .
a -

0j1-

tn

0o

Uj

L .. L 1 . ..

9 .

i - Propagating Disturbance (0-87 wrsec)

__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Rotor 3 Blade Passing; (1.05 msoc)

.. ... ... ..



1128 TRACE ENSAMBLE AVERAGE)

DATE. 2/25/85 PROSE POSITION DATAs MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTSi
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBEF I AXIAL STATION ... ....... 7 CX/U u -0.096

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIACUMFERENTIAL POSITION I Io C/U * 1.372
SAMPLE RATE CKMZI' 20.0 0 IAL POSITION .. ...... S CR/U * -0.032

L I.

L° .,,

L.. L L. L A L i " i , , "

L -

• --.- IPropagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
i I !Rotor 3 Blade Passing (0.05 rmec)

a

""~~ .... ...;! i ! i i : '  . i " ' " i. . . .. '

.....~~~... ... ... .... ..: - . ... . . .

-o Revrse Flows and0 the O Oo 0 8.00 Blade M oato

- 372
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(120 TRACE ENSANSLE AVERAGE)

DATEs 2/25/85 PROSE POSITION DATAs MEAN FLOW COEFYICIENTSt
SENSOR SERIAL wNSR I AXIAL. STATION ....... 7 C1f/U . -0.023

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 10 CgiU - 1.362
SAMPLE RATE CKHfls 20.0 RADIAL POSITION. .. ..... CR/U * 4O.055

..

.. .... ..

N0

CL

N.. j__jL..

C.4

L . L. L

.. .. -- -- -- ...

C!. .- ....

-.-jPropagating Disturbance (0.8? msec)
=w ___ __ _____ - Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 mseec)

.C.....

N + ........L '" '- - . -

L 7
0.00~- 7.0 2.0 30"50 0 0 700 80 .0 0

TIM ...... S.. .. t j

Fiur L2 Axa Stto+ eoiy il tM drt
ReesdFosadte70Lld pnLcto

373L .L
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... .777r X .- V r rr

Ila$ TRACE ENSANSLE AVERAGEI

DATE. 2/2S/85 PRO0BE POSITION DATA MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTS.
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBER, I AXIAL STATION. .. ..... 7 CXiu * 0.026

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 10 C9iiI * 1.298
SAMPLE RATE CKmlZ3, 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . S Cft/U * -0.085

.a .. .. .... ...

...a..... . .. .... ... .

a , L L- .- ..

La L- . . .. L . .. -

a -L LL .i...... 1 L...... ...
4- .4 L 1 .

Z38 C-b Prpg gDsubac 08 sc
a . .... 3.. Bl ..Pas.. (105 msc

411.L L -

L L.

N .. ..... .

'0.00 1.00 2. 00 9.00 tO 0 .00 7.0 800 9.0 to tD 00 I .00TIME iNSECI

Figure 130 Axial Station '7 Velocity Field at Moderate

Reversed Flows and the 50% Blade Span Location
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(126 TRACE ENSAMBLE AVERAGE)

DATE, 2 /25/85 PROSE POSITION DATA, MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTS,
SENSOR SERIAL NUNSBE~i I AXIAL. STATION . * .7 C/ 0.035

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCU"rERENT IAL POSITION . to C0,u - 1.17%
SAMPLE PATE CKHfl 20.0 RADIAL POSITION. .. .... 2 CR/U - -0.061

L-~ L

to

L .. .... . - - -

p Propagating Disturbance (0.87 macc)
____ ___ ___ ___ -~ Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 mnsec)

..LL..L

.. .. .. ......- - - - - -. -

C w- " -

0.0 1.00 2.00 3.00 8.00 5.00 S.00 7.00 8.00 8.00 MO.0
TIME IMSECI

Figure 131 Axial Station #7 Velocity Field at Moderate
Reversed Flows and the 30% Blade Span Location
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1128 TRACE ENSANOLE AVERAGE)

DATE, 2/25/85 PROBE POSITION DATA, 14EAN FLOWd COEFFICIENTSs
SENSOR SERIAL NUNBERt I AXIAL STATION . .... 7 Ca/U - 0.019

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMEFERENTIAL. POSITION . 10 C,/U - 1.06
SAMPLE RATE CKK23s 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . * I Cy/U - -0.013

Ct

C3

CD

CD

: L

Reverse Flows_ ______ ____5- X ~to Blade Spasng (1.05 mee
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INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. ........... 7
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 6

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY S10 DEV

(MY) (MV/IN Hilo) OIN to)0

PRE-RUN 29.8 45.1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 '17.2 0.0412

RUN AVG -11.2 '16.9

PRESSURE DATA IIN H20):

AVERAGE. ........ 0.225
MAXIMUM .. . . . . 0.9741
MINIMUM .. . . . . -1.489
CORRECTED AVG . . . 3.362
BLADE REFERENCE .. 2.949

- Propsgating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
g ____ ____ __________ I- Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 mnsoc)

L~~ .1 L .. .... IJ1

... ... .... .

AF t

5 5.* * .. .. ... . . ...
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INSTANTANEOUS TRRCE
03? TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE. 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C259
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .. *...............7
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION .... 6
RADIAL POSITION. ......... 5
PROBE YAW ANGLE (DEG TOC) . . . . 85

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STD BEV

(MY) (MV/IN H 1 0) (IN .70)

PRE-RUN 26.9 82.6 0.047
POST-RUN 398.2 79.2 0.043

RUN AVG 224.7 80.8

PRESSURE DATA IIN H,0):

AVERAGE. ........ 6.935
MAXIMUM. ....... 8.966
MINIMUM. ........ 4.564
CORRECTED AVG ... 9.220
BLADE REFERENCE 2.949

-I Propsgating Distulrbmnce (0.87 misc)
a 0 Rotor 3 Blae Passing (1.05 msec)

. .. .. .. .. L .. L L I

.......... . 1 .. L~ ..... L.. . .. .. .

L L L L.L........... ...

a~~~~L L, .II ....... ..s L . L 1

. .. .. ... .. . .
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(128 TRACE ENSARULE AVERAGE)

DATER 3/27/8S PROBE POSITION DATA, MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTS,
SENSOR SERIAL NUNOER. I AXIAL STATION ....... 7 C5/U - -0.311

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUFlERENTIAL POSITION . 10 C$/U - 1.1123
SAMPLE RATE CKMlZ3s 20.0 RADIAL POSITION .. S CR/U * -0.107

L. L

w . V

L ..

LLL

Reverse-d Fotor 3n Bh 0 lade Pasng (1.05tionc

a _____ _____ _382



1128 TRACE ENSAMB.E AVERAGE)

DATE, S3/27/85 PROU POSITION OATAi MEAN FLOWd COEFFICIENTS,
SENSOR SERIAL #4uMB(Fl, I AXIAL STATION ....... 7 Cr/U -0.195

MOTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUNFERLNT IA POSITION .10 C8/U * 1.331

SAMPLE RATE CKMZ31 20.0 RADIA. POSITION ...... 2 CR/U * -0.192

2

U

U

Roo ld asn 10 sc

0; 1 o 20 0 qo 0 6 0 7 0 80 .0 11.o

TIE (SC

Fiur 13 Axa-tto elct il tHg

Reverse Flows_ a -d Roto 30 lade Spasng (L.05tion
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INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
128 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE; 3 /29/85

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C259
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .. *...............7
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION .... 6
RADIAL POSITION. .......... 3
PROBE YAW ANGLE (DEG TOC) . . . . 85

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STO DEV

("V) (MV/IN Na)6 (IN H2q01

PRE-RUN 26.9 82.6 0.047
POST-RUN 398.2 79.2 0.043

RUN AVG 293.2 80.2

PRESSURE DATA (IN H"01:

AVERAGE .. ....... 4.358.
MAXIMUM. ........ 6.817
MINIMUM. ........ 2.966
CORRECTED AVG .11.I.150
BLADE REFERENCE 2.9Y9

* .. i 1 Rotor 3 Blado Passing (1.05 mnsec)

i L .L.i.... . i......................
. ... . .L .

t'.. .. . . .. . . . .~ A ... .. .. ...... ....

A L'..A .. ... I. I...j...
a I L.-I, . .. a..~. . . .i iii, A

.b0 00 2.00 3.0 .00 1.00 6.00 7.00 6..0 0 00 3.00
TIME IMSECI

* Figure 142 Ax~al Station *7 Total Pressure Measurement at High~
Reverse Flow and 509 Blade Span Location
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INSTANTANEOUJS TRACE

128 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C259
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION .................... 7
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION .... 6
RADIAL POSITION .. ............. 5
PROBE YAW ANGLE IDEG 70C) . . . . 80

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY SIB 0EV

(MY) (NV/IN Heal (IN H2 03

PRE-RUN 26.9 82.6 0.047
POST-RUN 398.2 79.2 0.043

RUN AVG 290.6 80.2

PRESSURE DATA (IN 1120):

AVERAGE. ........ 7.916
MAXIMUM. ........ 10.669
MINIMUM. ........ 5.353
CORRECTED AVG . . . 14.480
BLADE REFERENCE . 2.949

____ ________ l j Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 mmcc)

Lii L.i

L L
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(120 TRACE ENSAMBLE AVERAGE)

DATEt 2/27/85 PROBE POSITION DATAi MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTS,
SENSOR SERIAL NUNISERe I AXIAL STATION ....... 7 Cs/U - -0.08

MOTOR LOCK(ED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . to Ce/u - 1.12S
SAMPLE RATE CKHZ~s 20.0 RADIAL POSITION .. S CRyU - -0.129

i i . .

L. L

L L. i. L-.m

8.

i . .....

o Rotor 3 Blade Passing (1.05 rmec)

LiL

m 7 -

TIME INSEC)

F Igure 145 Axial Station *7 Velocity Field at Low
Reversed Flows and the 85% Blade Span Location

389
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'I?$ TMAC( I ISANGLE AV(RAG1I

D41 z ZYIs POs POSITION DATA, MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENrSt
SINSA 11IAIL SEAo AIM STATIO .Ow .. . 7 C1j/ - -0.009

NOTOM KSCfO 'AIG(.IP CIACLgWIRINTION. POSITION . 10 C*/U . 1.019
Shef AT[ (NI] 20 0 AA0If. POSITION ...... 3 CAMU - -0.146

T T

ol

a -4

,.-.I Rotnr 3 blae Ps"Ing (1.05 msedc

U V ~-

0.00 2'.00 2.00 K.00 11.08 SA0O 60 7. 00 8.00 9.00 .00
TIME (MSECI

Figure 146 Axial Station *7 Velocity Field at Low
Reversed Flows and the 509 Blade Span Location
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112S TRACE ENSAMOLE AVRAGE)

DATE, 2 /27/65 PROSE POSITION DATA. MEANS FLOW COEFYICIENTSm
SENSOR SERIAL SJNKA, I AXIAL STATION ....... 7 CXIU - 0.028

ROTOA LOCKED TRIGGER CIR~UNFERENT HAL POSITION .10 Cg/U - 0.710
SAMPLE RATE CRM1Z2 20.0 RACIAL POSITION . ..... I CR/U * -0.08)

C

.......L L. - L-
L L.I .. .. ... ... .

ma

0o
.. .. ... .....

RooC ld asig(.5rsc

SL

n.,, L.

N..i L-- L L.

00C0 0 30 10 .0 60 .0 00 to b0

Reere Fl-w Roto 3h B5% lade pan (1.05 tmsec
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1128 TRACE ENSAMBLE AVERAGE)

DATEe 2/21/85 PROSE POSITION DATAe MEAN FLOWI COEFFICIENTSt
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBERSo I AXIAL STATION ....... 6 C1/U - -o.10

MOTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . 6 CONU * -0.1138
SANPLE RATE CKMZ2. 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . . U CR/i - 0.001

A A

C3

C

C3

PrpgtnCitrbne(.7me
Roo ld asn 09 Nc

L L

LL.

L L L

Rees Fl-w ando 2h 0 Blade Spang (0.93tion
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-INSTANTANEOUS TRACE

120 TRACE ENSAMBLE AVERAGE

DAY~i 2/22/85 PROBE POSITION DATAo SENSOR ORIENTATION$ [DEG31
SENSOR SERIAL NUNSER1 I AXIAL STATION . S ANGLE 'A'. -80.0

ROTOR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION .'I ANGLE 8 . . -t11.0
SAPLE IRATE CxMZ 3, 20.0 RADIAL POSITION .. .. ANGLE C I 1 -15.0

9

9 . . . . . .-

Lni

b

(n o . . ... - .

;.

40-
7!0 N0 !0

'b. o 1'0 2!_ Go _ _! __o 4!_ Io -0 -.0 - .

TLEI SC

Fiur 51 Aia Saio 6 feciv ooig eoctyMasrmet

atMdrt eesd lw adte7%Bld pnLcto
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INSTANIRNEOIS TRRCE
032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C260
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION. .. *...............6
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . . . 6

CALIBRATION DATA%
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY STO DEV

(MV) (MV/IN M 2 0) (IN K 20)

PRE-RUN 29.8 '15.1 0.053
POST-RUN -19.0 '47.2 0.0112

RUN AVG -111.0 47.0

PRESSURE DATA (IN H20):

AVERAGE ......... 1.295
MAXIMUM. ........ 2.722
MINIMUM. ........ 0.151
CORRECTED AVG . . . 1.875
BLADE REFERENCE . 2.9419

i- Propagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
* ____ I 4Rotor 2 Blade Passing (0.93 msec)

L

L~i.. iie AL .i.i

.........

C3

~bO 1.00 2.00 3.00 4 00 0.00 7.00 6.00 a 1 .00
T IME IMSECI

Figure 153 Axial Station *6 Wall Static Pressure Measurement
at Moderate Reverse Flow
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INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
032 TRACE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE

DATE: 3 /29/85

SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER
TRANSDUCER SERIAL NO. C259
AMPLIFIER NO. 3

AXIAL STATION...........6
CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . . .. 6
RADIAL POSITION. .......... 5
PROBE YAW ANGLE IDEG TOC) ....- 78

CALIBRATION DATA:
ZERO DRIFT SENSITIVITY S10 0EV

(MVI (MV/IN H.01 (IN H10)

PRE-RUN 26.9 82.6 0.0'47
POST-RUN 398.2 79.2 0.0143

RUN AVG 92.0 82.0

PRESSURE DATA (IN H2 0)J

AVERAGE. ........ 0.760
MAXIMUM. ........ 0.090
MINIMUM. ........ 1.1419
CORRECTED AVG . . . 2.300
BLADE REFERENCE 2 .9'49

0 -~ Propagating Disturbance (0.87 msec)
-4Rotor 2 Blade Passing (0.93 msec)

C3

Modrat Revers Flow an th L Bld Spa Locto

C33
....... ......00.. .00..........00.. .00...00...00...00....00....

...........................................

Figure.. . .. . .. . .. . .15 Axa Stto *6 Toa rsueMaueeta
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(126 TRACE ENSANSLE AVERAGE)

DATEt 21/2618S PROBE POSITION OATAo MEAN FLOW COEFFICIENTSe
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBER# I AXIAL. STATION ....... S Ca/U - -0.10%I

ROTOR LOCMED TRIGGER CIRICUMVERENT IAL POSITION . B CS/U - 1.344'
SAMPLE RATE CKMl~e 20.0 RADIAL POSITION. ....... CR/U - -0.018

...... ..

L i. L L

Lii

L i

L L. .

40

j LL .- j

.

j- PLpgtn Ditubac (0.8 ... s..

.0.0 ...00 2 . ..... 0 .. 00 .0 6.00. L.0 8.0 1 3.

TIM IMEC

Fiur 56 Aia SaioPr e ocigtyn Fieldrbat 08 Modeat
Reverse Flo and tasie 85.9 BldeSpnLoato
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-INSTANTANEOUS TRACE
I28 TR.ACE ENSAROLE AVERAGE

DATEt 2/26/83 PROBE POSITION DATAt SENSOR ORIENTATIONS IDEG~o
SENSOR SERIAL NUMBER, I AXIAL STATION . . S ANGL.E W . 5.0

ROTCR LOCKED TRIGGER CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION . S ANGLE '0' 120.0
SAMPLE RATE CKMf2, 20.0 RADIAL POSITION . . S ANGLE 'C'. 50.0

I L

U

I.

C!

40
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Possible Phase Shift Propogation N.O oe
Spinning 6~t S peedNo

Mode (msec) UcT'u

I0.100 -6.98 -'8

2 1.846 -03 -158
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1 0 Stator N 0 Rotor N+I I A0

a) High Reverse Flow C
(Axi symmetric)

1 0 Stator N 1 0 Rotor N +I 1 0

b) Moderate Reverse Flow C

(Asymmetric)

0 tto 0 Rotor N+I 1 0
As Wi

c) Low Reverse Flow EX

(Axisymmetric)

Figure 160 Radial Movement of Fluid during Reverse Flow
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APPENDIX A

MASS FLOW CALIBRATION

The orifice plate was calibrated by measuring the mass flow through the facility and the

pressure drop across the orifice plate. In order to determine the mass flow rate, the

dynamic pressure profile across the Inlet annulus of the compressor was measured at several

mass flow rates. The figures at the end of this appendix illustrate four typical inlet dynamic

pressure profiles. Mess flow was determined by using the measured dy'namic pressure

profiles to evaluate the following integral expression

rh p ACC 2 7rJ 2 p (Pps) r dr (A- I)

rhUb

where (P-S is the measured dy'namic pressure profile. The integral of Equation A- I was

evaluated numerically using the trapezoidal rule with end correction. This quadrature scheme

is essentially a fourth order method.

The inlet calibration results indicate that the inlet blockage ratio varies with Reynolds

Number acm-ding to the following power law expression

= C, (A-2)

409



where A - - (A-3)
C Vf

(A-4)ReInlot -L
inlet

am = 2( P ),,. (A-5)

Vf P

L = inlet reference length (1.25 ft)

The coefficients C1 and C2 were evaluated by rewriting Equation A-2 as follows

Ogle (AB/AC)= Ogle (C1) + c 2  Ogl0 e(Rein.t) (A-6)

In this lOgl0 form, the slope of a straight line least squares curve fit of the blockage

data is the exponent, C2. The coefficient C, is given by ten raised to the y-intercept value

of the linear curve fit. The loglo presentation of the blockage data (as well as a standard

presentation) appears in Figure 45.

The orifice plate calibration data indicates that a slight Reynold's Number dependence

exists, i.e.

K- K + K(A-7)) t horet Ital correctiont

410
D. . . . . -



where K(A.f.,g = dct (A-8)

K orrecto = c3 (R. (A-9)

and aj is the Reynold's Number invariant portion of the discharge coefficient given by

Equation 4-2, A0p is the orifice area, Aduct is the crossectional area of the upstream

ducting, and AC Is the compressor flow through area.

Substitution of Equation A-9 into A-7 and rearrangement yields

lo10 (K theor, K) = 0glo (-C 3) + C4 1lo 0 (Reop) (A-10)

A linear least squares curve fit of the lOglo form of the orifice plate calibration data

yields the coefflc'ents C3 and C4 .

411
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RUN NO. 17
°:DATE I 5 8A

NIDSPAN DATA.

I IDYNAMIC PRESSUJRE 0.02 IN."2
.- , VEL0CIT 11.09 FT/SECI , i = ! ...... ) . ..o ..
Cci i AVERAGED DATAo

fiI VELOCITY 10.09 FT/SEC

'iBLOCKAGE RATIO 0.090

I o I Ii : , ,

.. . . . I - -+-- -

r."--' T -. t - t . . . . t- f -ft I ILL _-_ __| ,

0o . ,t + -__ _ - - '..-

,,,- u I Il 1

.I NLET __ YNDMCNARSSU ( RI JR H 0~ I.P2

"z" AVERA"ED DATA

I!- rl ' ] ] I I : I' ' I VELOCITT 18.88l FT/SEC I

.I , i L l II
ltr I gL [ [ I l [ [ I i t . L l t 1 L.J I [ ' '

* . -! I________ I _______I__ T __l____Il______!

9': °.o 00. 05 0. 10 0.1I5 0. 20 0. 25 0, 30 0. 35
I INLET DYNAMIC PRESSURE (IN. 120)
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Q

I 4 
RUN NO. 20

DATE 1 5 Si

If;L.DYNAMIC1PRESSURE 0.122 1IN. 1120

cr I { 1 VELOCITY 23.56 FT/SEC

inMASS FLOW RATE 1.14 LBH/SEC

1VELOCITV 21.911 FT/SEC
IBLOCKAG RATIO 0.069

o '

-I-Ef t
93. 00 0.05 0.t0 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

INLET DYNAMIC PRESSURE (IN. H120)

04

IDATE I 5 86

C3I NIOSPAN DATA,

DYNAMGIC PRESSURIE 0. 1" IN 1120
zVELOCITY 27.55 FT/SEC
cr- AVERAGED DATAs

(f C3~f H~[ ASS FLOW RATE 1.3% LOH/SC
o LVELOCITY 25.69 FT/SEC

C3 II BLOCKAGE RATIO 0.067

mJ1IctI,~tf

'6.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0'.35
INLET DYNAMIC PRESSURE (IN. H120)
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APPENDIX B

INSTRUMFNTATION CALIBRATION DATA

Contents.

1) Scanivalve Pressure Transducer Calibration

2) Miniature Pressure Transducer Calibrations

Base Calibration - S/N C257 (Static Probe)
C260 (Static Probe)
C258 (Total Probe)
C259 (Total Probe)

Pro-test and Post-test Calibration - S/N C260

3) Total Pressure Probe Directional Sensitivity Calibrations

S/N C258
C259

4) Amplifier Freency Response (#1 -05)

5) Hot Wire Sensor Velocity Magnitude Calibrations

Sensor I - 450 inclination
ensor 3 - 22.50 Inclination

6) Hot Wire Sensor Directional Sensitivity Calibrations

7) Hot Wire Sensor Directional Sensitivity Coefficients

414



PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION
SCRN IVALVE

DATE: 9 /3 /84

SLOPE (IN. 1120/VOLT) 27.755

Y-INt4ERCEPTItIN. H120) 0. 014L
STO 0EV (IN. H20) 0.032

SENSITIVITY (fly/IN. H20) 36.0

0.... .... ..... .... ... ......... .... ....

0......... ..... ............... .. .. ... .......

0. .. ........ ....
0... ......... .......... .. L L ..... ... ....

. .. ... .. ..... .... .. .. ..... ..

0.. ....... .... .... ....
..........0 ...

zo

L.-

6- o... .....i 0..

.....0..... ....

..... ........... . .L i A .....

. ..- ......... ..... ...... ..... .. . . ..... .....
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HOT WIRE -SENSOR

DIRECTIONAL SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS

SENSOR #1 SENSOR #3(450 Inclination) (22.50 Inclination)

b0  -0.18558E + 00 -0.80208E - 01

bi  0.18182E - 01 0.17689E - 01

b -0.85758E - 02 -0.76160E - 02

b3 -0.37662E - 03 -0.76065E - 04

b4  0. 19117E - 04 0. 16060E - 04

b5  -0.39879E - 04 0. 13058E - 05

b6  0.66322E - 04 0.74768E - 04
b7  0.32348E - 05 -0.74754E - 06

be 0.88284E - 05 0.78139E - 05

b9  -0.87264E - 06 -0.95297E - 06
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